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CONdITIONS OF SAlE

These Conditions of Sale together with the
Bid Sheet and any glossary contained in this
Printed Catalog, as may be amended by
announcement, constitutes the complete terms
and conditions on which all property shall be
offered for sale by Pete deCoux. (the “House”).

This is a telephone and mail bid sale.  All
bids must  be made by LOT Number as listed in
the Printed Catalog  and be received by the
House not later than the Sale Close as below, be
made in United States of America Funds and 
follow the Bidding Increment Schedule as listed
in the Printed Catalog. Only registered catalog 
buyers will be permitted to bid.

The Sale Close shall be at 10:00 PM
Mountain Standard Time on the day, month, and
year of “close date of the Sale” as listed on the
Catalog and Bid Sheet.

The House reserves the right to reject any
bid from any bidder. The highest bidder acknowl-
edged by the House shall be the Buyer. In the
event of any dispute between bidders, the House
shall have sole and final discretion either to deter-
mine the successful bidder or to re-offer and
resell the article in dispute. In case of tie bids
preference will be given to the bid bearing the
earliest postmark. If any dispute arises after the
Sale, the House’s sale record shall be conclusive
in all respects. If the Buyer gives notice in 
writing to the House that any lot sold is wrong,
and if within fourteen (14) days after such notice
the Buyer returns the lot to the House in the same
condition as when sold, and proves to the 
satisfaction of the House that the returned lot is in
fact wrong and this was not indicated by a fair
reading of the Printed Catalog, the sale will be
rescinded and the Purchase Price thereof 
refunded.

No bid can be withdrawn once made.
There are no exceptions.

Great care is taken to ensure that any state-
ment as to authorship, attribution, origin, date,
age, provenance and condition is reliable and
accurate, but all such statements are statements of
opinion and are not to be taken as statements or
representation of fact. All property is sold “as is”
and neither the House nor the Consignor makes
any warranties or representations of any kind or
nature with respect to the property. Furthermore,
the House reserves the right, in forming opinion,
to consult and rely upon any expert or authority
reasonably considered by the House to be reli-
able.

As used in these Conditions of Sale the
term “Final Bid” means either the highest

acknowledged bid or the Reduction Bid as
defined  below, whichever is least, and the term
“Purchase Price” means the aggregate of  the
Final Bid plus fifteen percent (15%) of the Final
Bid (the “Premium”) and any applicable State
and local sales tax and any compensating use tax
of another state which the House may be required
by law to collect.

All lots sold must be removed at the
Buyer’s expense and the Purchase Price thereof
paid in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FUNDS not later than thirty (30) days following
the date of the Sale. And unless prior arrange-
ments have been made unpaid lots will be subject
to a late charge of 2% per month. The House will
help to arrange to deliver any lot, provided
instructions are given, the Purchase Price is paid
in full, and all postage, packing, insurance or
other fees incurred by the House are paid in full.

In these Conditions of Sale the term
“Reduction Bid” means the sum, rounded up to
the nearest increment as listed in the Printed
Catalog, over the second highest acknowledged
bid.

Bidders who are unknown to the House
and have not established credit must either
enclose twenty percent (20%) of their bids, or
supply bank or other suitable reference to the
House in good time as to be taken up before the
date of the Sale. Deposits of unsuccessful bidders
will be promptly returned after the date of the
Sale.

All lots will be available for inspection BY
APPOINTMENT ONLY, unless a  public preview
is otherwise announced. All cartridges are for 
collecting purposes only.

The House reserves the right to withdraw
any lot at any time before the date of the sale.

If the House is prevented by fire, theft, or
any other reason whatsoever from delivering any
lot to the Buyer, the liability of the House shall
be limited to the Purchase Price actually paid
thereof. The respective rights and obligations of
the parties in respect to the Conditions of Sale
and the conduct of the auction shall be governed
and interpreted by the laws of the State of
Arizona, and the bidder hereby submits to the
jurisdiction of the courts of such state.

Bidders must comply with all Federal,
State and local laws that pertain to anything
that they bid upon and agree to promptly 
supply the house with all proofs and / or
licenses necessary upon payment.

Participation in the auction constitutes the
acceptance, understanding and agreement of these
Conditions of Sale.

SHIppINg and HANdlINg - Our minimum charge for shipping and handling is $17.00.
Special packing and handling will be charged in addition to the $17.00 if necessary. We ship 
ammunition via Fed X throughout the United States so we must have your phone number and
street address. We can only ship ammunition within the continental U.S
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/ family Estimates- We have included a price range that we
think the lot will sell within. However, they are only esti-
mates, and a lot may sell above or below the estimate. So
don’t let an estimate stop you from bidding because you
think it’s too high. Bid what you are willing to pay.

Bidding- Determine how much you are willing to
pay and bid that price, as your bid may win because all lots
are sold as cheaply as other bids allow, as this is a “reduc-
tion bid” auction. Bid early; the earliest postmark is the
winner in case of tie bids. You can call back and check or
adjust your bids or bid on other lots by telephone towards
the end. See the inside back cover for the auction close pro-
cedure and bid even if you feel you have no chance of suc-
cess; you may get a bargain.

Bidding by Mail- Just fill out the Fax or Mail bid
sheet by listing the lot number and your maximum bid for
that lot, sign it, include your deposit information and get it
to us so we receive it before the close date. Remember we
do not have any control over delivery of your bid so we
suggest you do it as soon as possible as bid sheets received
after the close date will not be considered.

Bidding by Fax- Just the same as by mail, fill it
out, sign it, and Fax it to our 24 hour Fax number 
928-776-8276 so we receive it no later than 4:00 PM MST
on the date of the close.

Bidding by E-mail- Electronically duplicate the
asked for information contained on the bid sheet and send it.
Note the times we will not accept E-mail bids, as published
on the inside back cover of the catalog.

Bidding by Telephone- You may place any number
of bids any number of times during the sale. No written bid
is required prior to placing telephone bids during the hours
of 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM MST Monday - Friday. You may
also add, raise and / or check if you are high. Starting the
Thursday before the Close the auctioneer will give you the
second high bid as a starting point, and tell you if your bid
is the high. He will not provide any other information about
bids. And please remember too, within three (3) business
days after the close, send us your signed Phone
Conformation bid sheet confirming your bids.

Checking your Bids- You may check any number
of times. The auctioneer will tell you if you’re high. You are
then free to raise on any number of bids or bid on other lots.

Auction Close- Ten (10:00) PM MST time on the
date published in the catalog. So until 10:00 PM on the auc-
tion close date if you call and get a busy signal redial, until
you succeed and we will continue to take your bids. When
you call and make connection be aware we have two tele-
phone lines and a device that will let you know you have
connected with us and it will put you on hold until we are
finished with the bidder ahead of you. It will then be your
turn. So if you get this recording stay on the line as you are
next. The wait should be short as we try to make each call
as short as possible. However you can hang up and redial at
a later time provided the auction is still in progress. Should
you call after 10:00 PM when the auction is over you will
get a recording saying so. 

After the Sale- We will be preparing the winning
prices. We realize you are anxious to know if you were suc-
cessful, so should you wish to call about this information

please do so starting Monday between 10 AM to 7 PM as
we will not accept calls at other times or on Sunday. Final
results will be mailed to all catalog buyers. Included with
this mailing will be detailed invoices for winning bidders.
Unsuccessful bidders will have their deposits returned.

Payment- We accept PayPal ONLY for overseas
or Canadian buyers (you pay all fees, use:
ctgs@commspeed.net and the gift / family payment but-
ton) We are again taking U.S. bank credit cards, but prefer
personal checks, money orders and bank drafts only if 
payment is made in United Sates Funds. Other payments
drawn on foreign banks may be subject to a $25.00 or more
fee. Arizona residents must pay appropriate sales tax.

Extended Payment- Provided prior arrangements
are made extended payments can be arranged. If you really
want something we will try to work out a plan for you to
participate. We can also accept items in trade against your
balance provided prior arrangements are made. Questions?
Call !

Delayed Payments- Things do not always go as
expected, we are aware of that. We would appreciate, if
something unexpected happens, that you let us know as
soon as possible so we can take appropriate action. We
expect payment in full within thirty (30) days from the
invoice date. If you do not inform us and delay in paying us
there is a late charge of 2% per month and we will be forced
to require a 100% cash advance of your bid in future auc-
tions.

Delivery- We will try to ship your order soon after
the purchase price is paid in full. We ship by Fed-X and
must have your phone number and physical street address.
Minimum shipping is $17.00 and includes insurance only
for your purchase price. We cannot ship live ammunition or
primers by mail, so overseas, Canadian and other than con-
tinental United States buyers must make other arrange-
ments. We will be glad to work with you on this by storage
or shipment to another. Please contact us for details.

Problems- Contact us as soon as possible if any-
thing is wrong with anything so we can rectify the problem.
Please be sure to give us a daytime telephone number.

Questions- As the auction is very soon we regret
we can not reply to written questions. Should you require
further information about anything please call 928-776-8285
during the hours 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM MST Monday -
Friday. Please do not wait to the last minute to call as we,
may not be able to take the time to satisfactorily answer
your questions during active bidding.

Our HOURS OF OPERATION are:

Monday-Friday = 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM

The Friday before the close = 10 AM to 9 PM

A Non-Auction-Close Saturday = We are Closed

Within 3 weeks of the “close Saturday”=10 AM to 3 PM

The Auction Saturday = We open at Noon

Any Sunday = We are Closed

AriZoNA does not go to daylight savings.

A d v i c e  t o  b i d d e r s

FIRST review the entire catalog; we may not have put the lots you want where you expect them to be.



comments
Regarding our descriptions of the quality and condition of the items in this catalog, we try to

be honest with you as buyer, as we too, are often buyers. We try to rate the item in an overall 
condition then note any flaws. We understand that each of you has different criteria that often make
an item acceptable or not. Therefore to make our ratings understood we will say that an item rated as
fair is one we feel most collectors would put away with the hope of upgrading and that the most dis-
criminating of you would not purchase the item at all due to a high percentage of missing label, poor
patina, dirt, corrosion, no charge or badly cracked neck. A good item is one that, although it does
have some of what we consider slight, minor flaw(s), but with a rarity consideration, you could live
with and still enjoy. Very good shouldn’t be any problem to 98% of you. Excellent to near mint a very
minor distinction, and mint is as new, without being new. Should you have any further questions we
will be glad to help with more detailed information about an item(s) as best we can.

Regarding our comments about rarity we can only go with what we have encountered in other
collections, at gun and cartridge shows and in various auctions and lists. Our rarity ratings are based
on the frequency we have seen or read about the item in question. Your exposure may be entirely 
different.

Regarding the photographs, we show the worst “side” and are photographing items (as close
as we can,) actual size. If an item is not, the text will show in the percentage we reduced or magnified.

Please read the whole catalog as a lot you desire might be in different section than you think.
To those of you who undertook the massive task of authoring the books we use and to all of you

who took the time and effort to answer our questions, Thank you, we couldn’t have done it without
you.

We hope you will be successful with your bids and satisfied with the lots you won. We have
made every effort to give accurate descriptions regarding the who, what, why, etc., and hope this
effort is of use to you.

A note about headstamps: on a 4 position headstamp we write starting at 12 o’clock, then go the 
9 o’clock, 6 o’clock and 3 o’clock details. So basically we just start at the top then go left to right with everything
below 12 o’clock as a left to right reading. If the letters/numbers are facing inwards, read as a straight line.

NOTE: This is a reduction bid auction, spread bids are of no use as your high bid is
reduced to an increment above the next highest bidder (or not, if it is a tie bid). Also please
pay attention to the bid increments at the top of your bid sheet because your bid will be

reduced if it does not conform to the increments and you might loose the lot !

Please note that the minimum bid on any lot is $15.00.

regarding reserves: Please consider any lot with a $300.00 [or higher] low estimate
figure, as having the low estimate value, used as a reserve value guide. 

Please note we are not an all reserve house, however we do have a minimum bid.

Please note our buyer premium is 15%.

We are taking U.S. bank credit cards for your wins but prefer your check (personal or
otherwise}, money order or bank drafts. PayPal is acceptable only for overseas or Canadian
buyers.

the following abbreviations are being used for bullet jacket materials in the catalog.
GM = gilding metal             GMCS = gilding metal clad steel 
CN = cupronickel               CNCS = cupronickel clad steel
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EARLY & TRANSITIONAL

CLUB BENEFIT LOTS

1 Made by Bertram Brass, this 41/4” long new empty brass 4 ga. commemorates 30 years of the
Australian Cartridge Collectors Association. With a few slight stains near / on the rim, it is in otherwise
good condition. [photo 80%] estimate- 40-70

2 Headstamped ‘ SUPER SPEED  222 REM ‘, this brass cased Cal. .14 (3.56mm)
experimental for wound evaluation has a flat nickel primer, and a sharply pointed
GMCS-jacketed bullet. With uneven toning it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

3 With a blackened primer and headstamped ‘ F A 7 3 ‘, this brass cased 4.32mm
Optimized Ball Cartridge inert-loaded example has a GMCS-jacketed bullet. HWS Vol. 3, pg. 393 notes only 20 rounds were
made and held a 23 gr. charge of simulated powder. With light toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 150-200

4 Headstamped ‘ F A 7 3 ‘, this inert-loaded 4.32mm {Cal. .17} Ball Cartridge
FAT 210 has a blackened primer, a black annulus seal and a GMCS-jacketed bullet.
Loaded with a simulated powder, it has light toning and is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

5 A pair of dished-base, 6mm SAW inert-loaded dummies. Headstamped 
‘ F A 7 2 ‘, one has a blackened primer, a green-lacquered steel case with a
smooth cannelure upper mid-neck and a blackened steel-jacketed bullet. The
neck cannelure placement on this example is different than the one in HWS Vol.
3, pg. 340, Fig. 429, and that may be explained that the hand assembly line in
the arsenal may have used components on hand at the time. Headstamped ‘ F A 7 3 ‘, the lower has a red annulus seal, a
blackened primer, a dark brown-lacquered steel case and a black steel jacketed bullet. With out the cannelure on the neck,
it thought to prehaps be a manufacturing error. Both are in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 60-90

6 Headstamped ‘ REM-UMC 223 ‘, this .223 Duplex was loaded 14 Nov, 1962 at
Frankford Arsenal. It has a flat nickel primer with a red annulus, and a GM-jacketed
bullet with a green tip. The front bullet weighs 33 gr. and the rear 34 gr. while the 
powder is a blend of: 11 gr. of WC846, and 16 gr. of WC852. Missing a little tip color,
the case has a couple of tiny dings, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

8 Folded over at the nose with four nicely-done short tabs, and with the tail neatly 
folded up, then laid alongside the body, the slightly stiff, unmarked light-tan paper
appears to have been from a lined leger or tablet. This about .49” / 12.5mm Swiss
blank has a two small spots of brown discolor, and is in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-60

7 L. James Sullivan was hired by Gene Stoner in 1957 to help miniaturize
the AR-10 rifle, turning it into the AR-15. He then continued working with
Mr. Stoner on the Stoner 63 system at Cadillac Gage. He has over 200
patents and has 9 firearms in production, two of which are the Ruger Mini
14 and the Ruger M77 bolt action. ForgottenWeapons.com has linked a
video of his latest selective-fire weapon, and two other firearms (the
Ultimax 100 LMG and one for the actor John Wayne) which he developed
on it’s web site. One of only two boxes autographed by Mr. Sullivan at our
request, this white 1-piece box is full of original ‘ REM-UMC  222 SPL ’
headstamped rounds. If you like .223 boxes, it doesn’t get much better
than this. With light soil, some corner dents and some foxing, it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 250-400

These following seven lots are being sold with the full proceeds being donated to a club. Lot one (1) is for the
Australian Cartridge Collectors Assoc. and lots two (2) through seven (7) are to benefit the IAA. The full winning
bid, determined by our normal reduction bid process, plus the 15% buyers premium will be paid by us to the club(s).
So bid high and benefit the clubs that help us enjoy our hobby through friendships and shared knowledge.

Lot’s 2 through 6 are being donated by Frank W. Hackley, the commanding officer at Frankford Arsenal
from 1976-1977, and well noted author. Lot 7 is being donated by us, with the kindness of L. James Sullivan as it
includes his personal autograph.

END OF THE CLUB BENEFIT SALE AND THE START OF OUR REGULAR SALEEND OF THE CLUB BENEFIT SALE AND THE START OF OUR REGULAR SALE



10 A .450-75-530 Whitworth. Of the 1862 design, the tan
cardboard charger, has a tan wrapped paper seal (missing
the tear-tab) at the base and the cylindrical lead bullet is
secured by a smooth cannelure at the mouth. It has a crack
near the mouth, some faint pencil and a small 4-digit number in ballpoint ink on the body. With light to medium soil it
appears to have once-had a mid-section label, but it is generally in good condition. estimate- 90-120

12 This .69 U.S. Musket M-1822-1840, Buck & Ball has three .31” lead shot
positioned above the round ball and all are tied in-place with the single brown
string, which also closes the nose of the light-tan paper case. The tail has
been folded and laid alongside the body. With a few spots of soil and showing a slight constriction on three sides, near the
base, as if it might once have been on a board, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 150-200

11 These were apparently put into a mould filled with a clear resin(?),
and then sectioned lengthwise when ready. One is a .577 Enfield M-
1853 showing the Boxwood bullet base-plug and typical construction.
The other is a .450 Whitworth which was made to be used in the same
manor as the P-53 Enfield. The unknown resin is yellowed on both, and
the .450’s resin has a crack on one side, but the rounds themselves are
in relatively good sectioned condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 50-80

13 Approximately 17.5mm on the outside, this 15.43mm Prussian Needle-fire
Rifle M-1847-1855 uses a tan string the hold the waxed nose closed. The once-
white paper body has a somewhat loose vertical seam and it extends with a fold,
over the white cup-shaped once-white paper base. Showing some black stains on
the base and body at the seams, it seems to have lost some of the black powder charge, otherwise it is in good
condition. estimate- 170-250

9 With a light-tan cover opened at the end but with a still intact cloth-
pull, this .442 Westley Richards Monkey Tail Carbine has a tan paper
patched lead bullet with a tan string securing the tan paper body to the
bullet base, while a thick greased fibre-wad is attached to the head.
With a stain and a carefully repaired crack in the body, it is in otherwise
good condition. estimate- 60-90

15 This .36 Rubber Smith has a quite hard {as it should be} vertically-seamed black India
rubber body, and a centeral-holed {.074” / 1.88mm dia.} base piece. The 136 gr. pointed lead bullet has a wide smooth
cannelure and the case is empty of a charge. This type of case construction is covered under the June 30, 1857, U.S.
Patent #17,702 by Gilbert Smith, Buttermilk Falls, NY. The case mouth seems to have period “whittle” marks around it,
but it is still in relatively good to very good condition. estimate- 350-450

16 Nicely headstamped with a raised ‘ J ‘, this 11.15x14R Javelle has a vertically-seamed,
molded 2-piece lead case and a lead bullet secured with a segmented crimp. For a revolver, the inside-primed case has
an internal firing pin and is covered under an 1859 French patent. One of the nicest of these we have seen, the case
has a shallow dent in one side, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 400-475

17 Unheadstamped, this .44 Crispin is considered an annular rim fire. It has
a copper case and a 2-groove pointed lead bullet. With marker and a shallow
dent to one side of the lead, it is still in very good condition. estimate- 500-700

18 For a pistol with a horizontal cylinder, this 10.5mm Genhardt, who was Swiss, [US patent #16,477, of Jan. 27th, 1857] is made
using a mould, and a mandrel. Tin or lead foil is cut into squares which are wrapped around the mandrel, which when removed
from the mould forms the case. When loaded the tube primer is fitted to exactly half of the length. The case is then coated with
a mix of 3/4 animal fat and 1/4 wax. With some cracking to the coating it seems in very good condition. estimate- 400-600

14 This 17.5mm Italian Carcano M1867 Needle-fire Rifle, has it’s nose gathered
and tied with tan string and sealed with drop of beeswax(?). The vertically-seamed 
2-piece light ivory paper body has a base-paper with a sawtooth-shaped outer edge
which has been glued up along the sides. With an uneven tan stain on part (50% ?)
of the nose, there is a .23” / 6mm long vertical split at one side, and a smaller split
near the nose, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 250-300



19 This .45 Williamson Tit Fire for the Army and Navy National Revolver has marker and a
couple old light scatches. Otherwise it shows slightly uneven, darkish case color and typical 
bullet oxidation, so in good to very good condition. estimate- 120-150

20 This .42 caliber Rifle is thought likely to be a Lancaster. It has an inside primed center
fire plain copper base, a vertically seamed brown paper body and a two-groove, 182 grain
lead bullet. The base has a very tiny dent to one side and has a thick, center-holed inner wad.
Without a charge, it is in good condition. {For an x-ray of another see sale 14, lot 18} estimate- 120-170

21 This ca. 1863-1865 brass foil .50 Gallager has an off-white paper covering with
a vertical seam. The paper covering has some tape residue and soil, and the case a
few typical shallow dents, still it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

22 This quite uncommon S. Jackson’s patent [#45,830, of Jan. 3, 1865] .50 Gallager has
a vertical-seamed off-white outer paper covering to it’s overlapped, vertically-seamed
steel body. According to the patent the flash hole was to be closed with a small piece
of tissue paper and a drop of collodion. With a brown stain on perhaps half of the
paper covering it is still in good condition. estimate- 150-200

25 Measuring .562” at the mouth, the lead bullet of this tinned 2-piece
brass case .58 Morse Type I has a brown rubberized fabric washer in the
base holding a copper top hat musket cap. The rim of the case seems
about the same thickness as the case walls and a tinned brass washer has
been nicely fitted over the rim to strengthen it. With only perhaps 40% of
the case tinning left the bullet has only very, very light oxidation, and so this is still in good condition. estimate- 300-400

26 With a provenance on the label attached to the plastic tube containing it stating it was
“Rec’d from nephew of Tyler Henry 2/23/51”, this blued steel .44 Henry conversion
chamber would convert a Model 1866 Winchester, or a Henry rifle into a muzzle loader. It
has a steel nipple, plus slots in the rim to accommodate the M-66 dual firing pins, and carrier block. O. F. Winchester
patent #57,808 of Sept. 4th, 1866, it appears unfired. By 1865, B. Tyler Henry had left the Winchester company, and
with only a few very tiny spots of discolor, it is in excellent condition. [Tube not to size] estimate- 750-1000

23 This is the early, and quite scarce .54 U.S. Burnside Rodman-Crispin 1863
Patent Coiled Case. Showing a central flash hole in the base and a brass coiled
case around a lead projectile, this round is without the Foster Improvement and so
is unfired. The case has two splits at the mouth along with some staining, and the bullet is oxidized below the mouth,
likely causing the splits. It is in fair condition. estimate- 300-500

24 With a 210 gr., .452” removeable lead bullet, this rare experimental, .44
Winchester Dupee patent has a copper Milbank primer and an empty brass case. The
base of the case has been very nicely filed with [we think] lead solder to form a somewhat deeply dished inner base which
shows a good portion of the primer’s post / mouth at the center. The outer edge of this dish is perhaps .225” thick and
perhaps only .156” thick at the primer. Thought to have been tried in a modified M-1866 Winchester rifle, the patent is
#123,662 of Feb. 13, 1872. With light uneven toning, it is in good unfired condition. estimate- 2000-3000

27 With a raised ‘ PAT [over] 70 GRS ‘ headstamp, this
rare Martin primed .45 Caliber Reduction Experimental
is listed as a Martini-Henry imitation in the 1876
Philadelphia Exposition booklet by B.R. Lewis. Number
395 in the 9th drawer, it has a copper case with out the
reentrant fold and a paper-patched hardened lead bullet.
Using a center-holed compressed black powder charge,
the patch has some soil and is missing a piece of the outer layer. With marker it is in good condition. estimate- 1700-2200

28 Unheadstamped, this .56-50 Spencer Martin primed center fire has the early
ca. 1868-69 type rim, which is without the reentrant fold. Showing two short sets of
tool chatter marks on the base, along with a couple slight marks on the primer and
typical lead oxidation, it is still in very good condition. estimate- 300-400



29 With a rare raised ‘ PAT. MAR. [over] 23.1869 ‘ headstamp, which is
the U.S. patent date of #88,191 by Edwin Martin, this .50-70 Springfield
has a non-magnetic Martin primed copper case with the reentrant fold
and an oxidized lead bullet. This case at 1.802” / 45.81mm, is a little
longer and the rim is a little thicker than the more common unheadstamped production types. With a little uneven toning,
it is in very good condition. estimate- 1000-1500

30 Circa 1870, this Rodman Crispin Patent, .50-70 has an iron base disc, a 
copper primer, brass cap chamber, an evenly trimmed brass base cup, and the
brass foil body holds an lead bullet. By Frankford Arsenal, it has almost no tinning to
the base disc, but the body has only a few tiny dings and marker, and the oxidized lead only a slight ding, so we consider
it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 60-90

31 A circa 1866 1” Gatling Bar Anvil primed round, it has a plain copper
case and an iron anvil. Held with a segmenter crimp, the lead bullet shows
light to medium typical oxidation and the case an even patina. With marker
is in good to very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 300-400

32 This 1” Bar Anvil primed Gatling Canister Load has a 
magnetic anvil. Unstruck, and unheadstamped the copper case
holds the lead bullet with a segmented crimp. With a 4.029” case
length, and a 4.549” OAL, the case has uneven toning and marker.
Perhaps once cleaned it is still in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 300-400

33 Unheadstamped, this 1” Benét primed Gatling has a struck copper
case, and a lead bullet. With marker it has been polished and is heavily
lacquered, otherwise it is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 200-300

34 Unheadstamped, this empty 1” Benét primed
Gatling has a struck 4.08” long copper case, and
holds an incorrect, oxidized 2-groove lead bullet with
a taper crimp. A period W. Stokes-Kirk assemblage
for a display board, it has no case holes. With 
marker, it has been polished and is in relatively good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 200-300

35 With one original unheadstamped copper-cased round, this green-2-piece half-
cover .30 Eagle Arms Co. revolver box by Merwin & Bray has a black top label with
gold print. The plain side seal is orange and is perhaps only 55% complete. The box
has only one remaining side of the inner support for the box-top and the top is missing
the left end. The box has edge wear and the label has light rubs / scuffs, but is in 
relatively good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 150-200

36 With an impressed ‘ L ‘ in the base, this blued steel reloadable 12mm pinfire chamber has a
steel nipple to take a percussion cap. The nipple has parallel slots at the base to fit a slot on a 
barrel where the pin would protrude. At 180º to the nipple is a screw, with a somewhat buggered-up
slot, by which the nipple would be removable. The mouth has an inner step to take a .40” / 10.3mm heeled bullet.
Appearing unfired, it has marker and is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

37 A .61 Schubarth was entered in the 1860 conversion trials.
With some slight oval shaped marks around the “primer bump”, the
primer has not been struck, the case is without any soldered holes, and it has a total weight
of 622 gr. The .610” 2-groove pointed lead bullet is friction fitted and the brass case has nice, slightly uneven
toning, so in good to very good condition. [X-ray 65%] estimate- 3000-4000

38 An 18 ga. Eichel new empty light green paper 21/2” shell. It has a brass pin, and a non-magnetic 1/4“
brass base. With marker on the base it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-60

PINFIRE



\40 Part of a device set on the tracks to alert workers of an approaching train, this French Railway
signal blank is headstamped ‘ S.F.M 19 S.N.C.F. 69 ‘. It has red sealant at the base of the brass pin, a
grey anodized aluminum case, and a plain domed aluminum topwad secured by a roll crimp. With
marker it is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

41] Headstamped ‘ ELEY.LONDON No GASTIGHT 8 ‘, this 33/16” new empty
dark green paper 8 ga. shell has a brass pin and a non-magnetic 9/16“ brass
head. With black, diagonally printed “ELEY’S Gas-tight Cartridge Case” case print,
the mouth is a little out-of-round and is slightly scuffed. With marker, it is in good
condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 20-40

\42 With a raised ‘ FABRIQUE G A PARIS 4 ‘ headstamp, [G at 12:00 and 4 at 6:00]
this Gevelot 33/16” green paper, 4 ga. loaded shell has a brass pin, a 1/4“ brass
head and held with a roll crimp, a white topwad with a black “7” rubber stamp. 
It has marker, a small hole in the topwad and a slight ding on the crimp, but 
generally it is in good to very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 50-70

43] With a turned brass body and a center-holed brass base secured with solder, this
rare experimental rimless .58 Maynard Mule-Ear {aka Flop-ear}, which was for converted
rifles, has a friction fitted, lightly oxidated pointed lead bullet. Measuring: 1.385 case
length, .622” mouth and head, while the .081” thick ear varies from .194” wide at the base
to .156” at the tip. Conforming to the Sept. 29th, 1863 patent, #40,112, it has marker and a
slight ding, but nice color, so it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 500-600

\44 The so-called “short bullet” variation, this .50-50 M-1865 has a .770” rim and a 1.216”
brass 2-piece case with an oxidized lead bullet. Also included is a fired empty case showing a
crack at the base. With some surface soil it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

45] With a struck brass primer, this fired .35-40 M-1873 has a magnetic anvil, and a
2-piece brass case. It is: 2.131” long, with a .137” thick, .762” rim, a .403” head, and a
.398” mouth. With somewhat dark uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

46 A new unfired, unprimed empty, this .40-70 M-1872 has a magnetic anvil,
and a 2-piece brass case. It is: 2.449” long, with a .136” thick, .757” rim, a .453”
head, and a .449” mouth. With light toning it is in very good to excellent 
condition. estimate- 30-50

47 Unheadstamped, this .44-100 M-1882 Everlasting has a
small, somewhat deep-set, domed copper primer, a thick-walled
turned- brass case and a friction fitted cast-lead bullet. The .622”
rim is .064” thick, the head is .497”, the mouth is .495” and the case length is 2.816”. With a slightly dark mostly even
color and an unevenly oxidized bullet, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

48 Headstamped ‘ H ‘, this copper-cased .14 Alton Jones has a flat nose lead bullet showing one groove.
With uneven toning, marker and lead oxidation, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

49 Headstamped ‘ U ‘, this brass-cased .17 Eichelberger has a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. Lightly
toned it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

39] With a raised ‘ ‘ G. & G. Bussey & Co 12 London ‘ ‘ headstamp, this 23/8”
dark green paper 12 ga. shell has a plain tan topwad held by a roll crimp. With a
brass pin the non-magnetic 1/4“ brass base has been polished, the body has a 
shallow dent and the case mouth has edge wear, otherwise it is in good condition.

estimate- 50-80

MAYNARD
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50 Headstamped ‘ U ‘, this brass-cased .177 High Standard has a round nosed lead bullet with two
knurled rings. Lightly toned it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 25-40

51 Headstamped ‘ Rem ‘, this brass-cased 4.6x27 R FN experimental has a GMCS-jacketed
bullet. Based on the .22 Magnum, with light toning it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 90-120



52 These three .22 Shorts all have a raised ‘ H in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, a copper case and a single
groove round nose lead bullet. However all show different variations within the headstamps and bullets.
With light toning and oxidation, they are all in good condition. estimate- 20-40

53 With a raised ‘ G in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, this hard to find .22 Short by W.R.A.Co. for Brown
& Brothers has a copper case holding an oxidized round nose lead bullet, which has both a smooth
and a knurled groove. With light toning it is in good condition. [photo 200%] estimate- 90-120

54 Headstamped ‘ U ‘, this copper-cased .22 English Black Powder proof load has a light tan top
wad held by a rolled crimp. With light toning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

55 Ca. 1986, and never in full production, this .22 Winchester American, was developed as a factory cut
down .22 Win. Mag. The firearm was a downsized Thompson Sub-Machine gun, made for the police market. It has a 40 gr.
GM-jacketed full patch bullet, and a brass case with the Super-X logo [Kass SU-1] headstamp. Also called by some the .22
ILARCO [Illinois Arms Co.], it has light, somewhat dull toning, but is in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-60

56 Both headstamped with a raised ‘ A&W ‘, the .22 Short and the .32 Short are copper-cased
with lightly oxidized 2-groove lead bullets. The .32 {base stamp shown} has some marker, and both are
evenly toned, but in good condition. estimate- 30-50

57 With the hard to find ‘ nLn ‘ headstamp in the very slightly dished head, this ca. 1863-1870
.32 Long by C. D. Leet has a copper case and an oxidized 2-groove pointed lead bullet. With
only a very slight case ding, it is still in good condition. estimate- 90-120

58 This 12 piece collection of raised ‘ A in an impressed O ‘ headstamped American Metallic
rounds, all have a copper cases. The 4@ .22’s are: 2@Shorts; ball and blank, and 2@Longs;
ball and shot. A .32 Short ball and a blank, plus a .32 Long ball and a shot load with a tan paper
sabot. The 3@ .38 Shorts are a ball, an uncommon blank with a paper 6-petal crimped mouth
and a shot with a lacquered tan paper sabot. Plus a .38 long ball load. With typical oxidized lead
and marker on some, these are generally in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 60-90

59 This copper-cased 10.4 (.41) Swiss helmut test, has a ‘ O« in an ipressed O ‘ no-dot 
headstamp, and a round lead ball secured with a taper crimp. With marker and somewhat
darkish toning, it is otherwise in good condition. estimate- 70-100

60 Factory polished and now perhaps only about 45%-55% lacquered, this copper-
cased 10.4 (.41) Swiss board dummy, has a ‘ H ‘ headstamp. The two mounting
holes have a couple of small dings in-between them, and the two-knurled-groove
round nose lead bullet is a tiny bit loose, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

61 This 15 round collection of copper-cased 10.4 (.41) Swiss includes one brass cased
example with a ‘ LB ‘ headstamp. 6@ paper-patched examples have Swiss cross headstamps
with raised dots, and while there are 2@ two-dot, and 3@ three-dot variations, 1@ has no dot. The 7@ without patches
include: 1@ P, P, H and U impressed headstamps and 1@ plain, plus 2@ slight variations with a raised ‘ .T. in an impressed

O ‘ headstamp.  Headstamped with a 3-dot variation Swiss cross, the blank {shown} has a patched mouth and a off-white
topwad. With typical toning, these are generally in good condition. estimate- 50-80

62 With a small raised ‘ P in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, this .44 Henry short has a 2-groove flat nosed lead bullet
held with a choke crimp. Oxidized but with nice case color, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 150-250

63 With a larger raised ‘ P in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, this .44 Henry short has a 2-groove flat nosed lead
bullet held with a rolled crimp. With marker and toning it is in good condition. estimate- 150-250

64 Headstamped ‘ U ‘, this copper-cased .44 Henry blank has a light tan topwad
seated just above the neck or about .34” down from the mouth. Weighting 98.2
grs. and lightly toned, it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

65 Unheadstamped but with two sets of tick marks 180º apart showing tool ‘chatter’ and a
slightly dished-head, this copper cased .50-50-500 Frankford or Springfield experimental
has a cast lead bullet with “saw tooth” grooves. With marker and toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120



66 Unheadstamped, this slightly dished-base copper-cased .50-60 Peabody, appearing
to be by Winchester, has a lightly oxidized lead bullet with a dent on one side of the nose.
With somewhat uneven, nice color, it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

67 Unheadstamped, this .50-70 Springfield by U.M.C. Co. has a drawn copper
case, and a lead bullet. With marker, a couple shallow dings and a few small dark
stains, it is still in good condition. estimate- 50-80

68 A .52-70 Sharps by U.M.C.Co. Not headstamped but with typical base marks,
the copper case holds a two groove lead bullet. The case has marker and is unevenly
toned, but the lead has only some small areas of very light oxidation, so in good 
condition. estimate- 70-100

69 Unheadstamped, this French, .56-52 Spencer is a “Type 2” and was made at Grenoble
Arsenal. The copper-cased head is high in the center and at the outer edge, with a slight
dish in the middle. The bullet has oxidation and the case light-medium toning, so in good
condition. estimate- 30-50

70 Quite uncommon, this .56-50 Spencer has a full circle crimp. With an unheadstamped
copper case not showing any tool marks and a very slightly dished-head, the lead bullet has
a somewhat long taper crimp holding it. By a maker unknown to us, it is unevenly toned, but
in good condition. estimate- 250-300

71 Headstamped ‘ H ‘, this copper-cased .56-50 Spencer board dummy has an inner wood
distance piece, two mounting holes and a lead bullet with a knurled groove. With dark uneven
toning, it is still in good condition. estimate- 40-70

72 This early .56-52 Spencer has a Mead Patent
{December 10th, 1872, #133,714} explosive bullet with an 
unheadstamped .22 rimfire blank inserted in the nose.
With oxidation and marker, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-70

73 All headstamped with a raised ‘ H in an impressed O ‘, this set of four Spencer case
types includes. a .56-46 a .56-52, a .56-50 and a .56-56. With typicial oxidation, these
are all in good to very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 60-90

74 This 5-round collection of Spencers includes a .56-52 with a raised ‘ H in an impressed O ‘ headstamp, plus 1@ 56-46,
.56-50, .56-52 and .56-56 without headstamps. The 50 and the 46 have labels, and the 46 is heavily lacquered otherwise
these are in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 30-50

75 This 15-round Spencer assortment includes: 5@ unheadstamped 56-50’s by Leet, 1@ stamped “J.G.”, “H”, “U”
plus 1@ without tick marks, and 1@ plain by C.T.M. A plain .56-46 by Dominion. A blank by Frankford Arsenal. 2@ 56-
52’s stamped “H” and 1@ stamped “U”. With typical oxidation, some are labeled and some have marker, but these are
generally in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 40-70

76 Headstamped ‘ T ‘, this 17.5x28 R Danish Snider M-1866 {aka M-1865}
weighs within 6 grains of the [not shown] more common variation, which also is
paper patched but that is under the crimp and not visible. Found with and
without a headstamp [see IAA issue 299/300, pg. 21 by G. Kass], this has a light green paper patch and a copper case. We are of the
OPINION this is an earlier variation than the more common version due to the exposed patch being more fragile and a
taper crimp might be easier to facilitate than this necking operation. That said we request input. Very scarce, it has 
toning, flakey oxidation and some slight stains to the patch, but all-in-all it is in relatively good to very good condition.
estimate- 1000-1500

77 Weighing close to 2 pounds, this rimfire collection / selection may have some duplicates. .22’s, .25’s .30’s .32’s,
.41’s .44’s and .46’s with some raised, plain and headstamps represented. Some are lacquered or have oxidation or
marker, but these are generally in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 40-70

RIMFIRE BOXES ÷÷÷÷



78] A sealed .32 Short box for Quintana Hermanos, of Mexico. With a green and
black top label the 2-piece half-cover tan box has a red and black side seal with the 
caliber on all four sides but on the ends it shows the caliber abbreviated plus the name
and address. Made by Dominion of Canada, the top has edge wear and the label some
scuffs, but the box is strong and in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 30-50

\79 With 6 original ‘ U ‘ headstamped blanks
showing a yellow mid-case topwad with “1/2” in multiple black print, this originally green
labeled end-flap Remington box also has a white wrap-around overlabel now concealed
by the yellow, black and white .32 Rim FiRe, Stembridge Gun Rentals label which
shows the caution, load, case type and date code applied as a purpleish rubber stamp.
The right end of the tan paper side seal also has the rubber stamped load & etc. With

some light soil and light stains, it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 15-25

80] Mostly full of ‘ U ‘ headstamped copper-cased blanks with a petal-crimped
mouth, this Remington, 50-size green 2-piece half-cover .32 Long “SPECIAL STAR
CRIMP” FEDCO box has tan labels with red print, top and sides. The load is shown
with a black rubber stamp and the bottom has a plain tan label with a purple “Z 24 D”
rubber stamp. The 95% complete side seal notes these were for a FEDCO numerical

stamping device. With light soil, slight stains and edge wear the box is in  
good condition, and the rounds are excellent. [photo 65%] estimate- 20-40

\81 Full and sealed, this scarce tan 2-piece half-cover Winchester 9mm SHORT
SHOT cartridges box has a bilingual green top label, while the orange side seal has
the codes “2507” and “12-19”, plus a red “W” on both ends. For the “WINCHESTER 9M/M
SHOTGUN ALSO FLOBERT AND OTHER MAKES”, it has only some small darkish spots of soil
and light rubs. In very good condition.
[photo 65%] estimate- 550-650

82] Full and sealed, this uncommon tan 2-piece half-cover Winchester
9mm LONG SHOT cartridges box has a bilingual green top label, while the
orange side seal has the codes “2505” and “9-19”, a red “W” on both ends,
plus Cummins Cryptographic machine’s “Dot Code” date holes. For the
“WINCHESTER 9M/M SHOTGUN ALSO FLOBERT AND OTHER MAKES”, it has only a slight
rub on the left side of the top label but is very clean, and pretty much in
excellent condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 350-450

83] A 100-size 2-piece half-cover mottled black .22 BB Cap box by U.M.C.Co., it has an
orange top label with black print. Perhaps 3/4’s full of copper cased rounds with a ‘ U ‘ headstamp
and a round lead bullet, the red and black side seal is perhaps 85-90% complete. UMC-7-BB-2, it
has light soil and edge wear, so in good condition. estimate- 90-120

\84 A 100-size 2-piece half-cover mottled black .22 BB Cap box by
U.M.C.Co., it has a white top label with a black “U”  logo. Appearing over 1/2
full of copper cased rounds with a ‘ U ‘ headstamp and a round nose lead bullet. The white side
seal is perhaps 95% complete and all-complete on the left side. The bottom label is orange. Also
for use in Flobert rifles it is UMC-8-BB-1a. With edge wear, it is otherwise in good to very good
condition. estimate- 90-120

.22 BOXES
About these following .22 boxes: Unless we state otherwise, all the photographs are at 70%. We have used

Tony Dunn's numbering system as a reference for you. If the lot does not have a number it’s because we couldn’t get
one, and unless we say otherwise the box type is a 50-size, 1-piece end flap. For the Canadian boxes we used the Don
Blyth and Tony Dunn numbers, and those we preface with the letters DB. Other boxes may have a author who can be
found in the selected bibliography.

85] A 100-size 2-piece half-cover mottled black .22 BB Cap box by U.M.C.Co., it has an 
off-white or cream top label with a red and white logo. Perhaps 3/4’s full of copper cased rounds
with a ‘ U ‘ headstamp and a round nose lead bullet as shown on the top. The cream side seal is
missing most of one side [back] but the rest of it is perhaps 95% complete. Also for use in Flobert
rifles it is UMC-9-BB-1. With edge wear, it has a scuff and light pencil(?) on the top, but is still in
good  condition. estimate- 70-100



86] Light tan with a red logo and black print this 100-size Western .22 BB Cap box has 3 ‘ <> ‘
headstamped copper-cased rounds. WCC-3-BB-2, it has some cello-tape and tape residue along
with some faint black china-marker on just the top flap, still it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

\87 Missing one ‘ E ‘ headstamped brass-cased round, this yellow
and green Eley .22 CB Cap box is IMI-7-CB-2c. It has a ink price and a
slight scuff near the right thumb cut, otherwise it is in good condition.
estimate- 15-25

88] Full and sealed, this 100-size 2-piece half-cover mottled black .22 CB Cap box by
U.M.C.Co. has a lime green top label with a black “U”  logo and a darker, forest green side
seal, which notes: “Not for use in plain system Flobert Rifles”, and “for Target and Gallery
Practice”. It is UMC-8-CB-1b. With light soil to the top label and edge wear, it is very good 

condition. estimate- 150-200

\89 Full and sealed, this 100-size 2-piece half-cover mottled
black .22 CB Cap box by U.M.C.Co, has a forest green top
label with a black “U”  logo and a same-color green side seal,
which notes: “Not for use in plain system Flobert Rifles”, and “for Target and Gallery
Practice”. Perhaps not exactly in Dunn, {see lot 88 above} as UMC-8-CB-1 or a 3rd variation, it
has some slight darkish stains or soil to the top label and edge wear, and it is in good to very
good condition. estimate- 150-200

90] Full of nickel plated rounds with a  ‘ <> ‘ headstamp, this white .22 SUPER MATCH
box by Winchester-Western Division of Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. has black print only
on the top and front-side. With a black “PK 03” rubber stamp on the inside of the left flap, it
is not in Dunn, but perhaps is an evolution of WCC-51.5-3s. With light soil and rubs, it is in
very good condition. estimate- 25-40

91 Full of brass-cased rounds with a SUPER-X logo [Kass SU-1] headstamp, and a Lubaloy
coated 29 gr. bullet, this white .22 Short Winchester-Western box by Olin is bilingual with
the addition of French text, but was made in the U.S.A. DB-WRA-5-S-1a, it is in excellent
condition. estimate- 15-25

92 Full and sealed by two wrap-around labels [side and end], this 50-size, very colorful tan 2-piece
full-cover multi-color .22 Short Semi-Smokeless Peters box is PCC-5A-S-1b [bottom A1]. With
light edge wear and slight rubs to the sides, it is still in excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

93 Full and sealed by a wrap-around label, this 50-size, brightly colored tan 2-piece full-
cover multi-color .22 Short Semi-Smokeless Peters box is PCC-5A-S-1c with the front side
only, perforated to break open along two lines. The A-1 bottom shows the Cummins
Cryptographic machine code of “4 86RP”. With a tiny area of edge wear, it is in near-mint
condition. estimate- 120-170

94 This 500-size silver and black Peters .22 Short High Velocity Rustless Hollow Point
brick has faint black china-marker on the left flap, some light edge wear, light soil and light
rubs. It now holds four full original PCC-14-S-2aa boxes with brass cases and Peters HV
[Kass PE-1] headstamps. Three are mint, and one {shown} has a slight ruck-up to the right 
end-flap tuck, but all-in-all this ranges from very good to mint condition. estimate- 50-70

95] Yellow and blue with a red bar and white print, this 50-size
Peters .22 blanks box is full of brass-cased blanks with a  ‘ P ‘
[Kass PE-6] headstamp. PCC-99-S-4, but with this headstamp, it is in
mint condition. estimate- 15-25

\96 Still in the cellophane wrapper, this 28-size Peters .22
Thunderbolt box has the red tear-open tab on the left. PCC-17-S-5,
the bullets are sintered iron, and the box is in mint condition. 
estimate- 30-60



97 From the first REMINGTON / UMC logo issue and sealed with a red-bordered light green
side seal, this 50-size, plaid 2-piece half-cover .22 Short Smokeless Greased box is 
REM-2-S-4, except for the side seal color. The bilingual orange bottom label has partially
outlined very small print as if it was done with a rubber stamp. Quite colorful, it has two
scuffs on the side seal at the back, otherwise it is in mint condition. estimate- 250-300

98] From the first REMINGTON / UMC logo issue and sealed with a red-bordered light
green side seal, this 50-size, plaid 2-piece half-cover .22 Short Smokeless Greased box is
REM-2-S-4, except for the side seal color. The bilingual orange bottom label has large print
taking up almost the complete label. Quite colorful, it has rubs and scuffs on the top label
and the side seal although complete has large rubs. In good condition. estimate- 150-200

\99 This set of TWO newremington red and green HisPeed .22 Shorts includes both the
Solid and the Hollow Point loadings. Both contain ‘ U ‘ headstamped brass-cased rounds with
brass-washed bullets. REM-16-S-2 and S-3, both are in mint condition. estimate- 30-50

100] Missing perhaps one or two ‘ U ‘ headstamped copper cased rounds, this 100-size,
plaid 2-piece half-cover .22-4-29 UMC short box has a light green top label and a 95% 
complete red side label. A white U logo box, it is not in Dunn or on the 22 box-id.com web site.
The orange bottom label has in ink, a handwritten “July 10/10”. It has small scuffs on the top
label and light soil, while the box has edge wear, still it is in good condition. estimate- 300-400

\101 With the N.Y. address, this 50-size orange and blue 
.22 Short Self-Cleaning box by U.S.C.Co. is mostly full of copper-
cased rounds with an ‘ US ‘ headstamp. US-10A-S-1b, it has light
soil and some edge wear, but is in good condition. estimate- 40-80

102] Sealed with the black, red and green full wrap-around label, this 50-size, tan 2-piece
full-cover .22 Short Gallery Special Western box is WCC-48-S-4 but with a “B” bottom
label. With edge wear to the label only in tiny spots and nice color, it is in excellent to near

mint condition. estimate- 150-200

\103 Sealed with a yellow side label showing a red “W” only on the right end, this 
50-size, tan 2-piece half-cover .22 short Smokeless Rifle Cartridges by Winchester has
a green top label with “SMOKELESS” in red. Rains-S-23(a), it has light rubs and light soil,
but is in good to very good condition. estimate- 50-80

104] Almost half full of copper-cased, ‘ H ‘ headstamped rounds, this 50-size, blue, white
and red Winchester .22 Short STAYNLESS box is WRA-12-S-1b, but with the addition of
the “TRADE MARK MADE IN U.S.A.” line under the “WINCHESTER”. With light edge wear it is 

in very good condition. estimate- 50-80

\105 Full of brass-cased rounds headstamped with a SUPER-X logo [Kass SU-1] and a
29gr. Lubaloy coated bullet, this white, 1971 issue Winchester, Canada .22 short box is
DB-WRA-2-S-1. With only some faint blue rubs from packing, 
it is in excellent to near mint condition. estimate- 20-40

106] Both by Gevelot, and with GG [logo}, {Kass GG-5] headstamps, the green and white .22 L.R.
tracer box now holds 14@ nickel-plated rounds with a red-tipped lead bullet. It is G-6.5-LR-2b, and
has some exterior cellotape repair to the top along with marker, so in poor to fair condition. The red  

and white .22 Court (Short) box is full of nickel-plated rounds with  
lead bullets, It is G-6.5-S-4, has a small wrinkle in the upper right croner
of the front, and is in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 15-25

\107 3@ .22 boxes includes; a full, green Remington Target Short
which is REM-55-S-1b. It has some edge wear to the front, top edge. A full,
excellent condition red, orange and yellow Long Rifle hollow point Federal
Hyper-Velocity Spitfire, which is FED-14-LR-7. A full, white Olin Corp.

(Military) Standard Velocity box with print only on the top and brass-cased rounds headstamped 
‘ W [KassW-3] ‘, it is OLIN-1-LR-1. With a slight wrinkle to the top right corner, it is in very good condition.
[photo 60%] estimate- 20-40



108] Full and sealed by two wrap-around labels [side and end], this 50-size, very colorful tan 2-
piece full-cover multi-color Peters .22 Long Semi-Smokeless box is PCC-5A-L1b. One side
shows the Cummins Cryptographic machine code of “4+169RI”. With light edge wear to the
bottom label it is in excellent condition. estimate- 100-150

\109 Still sealed along the back, this 50-size, 2-piece half-
cover tan Remington Arms-UMC .22 Long Chilled Shot box has green labels, with red and
white logos. The 8 remaining copper-cased shells have ‘ U ‘ headstamps, and the tan top-
wads are held by a tapered crimp. REM-2-L-4, but with the ends showing “TRADE” (LOGO)
“MARk” along the sides and not above the logo, plus “CHILLED SHOT” is printed below the logo.
With some darkening, it is otherwise in good to very good condition. estimate- 200-250

110] This 50-size, 2-piece half-cover tan Remington Arms-UMC .22 Long Chilled Shot
box has green labels, with red and white logos. It is full of copper-cased shells with ‘ U ‘
headstamps, showing tan topwads held by a tapered crimp. The side seal seems complete
but has four large pieces which have become unglued and are now inside the box. REM-2-
L-4a, “CHILLED SHOT” is printed over the top edge of the logo. It has light soil, a small bite to
the top label, and if the side seal was restored it would be in good to very good condition. estimate- 100-150

\111 This 1911 issue, 50-size, 2-piece half-cover mottled black Remington Arms-UMC .22
Long box has red labels with a perhaps 95-97% complete side label. Holding 3@ copper-cased
shells with an impressed “L” at the mouth, ‘ U ‘ headstamps, and lead bullets it is REM-1-L-2.
With some edge wear and light soil, it is generally in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

112] Missing maybe 3 to 5 ‘ US ‘ headstamped copper-cased rounds, this orange, blue
and white U.S.C.Co. .22 Long Copperheads box is missing both end flaps. It has the New
York address, and is US-12-L-2. With a wrinkle on the left end of the top and darkish 

contents, it is in poor condition. estimate- 30-50

\113 With 3 original ‘ H ‘ headstamped copper-cased hollow point lead bullets, this pre-1906
issue is RAINS-L-42a. A tan 2-piece full-cover Winchester .22 Long “EXPANSIVE Bullets”
(printed on one the side and left end) box has red labels not showing any date or design codes, but
it has a post 1908, Cummins Cryptographic machine code date code on the side label, plus it
has a yellow sunburst logo on the right end. The plain tan bottom seal is now gone but was

apparently once rubber stamped, and the remaining text on either side of the missing portion is: ” C. [over] PAS” and “d [over]

AL.”. It has a little edge wear, along with some fadeing to 3-sides of the 90% complete side label, but is still in relatively
good to very good condition. estimate- 400-500

114] Mostly full of ‘ H ‘ headstamped copper-cased lead-bulleted rounds, this blue, red and
white Winchester .22 Long Staynless box is WRA-12-L-1d. Wth light soil it has the remainder
of a sticker on the right end flap, otherwise it is in good  condition. estimate- 90-120

\115 Empty, with an original green under-label, this early, 50-size 2-piece half-cover tan
Winchester .22 Long 1/2 box has a green J. E. GAGE, of Concord, N.H. over-label on the
top. It is still sealed on the front side. The red and yellow side seal has black and red print
and is noted in RAINS on pages 62 and 63 showing sides 1 and 3 with ends 1 and 2. With
light edge wear, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 50-80

116] With 8 original unheadstamped, copper-cased extended neck shells with a tan
glazed paper topwad secured by a short taper crimp, this 50-size, tan 2-piece half-cover .22
Long Chilled Shot box by Braun & Bloem has dark red and black labels. The side seal is 
perhaps 60% complete with a piece of cellotape on one side. B&B-1-L-1, and likely pre-WW I,
it is strong, with a darker in some areas than others top label. J. A. Lau & Co. of New York is
noted on the top as the agent for these, and it is in fair to good condition. estimate- 60-90

117] Full of ‘ U. ‘ headstamped brass-cased rounds with brass washed lead bullets, this
red and green Remington / Cartuchos Deportivos de Mexico .22 L.R. HiSPEED box is
printed mostly in Spanish. CDM-3-LR-1, it has a small, slight dent to the bottom’s lower right
corner, and the contents have darkish stains on some of the heads, otherwise it is in good
condition. estimate- 25-40



\119 With 3@ original ‘ D ‘ headstamped copper-cased
rounds with hollow point lead bullets, this tan, 50-size 2-piece full-cover .22 L.R. Dominion
Cartridge Co. Ltd. box has a yellow and red full wrap-around label. DB-DCC-7-LR-7 but with
a .303 in the bent “D” logo, {which is not noted in the up-date for page 29}. With “37.80 GRNS” 
handwritten in ink on the front side and light soil, it is still in good condition. estimate- 90-120

120] Full of ca. 1979, brass cased rounds with a 3-winged bomb headstamp [not exactly
as in Kass] packed in a plastic tray, and manufactured by Winchester of Germany {as noted
in pencil on the inside right flap by Jim Tillinghast}, this white .22 L.R. box has French and English
text in black print only on both end flaps and the front side. Marketed by Winchester of
Canada, it is DB-WRA-7-LR-2, and with very light soil it is in excellent to near 

mint condition. estimate- 40-70

\121 Full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ F ’  headstamp and copper washed lead bullets,
this early 1962 issue, brown and yellow Gambles Stores .22 L.R. Hiawatha “ACE” box has
a black and white paste-on child warning over label. GS-3-LR-1, it has minor rubs to the
bottom, and is still in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

122] Full of copper-cased rounds with a ‘ FM ‘ logo headstamp [Kass-FM-1], this faded blue
and white .22 L.R. box by Industria Argentina is IA-1-LR-1. With light soil and some dark
rubs on the back side, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

\123 Full brass cased rounds with a 3-winged bomb headstamp [not exactly as in Kass]
packed in a red plastic tray, this purplish or lavender and yellow Mauser .22 L.R. box is
MISC-1-LR-3. Ca. 1970’s and produced by Winchester of Canada, it is has a couple very
minor rubs and is in near mint condition. estimate- 25-40

118] Full of ‘ D ‘ headstamped brass-cased rounds with hollow point lead bullets, this
colorful red, blue and yellow .22 L.R. Whiz-Bang box is DB-CIL-4-LR-24. With only light
soil it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

126] Empty, this 50-size, tan 2-piece half-cover Peters .22 Stevens Pope Armory box
has red labels with black print, and the side label is perhaps 93% complete. PCC-50-LR-1b,
it has some edge wear, along with a bite and a dent in the top label, but generally it is in
good condition. estimate- 200-300

124] Full of copper-cased rounds headstamped ‘ P ‘, this 1920 series, 50-size tan 2-
piece full-cover Peters N.R.A. .22 L.R. box has a red, green and yellow full wrap-around
label with the bottom showing the Cummins Cryptographic machine code of “5 72EE”, 
however the “5” has a couple extra holes. PCC-51-LR-3b, the front side of the top has two
unopened rows of perforations. Missing perhaps 10 to 20% of the end labels, it has light soil and a few tiny bites to the
edges of the top label, still it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

125] Full and sealed by two wrap-around labels [side and end], this 50-size, very colorful tan 2-
piece full-cover multi-color Peters .22 L.R. Semi-Smokeless box is PCC-5A-LR-1a. One side
shows the Cummins Cryptographic machine code of “1+156RA”. With a wee bit of edge wear,
a few scuffs to the back side and a short, very slight ding to the top, it is still in excellent 
condition. estimate- 100-150

\127 Full of brass-cased rounds headstamped ‘ P [Kass P-6] ‘, this lime-green, black and
white Peters .22 L.R. Dewar Match box is PCC-53-LR-2c but for the contents. The bottom
has a black “DM-48” rubber stamp, and the box is in near mint condition. estimate- 30-50

128] Full of brass-cased rounds headstamped ‘ P [Kass P-6] ‘, this gold, black and white
Peters .22 L.R. Dewar Match box is PCC-53-LR-2c but for the contents, and it also has a
black “DM-48” rubber stamp on the bottom. With light soil, it is otherwise in excellent 

condition. estimate- 20-40



129] Full of brass-cased rounds headstamped ‘ P [Kass P-6] ‘, this gold, black and white
Peters .22 L.R. Dewar Match box is PCC-53-LR-2c but for the contents, and it is not lot
stamped anywhere. With light soil, along with light corner and edge wear, it is in very good 

condition. estimate- 20-40

\130 This pair of 1977 issue white, brown and blue Peters
“Duck” boxes include a .22 Short Hollow Point {PCC-22-S-2}, and shown, the .22 L.R.
Shot {PCC-22-LR-4} box, both are full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ U ‘ headstamp. With
some scuffs and rubs to the sides these are still in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

131] This pair of white, brown and blue Peters “Duck” boxes include a 1977 issue .22
Long {PCC-22-L-1}, and a .22 L.R. {PCC-22-LR-6} box which is a later (1988) issue to keep
the trade mark alive. The Long is full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ U ‘ headstamp, while
the L.R. is full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ Rem ‘ headstamp. Both have some very small
scuffs on the top, but are still in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

\132 With 3@ copper-cased rounds having a ‘ U ‘ headstamp
and an impressed ‘“G” at the case mouth, this 50-size, mottled
black 2-piece half-cover Remington Arms, U.M.C. .22 L.R.
Smokeless box has tan labels with blue and red print. Not in
Dunn, it is 22 box id-REM-1-LR-4(A) {REM-UMC 1911-1927.pdf}. The remaining side seal is only

on the bottom of the box. It has edge wear and light soil, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

133] Full and sealed, this 50-size mottled black 2-piece half-cover Remington Arms,
U.M.C. .22 L.R. Lesmok box has orange labels with black, white and red print. REM-1-LR-1,
{REM-1-LR-2(A) in the pdf file noted above in lot 132} it has light soil, but is still in excellent condition. 

estimate- 200-250

134] Full of copper-cased rounds with a ‘ U ‘ headstamp, this 1919 issue, golden-yellow
Remington Arms Co. .22 L.R. Lesmok NRA Target box is for shooting up to 250 yards, but
was dropped from the line in the early 1920’s. REM-51-LR-1, it has very light soil, and is in
excellent to near mint condition. estimate- 250-300

\135 Full of copper-cased rounds with a ‘ U ‘ headstamp, an impressed “S” at the
case mouth and a hollow point lead bullet, this tan .22 L.R. “SUCCESSORS TO”, box by
Remington Arms Co, Inc. has blue and red print. Not on Dunn on REM-5 or the .22 Box
ID web site, as a hollow point variation. It has a right end flap separation at the hinge, but
the flap is included and in our opinion could easily be reattached, otherwise it is in 
excellent condition. estimate- 150-200

136] This green, white and red Remington Police Targetmaster .22 L.R. box is REM-69-
LR-2a, and it is full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ U ‘ headstamp. The left end flap has some
slight wear along the side edges, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

\137 Full and sealed by the foil-backed tan paper outer wrapper, this Remington Arms
Cal. .22 Long Rifle T-42 box is Lot R.A. 5000. REM-99-LR-1, this is WW II era military
issue and should have a GM-jacketed bullet.  Not often found with the outer wrapper it has
some soil at the edges, but is in relatively very good condition. estimate- 400-500

138] Both full of ‘ U ‘ headstamped brass-cased rounds
and brass-washed lead bullets, this pair of green and red 

new Remington HisPeed .22 L.R. boxes have black and white print. REM-15-LR-1 has
solid bullets, while REM-15-LR-3 (shown) has hollow point bullets. Ca. 1960(?) issue, 

both are in mint condition. estimate- 20-40

\139 Full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ <> ‘ headstamp, this yellow, blue, red and white
Western Super Match Mark II .22 L.R. box is WCC-51.2-LR-2i. With very light soil, it has a
very slight bit of edge wear, but all-in-all, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 20-40



140] A tan, 50-size 2-piece half-cover .22 L.R. Winchester box, it has a green top label
noting “HOLLOW POINT EXPANSIVE BULLETS”. The orange side seal has the ca. 1908
Cummins Cryptographic machine code and a red “W” on both ends, which also note “Expansive
Bullets”. Pre-1906 issue, it is RAINS-LR-48. The top label has some rubs while the side seal is
perhaps 95% complete and has some slight fading and some scuffs. This box has been opened
and now seems to be glued shut so the contents are unknown to us, but the box seems full. A
rare box, but even with the unknown contents, we still consider it in good to very good condition.

estimate- 400-500

\141 A possibly unique box. This has the top and the side label / seal, with covered by
another same-colored label over both labels. Full and sealed by the 97% complete dark
red side label which has a silver “W” on each end, this tan, 50-size 2-piece half-cover
Winchester .22 L.R. U.S. ARMORY GALLERY PRACTICE {for the “U.S. Armory krag
Rifle”} box is  WRA-52-LR-3b in Dunn and LR-46 in Rains. With dark red labels, it has a 

little edge wear and small bites to the top label and a darkish stain to some of the back-side of the side label, still, it is in
very good condition. estimate- 2000-2500

142] Full of brass-cased rounds with a ‘ H ‘ headstamp, this ca. 1954 to 1959,  red,
white, blue and yellow Winchester .22 L.R. IMPROVED L.V. eZX s , box is WRA-54-LR-8a.
With only very light soil, it is in near mint condition. estimate- 40-70

143 This collection of 6@ Eley “12 Dot” .22 boxes are all IMI-2 and include two
full boxes; an apple green Rapid Fire Match Short box [S-5a] , and a red Tenex box [LR-15,
but the bottom is not listed. “TOP CLASS COMPETITION” and different IMI logo placement]. Four
are empty. A dark green Short Pistol, which is [S-3]. An orange Rifle Club [LR-17c] with the
uncommon “ ELEYZKYNOCH ” export logo. A white H V Moving Target [LR-12, but the 
bottom is not listed. “The Velocity” starts the top line and different IMI logo placement]. A black Match, which is [LR-5b],
With some minor flaws these are all in generally very good condition. estimate- 30-50

144] Missing 7@ copper-cased ‘ U ‘ headstmped rounds, this 50-size, tan 2-piece 
half-cover early .22 Remington Autoloading box has off-white top and side labels with
blue and red print. REM-2-RA-1, the side label is perhaps 80% complete. With a little soil,

it is in good condition. estimate- 120-170

\145 With 31 original copper-cased ‘ US [Kass US-6] ‘ headstamped rounds, this 50-size 
2-piece half-cover U.S.C.Co .22 Winchester Auto box has the Mass. address. US-7-WA-1,
it has orange and blue labels. The side seal is about 95% complete, and with light soil it is
in relatively good to very good condition. estimate- 60-90

146] A 50-size 2-piece full-cover Winchester .22 Automatic Hollow Point box, it has 
a red partial wrap-around label with a white “W” on both ends, a Cummins Cryptographic
machine code on the bottom, along with label codes '”2518” and “7 20”. With a unknown to
us red top label under this top label it would appear to be RAINS-WA-21c. Headstamped 
‘ H ‘ the 47 copper-cased rounds all are correct. The label has “55” in light pencil on the 
bottom, and very light soil. The box has light edge wear, and is in good to very good condition. estimate- 300-400

147 Full and sealed, this 1911 split-logo issue, 50-size tan 2-piece half-cover Remington
Arms, U.M.C.Co .22 W.R.F a box has green labels with black, white and red print. It is
REM-1-WRF-1, however this has a “LESMOK POWDER” call-out on each end. The 
bottom has two typical period labels with a “4-A GUARANTEE” style showing, and while
unknown to us, it most likely has an earlier style underneath. The side label has a bit of 
cellotape on one end and with a small edge-bite is 97% complete and the box top has a
few smallish dark stains, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 250-300

148 Full of ‘ U ‘ headstamped, copper-cased rounds with a knurled cannelure, this 1927
issue, Remington Arms Co. 22 W.R.F. (.22 REMINGTON SPECIAL) box is green with a
red and white ‘Dog Bone” logo. It is Mancini & Rains REM-7.1[b]-WRF-1a. With light soil,
small stains and some small tears at the top corners where the end flaps fit, it is still in
good condition. estimate- 90-120



149] Full of ‘ U ‘ headstamped, copper-cased rounds with a knurled cannelure, this
Standard Velocity Remington .22 W.R.F. box is green with a red and white ‘KLEANBORE”
logo. REM-9-WRF-3c, it has a few light rubs and a large dent on the back side, otherwise 

it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

\150 Full of ‘ U ‘ headstamped, brass-cased rounds with a
smooth cannelure and a Hollow Point lead bullet, this yellow
and green Hi - sPeed Remington .22 W.R.F. box is REM-9-WRF-2b. It has a slight dent to
the top and a small scuff to the back side, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

151] Full of ‘ U. [Kass U-6] ‘ headstamped, brass-cased rounds with a knurled cannelure,
this probably mid-1960’s issue, red and green Hi-Speed Remington .22 W.R.F. box is
REM-16-WRF-1. With soil on the top and back side along with a little edge wear to the end
flaps, it is still in good condition. estimate- 20-40

\152 Full of ‘ U ‘ headstamped, brass-cased rounds with a knurled cannelure, this 1947
issue, red and green Hi-Speed Kleanbore Remington .22 W.R.F. box is REM-14-WRF-
1? as it has a larger than typical size “U” headstamp, no message and a “RANGE ONE MILE

BE CAREFUL” end flap warning without the dashes shown in Dunn. With a little corner wear,
it is in very good condition. estimate- 60-90

153] Full of ‘ U. [Kass U-6] ‘ headstamped, brass-cased rounds with a knurled cannelure,
this 1976 issue, red and white Remington .22 WRF Hi-sPeed box is REM-17-WRF-1b,
however Dunn notes that listing with a Kass U-3 (U) headstamp. With scuffs, tape residue

and edge wear, it is in fair condition. estimate- 30-60

\154 Holding 34 ‘ US ‘ headstamped copper-cased rounds with two close-together
knurled cannelures and a lead bullet, this orange, blue and white U.S.C.Co. SELF-
CLEANING .22 W.R.F. box has the NY address. Not in Dunn, it has US-10A; B-bottom, no
flap warning and looks like WA-1 but without the overprinting, so it would seem to be a 1928

issue box. With light soil, edge wear and the tuck for the left end flap bent, it is still in good condition. estimate- 90-120

155] Empty, this 50-size, tan 2-piece half-cover 1906 issue Winchester .22 W.R.F box
has a green label only on the top, and does not appear to have ever had a side seal.
WRA-8-WRF-1b, but with a date of “10-6” and it has “TRADE MARK REGISTERED IN USA PA

OFF” around the shaded H logo. With a few light rubs and short partial splits at three 
corners of the top, it is still in excellent condition. estimate- 150-250

\156 Full and sealed, this handsome, 100-size 2-piece half-cover mottled black
U.M.C.Co. .22 Extra Long box has green labels with black print on the top and sides.
UMC-8-XL-1, it has a few slight scuffs and edge wear to the sides, and is in excellent to
near mint condition. estimate- 400-500

157] Full of ‘ US ‘ headstamped copper-cased rounds and
still sealed at the front side, this ca. 1920, tan 50-size 2-piece
half-cover U.S.C.Co. .22 Extra Long box is US-6-XL-1. It has
blue labels with black print, notes “LESMOK” on the ends, has a 
rubber stamped lot number on the bottom, and other than a
little fading to the middle of the top, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 200-250

158] Rubber stamped on the left end “No. 72 YELLOW T”, this 100-size, 2-piece 
full-cover Victor Pocket Type Signal Blank box has an orange top label with black
print. We think English, and now part of Federal Signal, these would perhaps have been
used in underground mining. Empty, the top has an open corner seam, and scuffs on the
right end, still it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

159 Missing one  ‘ E [Kass-E4] ‘ headstamped brass-cased blank with a multi-petal mouth
crimp, appearing to be made by I.C.I., this white Webley .22 blank box for the Webley
Target Launcher has red print. The top and bottom have the same text. The ends are plain,
and the sides are viewed correctly only from the top side. 22 box id-WEB-1-S-1, it is in 
excellent condition. estimate- 20-40



160 Headstamped by hand ‘ A.J.  .145 ‘, this .145 Alton Jones has a domed nickel primer with
an impressed “U”, a brass case, and a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. With a paper label and
somewhat dark toning, it is still in good condition. estimate- 40-60

161 Headstamped ‘ SUPER SPEED 220 SWIFT ‘, this .220 Weatherby
Rocket has an empty Boxer primer pocket and a spire-pointed GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. There are 5 variations of this
case showing different shoulder positions and angles. This one is from the E.L. Scranton collection. It has a removable
paper label and marker, but it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

162 Headstamped ‘ SUPER SPEED 220 SWIFT ‘, this .220 Weatherby
Rocket has a flat nickel primer and a GM-jacketed hollow point spitzer bullet. There are 5 variations of this case 
showing different shoulder positions and angles. This one is from the E.L. Scranton collection. It has a removable paper
label and marker, but it is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100

163 Headstamped ‘ SUPER SPEED 220 SWIFT ‘, this .220 Weatherby
Rocket has a flat nickel primer and a spire-pointed GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. There are 5 variations of this case
showing different shoulder positions and angles. This one is from the E.L. Scranton collection. It has a removable paper
label and marker, but it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

164 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. .25 - 20 ‘, this Winchester factory .25-20 Single Shot
dummy has a domed nickel primer with an impressed ‘ VV ‘, and a browned brass case with two holes showing the inner
wood rod. The tinned GM-jacketed flat nose bullet is held with a taper crimp. With typical unevenness to the case browning,
it is in excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

165 Headstamped ‘ WESTERN 300 HOFFMANN MAG ‘ this
has a small domed brass primer, a brass case and a tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. The Western headstamp is uncom-
mon. It has dark toning, but is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

166 Headstamped ‘ N.A.Co. .30 N. ‘, this rimmed brass case
has an empty Boxer primer pocket and a friction fitted Newton
patented GM-jacketed magnetic-wire tipped soft nose bullet. The case appears unfired, and is unevenly toned, while the
bullet shows typical oxidization, still it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

167 Unheadstamped, with a small domed copper primer, a brass case and a
proper, friction fitted paper-patched lead bullet, this .30-30-165 Wesson has a little uneven toning at the neck, a tiny bite
out of the patch along the diagonal edge and oxidation. The case was made by Winchester and it was loaded by them.
This does not appear to have been fired, and is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

168 Unheadstamped, this unusual .300 Winchester Magnum has
an empty Boxer primer pocket, a brass case with a small lower mid-
case hole, and a GM-jacketed round nose “SILVERTIP” bullet held by
a segmented crimp. It has light toning, a removeable paper label and a dent in the shoulder. In fair condition. estimate- 40-70

169 This collection of six Remington .30 W.C.F. dummies all have a blackened
case, a factory drilled flat nickel primer cup, and a GM-jacketed bullet. 4@ are
headstamped ‘ REM-UMC 30-30 ‘ and have a small lower mid-case hole, but one has three holes [shown]. Three of these
show variations in the “CORE-LOKT” bullet, while one is a full patch. 2@ are headstamped ‘ R - P 30-30 WIN ‘, both have
“CORE-LOKT” bullets and are without case holes, but one has an anvil in the primer. One has a little toning to the bullet
jacket, otherwise these are in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

170 Uncommon, this late 1897 until mid-1917, .30 W.C.F. dummy by Savage
Arms Co. has a tin plated brass case headstamped ‘ S.A.Co. 30-30 ‘, and a empty Boxer primer pocket. The tinned
GM-jacketed flat nose bullet is held by a taper crimp. Very likely made by Arthur Savage and not U.M.C.Co., it has a few
small areas of wear and marker, still it is in good condition. estimate- 30-60

U. S. SPORTING RIFLE

171 Headstamped ‘ R - P 444 MARLIN ‘, this prototype .307 Winchester has
a flat nickel primer, and a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet with a series of short
slits in the jacket, just below the lead. With light toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70



172 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 32 W.C.F. ‘, this factory “durable” dummy has a domed 
copper primer, a brass case without holes and a full patch GM-jacketed flat nose bullet. With a
few tiny spots and lightly cleaned, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

173 Headstamped ‘ REM-UMC 32 WCF ‘ this almost rimless grooveless round has a flat 
copper primer with an impressed “U” and a smooth case cannelure. Held by a taper crimp, the flat nose lead bullet has a
knurled groove, which we have not seen on a production round. The rim and head about .62” up from the base has fine
turn marks, and the .3495 “ / 8.88 mm rim has not been completely removed, but is mostly removed, on one side. With a
few slight fingerprints, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

174 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 40-90 SS ‘ this, thought to
be from the mid-1880’s, rare .32-80 Winchester experimen-
tal has a small domed brass primer and a friction fitted paper-patched flat nose lead bullet. With very little known about
this other than it being a genuine experimental, it has a cellotaped label, a small dark area, and it is in good condition.
estimate- 300-400

175 Headstamped ‘ U.S.C.Co. 33 W.C.F. ‘, this has a domed nickel primer,
and a GM-jacketed flat-nosed soft point bullet held with a segmented crimp. A
somewhat hard to find variation, it has light uneven toning and lead oxidation, but it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

176 This .338 Dakota Short Magnum prototype
dummy, has an empty Boxer primer pocket, a drawn
brass case, and a 300 gr. GM-jacketed spitzer bullet
with a tiny hollow point. Made about 13 years ago, some were “handed out at a Safari Club Show”, but the round was
“never introduced to the public”. It comes with a copy of an e-mail sent to Dakota Arms, and answered by an employee
stating the above quotes. It has a little uneven toning and a hairline neck crack, still it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

177 Headstamped ‘ STANDARD [over] ARMS CO. ‘, this very scarce .35 Remington has a flat copper primer, a drawn
brass case and a GM-jacketed round nose full patch bullet held with a taper
crimp. For the circa 1909 - 11, gas-operated semi-automatic Standard Rifle,
which was prone to jamming, but by closing the adjustable gas port and
pushing a button on the forearm, it could also be operated as a pump auction!
It has a typical neck crack, a removable paper label and light toning. In good condition. estimate- 40-70

178 Headstamped ‘ U M C .35 REM ‘ this .35 Remington is a Hoxie bullet
load. It has a flat brass primer with an impressed “U”, and secured with a taper
crimp, the tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet has a steel ball in the nose. With
heavy lead oxidation it is in otherwise excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

179 This pair of .351 S.L. dummies are both headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 351 S. L. ‘,
and have drawn brass cases with blind primer pockets (no vent hole) and full patch bullets.
One has a tinned GM-jacketed bullet with an impressed “W” and the other [lower] a 
GM-jacketed bullet, which was once tinned as is seen in the knurled groove. With a 
fingerprint, a stain and light uneven toning, these are in good condition. estimate- 25-50

180 Headstamped ‘ 338 WINCHESTER [over] MAGNUM ‘, this very
scarce beltless, prototype dummy .338 Win. Mag. has a struck
nickel primer, two 3.41mm / .134” holes lower mid-case, and a
GM-jacketed SILVERTIP bullet held by a taper crimp. With some small spots, it is generally in good to very good
condition. estimate- 40-70

181 Headstamped W.R.A.Co. .38 W.H.V. M-92 ‘, this factory .38 W.C.F. H.V. Proof has a
small domed brass primer, a tinned brass case with a knurled cannelure at the base of the
neck, and held by a taper crimp, the tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet has an impressed “W”. In excellent condition.
estimate- 50-80

182 All unheadstamped, with beveled heads, paper-patched lead bullets
and small domed brass primers, these three rounds include a .38-40-255
Remington Straight, and two .38-50-330 Remingtons showing different bullet seatings {resulting in OAL’s of: 2.878”
shown, and 2.925”} and head profiles. With removeable paper labels on two, there is light toning, and some soil to all. One
[shown] of the .38-50’s has some bites the patch at the overlap, but these are generally in good condition. estimate- 30-60



183 headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 38 - 55 ‘, this factory “durable” dummy has
a domed brass primer stamped “Ow “, a drawn brass case without holes, and a
GM-jacketed flat nose bullet held by a taper crimp. Lightly cleaned, the case
has a few light dings, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

184 With a nice raised ‘ U.M.C. S .38-55. H ‘ headstamp in the dished base, this
has a small domed copper primer and a flat nose lead bullet held by both a taper
crimp and three, dot punch-crimps. It has marker, and a very short crack at the mouth. In good condition. estimate- 30-40

185 This short lived .38 Remington Auto experimental is unheadstamped.
The drawn brass case has a domed copper primer with an impressed “U”, and
holds the CN-jacketed soft nose bullet with a taper crimp. Ca. May of 1910, it has a longer case and overall length plus
larger head and bullet diameters than the .35 Rem. Auto. With a removable paper label, light uneven toning and 
oxidation, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

186 Unheadstamped, this uncommon .40-50-285 Sharps Straight by
U.S.C.Co. has a large flat copper Farrington primer, a red-brass case and a
paper-patched flat nose lead bullet. With light toning with a lighter area where a label once was, it is still in good to very
good condition. estimate- 30-50

187 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 40-60 MAR ‘, this board dummy has a small
copper primer, two proper mounting holes, no inner wood rod, and a flat nose
lead bullet held with a taper crimp. From an 1884 board, factory polished and lacquered, it has a few small dark areas
on the “out” side and a good bit of the original finish, so in good to very good condition. estimate- 50-70

188 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 40 65 W.C.F. ‘, this hard to find, factory
“durable” dummy has a domed brass primer, a no-hole drawn brass case, and
secured with a taper crimp the GM-jacketed flat nose full patch bullet has a faint
impressed “W”. Showing a very slight factory wrinkle(s) at the mouth, and light, slightly uneven toning, it is in good to
very good condition . estimate- 40-70

189 Nicely sectioned and showing the iron Berdan primer anvil, this brass-cased .38-35 15/8"
Stevens Everlasting appears to have had little use. Relatively clean on the inside, it is in very
good condition. estimate- 90-120

190 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 40-65 BAL. ‘, this board dummy
has a domed brass primer, a brass case with two mounting holes, an
inner wood rod, and a lead bullet that is patched with masking tape. With stains at the mounting holes, some slight
pitting on one side to the case and the lead, it is in fair condition. estimate- 15-25

191 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 40-70 S.S. ‘, this hard to find, factory
“durable” dummy has a domed brass primer, a no-hole drawn brass
case, and a GM-jacketed flat nose full patch bullet secured with a
taper crimp. With light toning and a tiny case ding, it is in relatively very good condition. estimate- 90-120

192 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 40-90 BUL. ‘, this board dummy has a
domed brass primer, two proper mounting holes, an inner wood distance piece,
and a flat nose lead bullet held with a taper crimp. From an 1884 board, factory
polished and lacquered, it has a some dark areas and a couple of dents, but a good bit of the original finish, so in good
condition. estimate- 50-70

193 Headstamped ‘ W.R.  40-90 ‘, this nicely sectioned, early Winchester,
.40-90 Bullard shows a domed Boxer primer. The flat nose lead bullet appears
original as does the case crimp, and with some powder residue on the inside, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

194 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co.  40-90 ‘, this .40-90 25/8“
Sharps has a domed brass primer, a drawn brass case and a
paper-patched flat nose lead bullet. With some marker, and a
few tiny ares of discolor, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25



195 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S .40-110. H ‘, this has a large
domed brass primer, a drawn brass case and uses a taper
crimp to secure the flat nose lead bullet, which has a small
copper tube in it’s nose. For the Winchester Express rifle It
has marker, and slightly dark toning, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

196 All unheadstamped, with removable paper labels around the brass cases and paper patched lead bullets, this 
6-piece collection of Sharps and Remington rounds also includes a .40-70 Ballard, which we think was made by
U.M.C.Co. The other 5 include: 2@ .40-50 Sharps & Rem. with ringed heads, one has a round nose and one has a flat
nose bullet. 1@ .40-45 Remington Special with a typical Remington rounded head. 1@ .40-45 Remington Hepburn No.
3, with a small brass primer and a beveled head. 1@ .40-70 Sharps & Rem. 21/4“ with a flat nose bullet, a large domed
brass primer and a ringed head by U.MC.Co. With toning and a few scuffs to the patches, these are in good condition.
[No photo] estimate- 40-70

197 Sectioned to show the different Orcutt Patent {#155,842, of Oct. 13,
1874} inner reinforcements for folded head cartridges, both of the cases are
by U.M.C.Co., have ringed heads, and two vent-hole Berdan primer pockets.
The .40-90 Sharps has the shorter while the .44-90 has the taller. Nicely done
using what appears to be once fired cases, these are in relatively very good
condition. estimate- 30-50

198 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. .405 W.C.F. ‘, this scarce sales-
man’s sample dummy has a brass case which is factory polished
and lacquered. It has two case-holes lower mid-case, and an inner
wood distance piece, The domed primer cup is tinned-brass and the bullet is a GM-jacketed soft nose. it has a shallow
dent and a tiny ding to the case, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 70-100

199 With a brass case, a domed nickel primer, and a GM-jacketed soft nose
bullet, this .401 Win S.L. by TOYO, Japan is somewhat dark colored but evenly
toned, but is otherwise in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

200 A .44 C.F. Henry by S.F.M.. Headstamped ‘ S.F.M I GG I ‘[with back to back ”G’s”], it has a
brass primer and a 2-groove flat nose lead bullet held by a segmented crimp. With a few small
stains, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80

201 Unheadstamped, this U.S.C.Co., .44 Evans New Model board dummy has a
small flat copper Farrington primer cup. The brass case has a rounded-edge or slightly
beveled head, two proper holes, and holds the belted, pointed lead bullet with a taper crimp. With some stains and some
discolor, it is still in good condition. estimate- 30-50

202 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.CO. 44-60 ‘, on the raised ring of the brass case, this
.44-60 17/8“ Sharps has a domed brass primer and a paper-patched round
nose lead bullet. With marker and light oxidation it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

203 Unheadstamped, this .44-95 Peabody What Cheer has a
brass Berdan primer, a faintly-ringed U.M.C.Co. manufactured
2.313”/ 58.76mm long brass case, and a paper -patched round
nosed lead bullet with a flat tip. With marker, it has a very faint
and small sized “ ” on the patch at the mouth, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

204 Unheadstamped, and with the raised-ring rounded
head style of an early Winchester case, this .44-90-550
27/16” Remington Special by Winchester, has a small
domed brass primer, and a paper-patched round nose lead bullet. With marker and some slight staining to the patch on
one side, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

205 Somewhat faintly headstamped ‘ PATENTED
ー< >ー NOV 9. 75. ー< >ー ‘ , this quite scarce, G. Hart
Patent #169,807 .44-100 2.8” Ballard Everlasting 2-piece case has a struck brass primer, and a paper-patched flat
nose lead bullet. With two cracks in the outer part of the head and some staining around the joint, the case has darkish
uneven toning, so in fair condition. estimate- 120-170



206 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-60 W.C.F. ‘, this factory board dummy has a
domed brass primer, a brass case with two proper mounting holes, an inner wood
distance piece and a flat nose lead bullet. With a darkish stain to the head and body
on the “out” side, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

207 Headstamped ‘ GR / I / I / I /  ‘, this .45-85 Colt, Marlin or Bullard, by
G. Roth has a ring around the domed brass primer, a brass case and a flat
nose lead bullet. The ca. 1920 G. Roth catalog calls this to be for a 45/85 Colt
Rifle. With uneven dark toning and marker, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

209 Unheadstamped, this U.M.C.Co. , 45-70-500 board dummy has a
large domed brass primer cup, a factory lacquered drawn brass case with
two proper mounting holes, and a round nose lead bullet secured by a 
single deep punch-crimp. With a slight stain on the head, it is generally in excellent condition. estimate- 35-60

210 Thought to be pre-1906, with the very uncommon ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45 GOVT. ‘
headstamp, a brass primer with an impressed “Ow “, a drawn brass case, and a
tinned-GM half-jacketed soft nose bullet with a flat tip, this is considered a “4” (out
of 5} in rarity by Shuey {see p 118}. With light uneven toning, two bullet dents, two case dents and a few case dings, it is
still in relatively good condition. estimate- 90-120

211 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S .45-75. H ‘, this U.M.C.Co. , 45-75 W.C.F. board
dummy has a small domed brass primer cup, a factory lacquered drawn brass case
with two proper mounting holes, and a flat nose lead bullet secured by two deep punch-crimps. With what looks like a
small bit of paper stuck between the two mounting holes it is in otherwise excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

212 Altered by Winchester with the “Co” ground off the original factory bunter so that this exported case could
then be identified as a non-Winchester load, this .45-75 W.C.F. example has a domed brass primer, and a flat
nose lead bullet with a small dent on one side. With light oxidation it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80

213 Unheadstamped, this pair of .45-75 2.1” Sharps both have
domed brass primers and paper-patched flat nose lead bullets. The
U.M.C.Co. lightly ringed-head large Berdan primer variation has a few
missing paper flakes to the dark patch. With a flat head, the lower
round has a .201” primer and light lead oxidation. With marker, these
are in good condition. estimate- 30-50

214 An unheadstamped .45-100-550 2.4” Sharps. It has a
Winchester style faintly multiple-ringed, flat head, a small domed
brass primer, and a paper-patched flat nose lead bullet. With
marker, uneven toning and light lead oxidation, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

215 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45 S. 26/10 ‘, this uncommon,
“fractional” headstamped factory board dummy has a
domed brass primer, a brass case with two proper mounting
holes, no inner wood rod and a tan paper-patched flat nose lead bullet, which has a small dent to one side of the nose.
With some dark toning where the original factory lacquer has flaked off, it is still in good condition. estimate- 70-100

216 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45 S. 27/8 ‘, this
uncommon, “fractional” headstamped factory board
dummy has a domed brass primer, a brass case
with two proper mounting holes, an inner wood distance piece and a 550 gr. paper-patched  somewhat pointed lead
bullet. Showing a good bit of the factory lacquer, the case has a dent to one side, the bullet is a little loose in the
mouth, and the patch is dark on the ‘out” side, but generally this is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

217 Unheadstamped, with the flat base showing a flat
brass primer with an impressed “U”, this, .45-105-550
27/8” Sharps, has a solid head drawn brass case and a
paper-patched somewhat pointed lead bullet. With marker and light uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50



218 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S .45-125. H ‘, this .45-125
Winchester Express has a domed brass primer. The drawn
brass case uses a taper crimp to hold the flat nose lead 
bullet, which has a plain, large flat copper tube in the nose.
With marker, a slight nick in one side of the bullet and uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

219 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45 S. 31/4 ‘, this
uncommon, “fractional” headstamped, .45-120-
550 Sharps has a domed brass primer, and a
paper-patched somewhat pointed lead bullet. With marker, and light toning it is in very good condition. estimate- 60-90

220 Unheadstamped, this uncommon, .45-70 Van Choate has a ringed
head brass case, a large domed brass primer, and a paper patched
round nose lead bullet. Lacquered but not polished the patch has slight
damage, but all-in-all it is in good condition. estimate- 120-170

221 Headstamped ‘ norma G&A SPECIAL ‘, this .460 Guns &
Ammo Special has a flat nickel primer, and a GMCS-jacketed
round nose bullet. Appearing to be without powder, it has marker and a few small dark areas, still it is in good condition.
estimate- 20-40

222 With a raised ‘ ー< >ーe. ReMInGTon ー< >ー& sons. ‘ {the so-called type A}
headstamp, this scarce, .50-70 Govt. has a round brass primer and a lead bullet.
With some uneven toning and a small spot at the mouth, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

223 Unheadstamped, the multiple faintly-ringed, flat head {which

looks W.R.A.Co. to us) holds a slightly domed brass primer. A .50-90
21/2” Sharps, it has a large type-written paper label with “USCCo”
noted in pencil. The flat nose lead bullet has a paper patch. It has
even toning and marker along with a very tiny ding, but it is still in good condition. estimate- 40-70

224 This pair of .50-95 W.C.F. are both headstamped ‘ U.M.C.CO. 50-EX ‘ both
have a slightly rounded head, domed brass primers and flat nose lead bullets. One
has a unmarked flat copper tube in the nose, the other is a solid. The solid {shown}
has a head crack and uneven dark toning, while the Express is in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

225 This set of 4@ .50-95 W.C.F. are all headstamped ‘ U.M.C.Co. 50-EX ‘. 3@
have a domed brass primer: one has a unmarked flat copper-tubed lead bullet, one
is a wood-saboted shot loading and the third is a new primed empty. The 4th {shown}
has a flat brass primer with an impressed “U”, and has a round-nosed somewhat clear plastic or cellulose sabot holding
lead shot. With some marker, toning and oxidation, these are all in generally good condition. estimate- 40-70

226 Unheadstamped, with a small domed brass primer this Winchester
.50-95 Express has a copper tube with a raised “X” in the nose of the lead
bullet, and has four thin slits in the lead around the copper tube, 
extending partially down the side. With a few small black spots on the case it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

227 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 50-95 EX. ‘, these three rounds all have a domed
brass primer. Two have lead bullets; one is a solid, and one has a copper tube with
a raised “X” in the nose. The third {shown} has a tinned GM-jacketed solid bullet. With
some toning, oxidation and stains, these are all in generally good condition. estimate- 30-50

228 This set of three .50-95 Express rounds all have copper-tubed lead bullets
and include an unheadstamped Winchester with a faint raised “X” on the copper
tube. One headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 50-95 W.C.F. ‘, has a raised “X” on the copper
tube, and one headstamped ‘ ELEY .50. WINCHESTER ‘, {shown} has an unmarked,
slightly dished copper tube. The two Winchesters have domed brass primers and the Eley has a small flat copper primer.
The plain Winchester and the Eley are toned, while someone has scratched a small “X” on / in the Eley’s copper tube,
The W.C.F. has a few small spots and light oxidation, but all-in-all these are in good condition. estimate- 30-50



229 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 50-95 EX. ‘, these two shot loads have domed brass
primers and use taper-crimps at the mouth. One a standard length case {shown} has a
light blue topwad, while the other is an extended neck example with an off-white top wad.
The standard case has a tiny dent at the crimp which might even be a factory flaw, and
both have light toning, so these are respectively, in good and very good condition. estimate- 50-80

230 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. - 50-110 EX - ‘, this shot load has a domed
brass primer with an impressed “Ow “, and a light blue top wad secured with a taper
crimp. With marker and uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

231 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S  50-31/4 H ‘, this 
.50-140 Sharps has a domed brass primer, and a
lightly oxidized paper-patched flat nose lead bullet.
Without powder, the patch has ink and medium soil, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

232 This 10 round collection of U.S. sporting all have paper-patched lead bullets. One is headstamped on the raised
ring ‘ W.R.A. CO. 44-60 ‘, and it has a small domed brass primer. The rest of these are unheadstamped and include: six
with a U.M.C.Co. ringed head and a large domed brass primer. They are: a .40-70, a .40-90-320 25/8“, and a .44-90 25/8“
Sharps, a .44-77 and a .44-90 25/8“ Remington, plus a .45-50 Peabody Sporting. Two with flat, very faintly ringed heads
and large domed brass primers are both 11.43x59R (.45) Turkish Peabodys and have the bullets seated differently 
giving different OAL’s. The .40-50 Sharps has a very faintly ringed head, and a small domed brass primer. All have 
marker, have been lightly cleaned and lacquered, but are still in good condition. [No photo] estimate- 70-100

233 This 6 round collection of U.S. sporting are all
unheadstamped, and include; a rounded head .44-77
Sharps and Remington with a round nose paper-
patched bullet. A Winchester raised-ring rounded head .44-60 W.C.F. with an oxidized paper-patched round nose bullet.
A .44 Evans New Model with a belted lead bullet. A .45 Sharps 2.6” with a flat head, a re-loading mark on the primer and
a paper-patched round nose bullet. The .45-100 Sharps 23/4” has a very flat head with a large flat copper primer and a
paper-patched flat nose bullet. Shown, the .45 x 2.66” unknown has a .588” rim with a flat nickel primer, a .502” head,
and a round nose lead bullet. Two have marker, all have a removable paper label and toning, however the .45 Sharps
2.6” has some corrosion, otherwise these are in good condition. estimate- 70-100

234 This 5 round collection of W.R.A.Co. Marlin headstamps includes; a
“.25-36 MARLIN.” [Shuey B] with a protected primer showing an impressed “W”,
and a tinned (but missing most of the tinning) GM-half-jacketed flat-tipped bullet with
an impressed “W”. An uncommon “40-60 M.” and a “40-60 MAR.” [Shuey C] with flat nose lead bullets and small domed
copper primers. A “45-70 MAR.” [Shuey B] and a “45-85 MAR.”, with small domed copper primers and flat nose lead bul-
lets. With light toning and oxidation, the .45-85 [shown] has a hairline base crack, otherwise these are all in good condi-
tion. estimate- 150-200

235 A 43-piece collection of W.RA.Co. headstamped rounds ranging from .25 to .45. A few rounds are: a .40-75-260
Express, a .38-72 W.C.F. BP load, and a .44 EVANS N.M. Some are soft nose with tinned-GM-jackets or GM-jackets, some
are lead, one is a FMJ, and one is paper-patched while all have a W.R.A.Co. headstamp. With toning, oxidation, marker and
a spit neck, these are in generally good condition, and likely include some interesting variations. [No photo] estimate- 200-300

236 A 12-piece collection of wildcats are all without a primer or have a
struck primer. Included as labeled are: a 280 30º [shown], a 6,7mm GSM, a 22
and a 6.5mm SLR, a 7mm VAR 1954 and a 30 VAR 19?4, a 2221/2, a 5mm,
5.7mm, a 6mm, a 6.5mm and a 22 BG. The 6mm and the 6,5mm BG are empty cases, and the rest have bullets. With
some toning, marker and the labels secured by cellotape, these are generallty in good condition. estimate- 30-50

237 This 7-round collection includes four that appear to be
factory dummies, a Super-X .225 Win, and three by R-P; a 221
Rem, a 6.5mm REM, and a 6.5mm REM MAG, all showing 
factory inerted primers. Next we have three multi-necked rounds
[shown], which include; a .22/.300 Magnum Necking Exercise, a
.2240 TNT (Tripple Necked Terror) and a .224 Hansen. With
some toning and removable paper labels these range from good
to very good condition. estimate- 30-50



238] This gold-foil and black Browning box is full of rounds headstamped 
‘ BROWNING 222 REM ‘ with a “50 gr. Soft Point Spitzer” GM-jacketed bullet.
With both Utah and Montreal, Canada addresses on the back, it has a few rubs on
the left side of the front, and the rounds show a little discolor to the heads, 
otherwise it is in good condition. [photo 45%] estimate- 30-50

\239 Full of ‘ REM-UMC 32 IDEAL ‘ headstamped rounds with flat copper primers
stamped “U”, and with what looks to be ‘Keith’ style truncated-cone-tipped lead 
bullets seated about .21” below the mouth. This 50-size, tan 2-piece full-cover 
.32 Ideal Smokeless Gallery box has only a tan top label and doesn’t seem to have
had any others. It has a note inside it stating “lot number under the label H17AAB”.
Dirty, the box is strong, while the top has cracks at both ends of the top, only the right
end seam is open. The four corner edges are not broken. The contents have toning 

mostly to the head and show some stains along the sides. A scarce box it is in
poor but solid condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 200-300

240] Full and sealed by 1915 style the green and black front label, this 
20-size, tan 2-piece half cover .32-40-162 Winchester B.P. box has front label
codes of “2647”  and “2-19” plus Cummins Cryptographic machine code holes,
while the same color top label codes are “2648” and “11-15”. The bottom has a
large red “W” printed on each end and a slight stain on the left corner. The top
has a perhaps dime-size dent / break in the back, and the front label has a minor
bite in the left side, but the box is generally very clean, so in good to very good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 200-250

241] With black-printed, white factory labels only on the ends showing “7715-02WKP1” lot
numbers, this about 7 inches long, 20-size white end-flap Winchester, .300 WSM box now
holds 16 nickel plated brass cased rounds headstamped ‘ WINCHESTER 300 WSM ‘ with red
plastic-tipped black oxide coated {Lubalox®} jacketed bullets. Sent by the factory for a 

gun-writer to test-shoot, the box has slight wrinkles at two corners.
In good to very good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 50-80

\242 With a black-printed, white factory over-label only on the right end noting these are
engineering samples, this 20-size, multi-color orange and black top-flap Federal, .300 WSM
box now holds six brass cased rounds with a ‘ -F C- 300 WSM. ‘ headstamp, a flat nickel primer
with a red annulus and a black plastic-tipped GM-jacketed spitzer bullet. Sent by a factory for a
gun-writer to test-shoot, the box has a few rubs but is generally in
very good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 30-50

243] With black-printed, white factory over-labels on both ends noting lot “EO7617”,
this full, black and red top-flap 20-size Winchester Supreme, .325 WSM box has nickel
plated brass cased rounds headstamped ‘ WINCHESTER 325 WSM ‘ with red plastic-
tipped black oxide coated {Lubalox®} jacketed bullets. The upper left front of the box has a
small marked out area in the silver triangular area. Under this it appears to have a “300”.
Sent by the factory for a gun-writer to test-shoot, it has some rubs, but is in very good 

condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 50-80

\244 Empty, this 50-size, tan 2-piece half cover Winchester .44 Game Getter box
has a green top label with ”356” and “11-13” label codes and a 95% complete orange
side seal with the same codes, plus a large red “W” on each end. The box top has two
open corners on the front while the back of the side label now acts as a hinge. With
some soil to the edges of the top, the label has some corner rubs, but the box is 
generally in good to very good  condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 300-400

U. S. SPORTING BOXES

245] Empty, this 20-size, tan 2-piece half-cover Stembridge Gun
Rentals, .458 Magnum BLACk POWDER blanks box has a yellow and white
label with a typewritten caliber and count, but the load “1/2” and “CAUTION” are
rubber stamped. It is over a black printed, white full wrap-around label of the
Winchester / Western style found on new primed empty boxes and has a lot
code of “69MK9”. Perhaps for use in one of Clint Eastwood’s films? Once
sealed by a tan paper strip around the sides. It has light soil, and is in very good condition. [photo 43%] estimate- 30-40



247 Headstamped ‘ W C C 5 4 ‘, this Cal. .18 Ball
Simplex Cartridge from Project SALVO has a ring
crimped flat brass primer, a drawn brass case and holds the GM-jacketed steel-cored bullet with a segmented crimp. It
has a fingerprint, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

248 Headstamped ‘ W C C 5 5 ‘, this inert, Cal. .22 Homologous has an empty
Boxer primer pocket, a drawn brass case with a somewhat oval shaped mid-case hole {.83” up from the base} and holds the GM-
jacketed lead-cored bullet with a segmented crimp. With a row of stains on one side, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

249 Headstamped ‘ WCC  53 ‘, this pair of Cal. .22 Ball Simplex Cartridges
both have ring crimped flat brass primers, brass cases and GM-jacketed steel-
cored bullets secured with segmented crimps. However one has a red annulus seal noting a 3,950 fps velocity, while the
green annulus sealant is a 3,500 fps load. Both are somewhat darkly toned but still in good condition. estimate- 30-50

250 Headstamped ‘ W C C 5 4 ‘, this new primed empty Cal. .22 Duplex
case has a ring crimped flat brass primer without annulus sealant. With light
toning it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

251 Headstamped ‘ F A 7 1 ‘, this 5.56 Special case has an empty Boxer primer pocket.
Aparently these were never loaded, because late as July of 1972, the proper test barrels and test fixtures were not recieved
at the arsenal. With light toning it is in very good condition. estimate- 50-80

252 Perhaps unique, this set of four, ca. 1950 Winchester
Western Division of Olin DUPLEX bullet experimentals have flat
nickel primers and unheadstamped brass cases. The .30 has GM-
jacketed steel cored bullets. The .27 has an exposed GM-jacketed
soft nose and the other is non-magnetic. The .25 has GMCS-
jacketed bullets, and the .22 has an exposed GM-jacketed hollow
point with the other being non-magnetic. Included is an X-ray from
Woodin Lab. with the provenance of a handwritten note by the 
current owner on the Polaroid X-ray print, naming the original
owner and noting ca. 1950 Olin confidential drawings from the
Engineering Dept. Also included is an envelope confirming these
as W-W, Olin dated 1966. Polished, and with marker, these are in good to very good condition. estimate- 400-600

253 Headstamped ‘ F A 7 1 ‘, this inert, light grey anodized aluminum cased
5.56x45 rimless-grooveless experimental has an empty Boxer primer pocket and
a GM-jacketed bullet. Part of the aluminum case burn-through testing, this example has a reinforced head. Showing
bright aluminum where the rim, and some of the body was turned off, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 120-170

246 Holding three original paper-patched lead bullets, this 25-size, 2-piece half-cover blue 
E. Remington & Sons, .40 Cal., 330 Gr bullet box has a tan top label. With light soil and a small
bite to the label, this is in very good condition. [photo 45%] estimate- 40-70

U. S. MILITARY RIFLE & MACHINE GUN

254 This collection of 6 French made 5.56x45 all have “5.56” in the headstamp and include:
two blanks with nickel plated cases and 4-petal mouth-crimp closures by SF. The 79 dated has
a green mouth seal and the 84 dated has a red primer annulus and mouth seal. The three ball
rounds are all by LM. The 2-77 dated brass cased example has a CNCS-jacketed bullet, as
does the 1-77 dated lacquered-steel cased round. The 4-77 dated lacquered-steel cased round
has a GM-jacketed steel cored bullet. By LM, the Tracer is brass cased, and it has a red tipped
CNCS-jacketed bullet with a knurled cannelure just above the knurled case-crimping cannelure.
One has a paper label, and all have light toning, but are generallly in very good condition.

[photo 75%] estimate- 25-40

255 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. “, 236 .U.S.N. ‘, this scarce rimmed .236 U.S.
Navy Blank has a domed brass primer with an impressed “Ow “, a drawn brass
case with the proper .236 shoulder and a white topwad held with a taper crimp.
With a factory flaw at the neck, and nice, mostly even toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-80



256 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. “,  236 .U.S.N. ‘, this rimmed .236
U.S. Navy Ball has a domed brass primer with an impressed “Ow “, a
drawn brass case with the proper .236 shoulder and a CNCS-jacketed
bullet. With light toning, an old sticker and faded marker, it is still in good condition. estimate- 30-50

257 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. .236 U.S.N. ‘, this rimless .236 U.S.
Navy dummy has a domed brass primer, a drawn brass case with a
small hole .54” up from the base, an inner wood distance piece, but the 6mm Lee Navy shoulder and a CNCS-jacketed
bullet. It has light to dark uneven toning and a typical hairline neck crack, so in fair condition. estimate- 30-50

258 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. “, 236 U.S.N. ‘, this rimless .236
U.S. Navy Dummy has a ring crimped domed brass primer, a drawn
brass case with two small holes just below the 6mm Lee Navy shoulder, a wood distance piece, and a  CNCS-jacketed
bullet. With a toned head, and a few other dark areas, it is still in good condition. estimate- 30-50

259 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. 6 M/M U.S.N. ‘, this 6mm U.S. Navy Gallery
Practice has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass case and a swaged lead
bullet. With a few small dark spots, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

260 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 6 M/M U.S.N. ‘, this 6mm U.S. Navy
dummy has a flat, almost flush brass primer, a drawn brass case with
two upper mid-case holes, a wood distance piece and a tinned GM-jacketed bullet. With  some uneven toning, the neck
shows two very slight cracks, but the bullet is still tight in the mouth, so in good condition. estimate- 40-70

261] Most unusual, this 9-piece Winchester 6mm U.S. Navy
? draw set has been sectioned lengthwise. With two cups, and
seven draws, the only piece marked is the rimmed draw, which
shows a typical finished-form beveled head, the primer vent hole
and ‘ W.R./  6M/ ‘ as the remaining headstamp. However taking
into account the metal removed during sectioning the .445” head
on the rimmed piece is slightly larger than a rimmed .236
U.S.Navy finished round, plus the rim itself measures .547” vs
.516” on a finished case. Perhaps for a .30-06 experimental, we
are not sure what exactly this is. With uneven toning it is in

good condition. [photo 75%]
estimate- 100-300

\262 This full clip for the 6mm U.S. Navy holds ‘ W.R.A.Co. 6 M/M U.S.N. ‘
headstamped rounds with almost flush, flat brass primers and tinned GM-jacketed
soft nose bullets with an impressed “W”. The tinned-brass clip is stamped “PAT. OCT
. 8 . 95” along the ridge. The rounds show a few small dark spots, but the clip is
excellent, so all-in-all this is in very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 70-100

263] Headstamped ‘ F A 7 3 ‘, this
6mm SAW has a dished head, a ring-crimped flat brass primer with a red annulus, a dark brown lacquered-steel case
and a GM-jacketed steel-cored XM-733 ball bullet. Only 600 of these were loaded and now perhaps only 10-12 are
known. Identified by the smooth bullet seating cannelure, and the very faint groove above it, this one has light toning to
the jacket, and is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 100-150

264 Headstamped ‘ F A 23 ‘, this very scarce and early .276 Pedersen
dummy or sample has a struck small [.138 inch or so] ring-crimped domed
Monel(?) Boxer primer, a PD-11 tinned brass case, and a 124.7 gr., 1.203”
long boat-tailed PC-40(?) solid-bronze turned bullet held with a taper crimp. With a little case-tinning wear, the bullet is a
little loose in the mouth, still it is in good condition. estimate- 100-150

265 To test the volume of powder loaded into a case on the production line, this rare,
drawn brass .276 Pedersen Volume Test case is headstamped ‘ F A 27 ‘. It has a soft white-wax filling the primer pocket
but not the primer vent hole, and the shoulder has four drilled(?) holes about 90º apart. With a label noting this is the “PD42
volume case”, it has reasonably even toning and is in very good condition. estimate- 200-300



266] Holding 10-rounds of .276 Pedersen headstamped 
‘ F A 29 ‘ with ring-crimped brass primers and GM-jacketed
bullets this U.S.-type clip, as opposed to the more commonly
seen British version had to be loaded into the weapon from
only one side. This unique, unmarked U.S. type Cadmium
plated-steel clip has been modified to feed by removing one
corner and it’s up-right edge of the side {arrow} which would
otherwise wrap-around the cartridge edge as the other corner
does. Elder shows a C. T. Neal patent clip with two cuts very
similar to this but at opposite corners. We think this 
shop-made example was perhaps an experimental tried
along the way, or maybe an attempt to apply Mr. Neal’s work
to the U.S. style clip, and we are not at all sure this would
function with out loosing everything. With light toning, it is in
very good to excellent condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 300-400

\267 Ca. June of 1949, this is one the last of the arsenal
made A.P. rounds. It is a Cal. .30 Carbine A.P. T62E3 and is

headstamped ‘ F A 47 ‘. It has a domed nickel primer, a red annulus and a GM-jacketed
steel-cored bullet with a black tip. A little darkly toned, it is otherwise, in very good condition.
estimate- 120-170

268] Quite rare, this Cal. .30 Carbine T92 Signal cartridge is headstamped ‘ W.R.A. 42 ‘,
has a domed nickel primer, with a black annulus, a drawn brass case with a segmented-cannelure about .33” from the
mouth. The clear somewhat pointed plastic bullet, has a smooth profile, and shows the very faint remains of a black 
colored tip. Handmade by the National Fireworks Co. using components supplied by Frankford Arsenal, it has a badly
split neck and the bullet is pushed out, which is a typical condition for these at this date. estimate- 200-300

269 Headstamped ‘ F A 3 03 ‘, this Cal. .30 krag variation with a
Cole bullet was only in production for a few months, Nov. 1902 to
March of !903, with this ‘bullet holding’ case cannelure. It has a domed
copper primer, a smooth cannelure at the top of the shoulder and a CN-jacketed round nose bullet. Perhaps lacquered it
has marker, but is still in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

270 Both by FA, these two, Cal. .30 krag Guard loads have domed
copper primers, brass cases and round nose lead bullets. The 1904
version is dated “6 04”, has a smooth seating cannelure .137” /
3.49mm from the mouth. The 1905 version is dated “4 06” has a
smooth seating cannelure .229” / 5.82mm from the mouth. The earlier
has an about .2 x.25” black stain near the head, otherwise both are in
very good condition. estimate- 20-40

271 Headstamped ‘ F A 8 04 ‘, this unique inert Cal. .30 krag Guard
load has an empty Boxer primer pocket, a brass case with a large [.184”]
mid-case hole, and round nose lead bullet with a smooth seating 
cannelure .164” / 4.31mm from the mouth. In black ink, it has three handwritten lines on the case; “U.S. Guard ?? ?0  Model
1898  Sept 14, 1906”, which we are sure is in Gen. John Pitmans hand. With a large stain, toning and a slightly loose bullet, it is
in relatively good condition. estimate- 150-200

272 Headstamped ‘ F A 2 04 ‘, this Cal. .30 krag Ball, Reduced
Range has a domed copper primer, a blackened case with a smooth
bullet crimping cannelure at the base of the neck, and a 218 gr. lead
bullet. With a couple small areas of wear to the case blackening, it is still in good condition. estimate- 20-40

➹

273 Unheadstamped, with a large (about .25” dia.) flat
copper primer having a clear annulus seal, this uncommon
variation of the Model 1903 type Cal. .30 Subcaliber
Cartridge has a drawn brass case, and a 220 gr. Cole bullet. With a adhesive-tape label, it has a hairline neck crack
and light toning, still it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70



274 This 6 round collection of Cal. .30 Subcaliber Cartridges
includes; a M-1903 [shown] with a “ F A 12 09 ‘ headstamp and a .25”
copper primer. Three rounds of the modified M-1903 type by F A and
dated 4 17, 18 and 23. all have a protected primer and CN-jacketed
round nose bullets. A Model of 1925 type headstamped ‘ F A 23 ‘ appears to have an uncrimped Monel metal primer cup
and a GM-jacketed spitzer bullet, while another Model of 1925 headstamped ‘ F A 26 ‘ has a ring-crimped tinned primer
and a GM-jacketed spitzer bullet. The three with the protected-primers have some dark areas, as does the M-1903, 
otherwise these are in good condition. estimate- 70-100

275 This set of three, .30 U.S. Army krag Match cartridges include:
2@ headstamped ‘ U.M.C. .30 U.S.A. ‘, with flat copper primers with
impressed “U”s and CN-jacketed bullets, which are Hudson-Thomas
pointed bullets, The lower 203 gr., was not to be feed through the
magazine and won the 1st 1907 Palma Match, the upper, box-labeled
a “Thomas Pointed Bullet” has the 172 gr., ca. 1910 so-called “pencil point” bullet. 1@ headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 30 U.S.G ‘
has a flat brass primer and a 190 gr. CN-jacketed spitzer bullet. Winchester boxes labeled these as “Pointed, Long Range”.
The 203 gr. UMC has a hairline split neck, the 172 gr, has light toning and the WRACo has a dark ring on the bullet at the
case mouth, but generally these are in good condition. estimate- 30-50

276 Headstamped ‘ REM-UMC 30 USA ‘, this .30-40 krag board dummy
has a factory-holed tinned brass primer cup, a brass case with, 4 very
uncommon mounting holes ( :   : ), an inner wood rod, and a CN-jacketed “Bronze Point Bullet”. From the early 1920s, it has
factory polish and a slight stain at the shoulder on the “out” side, still it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

277 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 30 U.S.G. ‘, this .30-40 krag Short Range
board dummy has a domed brass primer with an impressed “Ow “, a brass
case with two proper mounting holes, a smooth bullet-seating cannelure
mid-neck and a short belted round nose lead bullet. With factory polish and lacquer, most of which is flaked off, it is dark
on the “out” side, but otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

278 Both unheadstamped, these two “whole case” Gatling Gun
blanks include: a ca. 1894 to 1896, Cal. .30 M-1893 Blank. It weighs
244 gr., has a tinned primer and a 3-petal crimp mouth-closure. The
Cal. .45 Gatling is ca. 1903 to 1905. It has a copper primer and a 
4-petal crimp mouth-closure. Both made by Frankford Arsenal, the .45
has a darkly toned mouth and both show typical uneven toning, but
are in good condition. estimate- 30-50

279 A handout from the Philadelphia, 1876 Centennial, this U.S. Ordinance made
Cal. .45 M-1873 draw is a 1.597” Benét primed copper case with a unusual and
scarce commemorative headstamp. With marker, and white paint(?) it is in good 
condition. estimate- 250-350

280 Headstamped ‘ R 10 F 79 ‘, this copper-cased, Benét primed Cal. .45
Multi-ball load was patented by the Phoenix Metallic Cartridge Co. on Sept. 9th,
1879. The now yellowish-tan multi-petal paper sabot holds three lead slugs. With
marker and lacquer, it has light uneven toning, but is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

281 This ca. 1896 .45-70 Rabbeth Patent is headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-70 ‘ on
the raised ring of the brass case. It has a domed brass primer and a 4-piece
belted wood sabot containing a round nose lead bullet of probably .26” diameter.
With light to medium uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

282 This Winchester contract headstamped Cal. .45 Armourers or
gun-function dummy, has a deep set struck brass primer, a drawn
brass case without holes and a full-patch GM-jacketed bullet held
with a taper crimp. Nicely toned it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

283 With a raised Chinese headstamp dating this to 1898 (as it seems to read to us), this very scarce .45-70-405
has a domed copper primer, a brass case and a round nose lead bullet. With somewhat uneven darkish toning
and surface soil, the lead has light uneven oxidation, but this is still in good condition. estimate- 250-300



284 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. S .45-70. H ‘, this .45-70-405 hollow dummy has
a small round brass primer, a drawn brass case, and a coreless brass bullet.
With marker, dark toning and some long-ago pitting, it is still in good condition.
estimate- 30-50

285 Nicely sectioned to show the two inner-head-reinforcing cups, this
Winchester .45-70-405 has only “W.R. (over) 45-70 U.S.” as the headstamp.
The primer cup is domed brass, and the round nose lead bullet shows cast
marks. With a tiny ding and only a very few freckles, it is still in good condition. estimate- 30-50

286 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-70 ‘[Shuey A], this large-ring, .45-70
Sharps paper-patched flat nose lead bullet variation has a domed
brass primer and a brass case. Polished, it has black marker, a lightly
marked “45-70-2.1 SS” in the case, a 4mm black spot and light soil to the patch, still we consider it to be in good
condition. estimate- 25-40

287 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 45-70 ‘[Shuey A], this large-ring, .45-70 2.1” unfinished
Blank case has a domed brass Boxer primer and a smooth cannelure .595” / 15.13 mm
up from the base. Needing to be loaded and necked, it has light toning, and is in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

288 This ca. 1928, Cal. .30 International and Palma Match has a ring-crimped slightly domed brass primer, a
drawn brass case and the M1-type 172 gr. GM-jacketed bullet gives it an OAL of 3.4”. With a few tiny dark spots
it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 15-25

289 This Cal. .30 M-1906 Dummy variation has an empty Boxer primer pocket with a vent-hole, a tinned
brass case with 6 long mid-case flutes and no holes. The bullet is a GM-jacketed M1 ball. With a little bit of wear
to the tinning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

290 Headstamped ‘ F A 2 17 ‘, this .30-06 Hollifield Dotter
cartridge has a spring-loaded steel rod running through the tinned, three-holed fluted tinned-brass case, and shows at
the tip of the turned brass bullet. For target practice this pushed a rod which was inserted into the weapons barrel to
mark a miniature target only inches away from the muzzle. With marker and a slightly darkish tone to the tinning, it is in
good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

291 Headstamped ‘ DEN 43 ‘, these two steel cased Cal. .30
Ball both have a zinc-cronak finish, ring-crimped domed brass
primers with a red annulus and GMCS-jacketed bullets. Both show
differences in the headstamp, case length and case coloring.
Lightly toned, they are in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

292 Headstamped ‘ W R A  K 50 K ‘, this new primed empty aluminum, 75S
alloy Cal. .30 case experimental has a ring-crimped flat nickel Boxer primer. The use of the stars in the headstamp may
indicate the case was made by the extrusion process, but the blank, cup and draw method was also tried. In excellent to
near mint condition. estimate- 40-60

293 Sectioned to show the two GMCS-jacketed “Spitzer Point” 
bullets. This Project SALVO, inert Cal. .30 Duplex is headstamped ‘ WRA  5 6 ‘. It has a struck brass primer without sealant,
and a .109” lower mid-case hole on the opposite side of the “U” shaped cut. The lower bullet has a canted base and both are
held by segmented crimps. It has light toning, and a couple extra hand-applied crimps at the cut to help hold the lower bullet,
otherwise this is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

294 Headstamped ‘ I- DWM O 7,62x63 ‘, this .30-06 has a flat brass
primer with a black annulus, a drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed soft nose spitzer bullet held by a segmented crimp.
Thought to be post 1935, the “L O” code on the headstamp is not yet been deciphered. {See the end of the sale for thoughts and details
on this as supplied by Brad Dixon} Scarce, with a small area of light discolor, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

295 Headstamped ‘ REM-UMC 30-06 SPRG ‘, this has a flat nickel
primer, and a brass case with a taper crimp holding a GM-jacketed soft
nose bullet (110 gr.?) showing a ring of eight impressed “.” about .15” / 3.81mm up from the case mouth. Known to exist in 
collections, the reason for the ring of dots is unknown. With some uneven light toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50



296 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 32 USN 70 ‘, this rare, ca. 1892
.32-70 U.S.N. Rimless experimental was tested but then dropped
in favor of the .236 / 6mm US Navy. It has a domed brass primer, a
drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed round nose bullet. Made by turning down the rim of the rimmed version, and
reforming the shoulder, this one is somewhat heavily polished on the head and lacquered. It has some small black stains
at the case mouth / bullet juncture, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 1000-1500

297 Nicely sectioned, this unheadstamped, Cal. .30 Light Rifle, T5, has a
light green anodized-aluminum Frankford Arsenal made case which has
been lightly coated with a graphite-compound just on the body. The nickel-
plated brass primer has a 4-sided cup that has a central-holed bottom fitting against the bottom of the primer pocket. The
GMCS-jacketed M2 ball bullet is taper crimped into the lower of the two knurled cannelures. With some slight discolor
around the primer pocket it, is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

298 Nicely sectioned, this Cal. .30 Light Rifle, T5, has an unheadstamped, anodized-
aluminum Frankford Arsenal made fired case which has been lightly coated with a graphite-compound just on the body.
The nickel-plated brass primer has a 4-sided cup that has a central-holed bottom fitting against the bottom of the primer
pocket. Between the anvil and the cup-bottom is a center-holed flat steel disc with a knurled outer edge which was part
of the Remington experiments in late 1946 and early 1947. In excellent fired condition. estimate- 25-40

299 Headstamped ‘ F A 48 ‘, this Cal. .30 Light Rifle Grenade blank has a ring-crimped
flat nickel primer with a red annulus, a drawn brass FAT 1 case with a red topwad, a
smooth neck cannelure and a patrially closed 5-petal crimp. With light toning and a advisive-tape sticker, it is in very good
condition. estimate- 40-70

300 Headstamped  ‘ F A 49 ‘, this Cal. .30 Light Rifle API T101E1 has a
ring-crimped flat nickel primer with a red annulus, a 49mm long drawn brass FAT 1E3 case holding a GM-jacketed bullet
with a steel core and a silver colored tip. With light uneven toning it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

301 Headstamped  ‘ F A 51 ‘, this U.S. Cal. .280 Experimental has a ring-
crimped flat nickel primer with a red annulus, a drawn brass FAT 1E3 case,
and a British 140 gr. Ball Type “B” which is, a green tipped GM-jacketed mild steel-cored bullet. With slightly dark toning
and missing only a little tip paint, it is still in good condition. estimate- 70-100

302 Headstamped  ‘ F A 6 7 ‘, this 7.62mm M80 ball has a ring-crimped
flat brass primer with a red annulus, a GMCS-jacketed bullet, a cold-worked steel case with a slightly dished head
and a chocolate-brown colored phosphate-varnish finish. With toning to the bullet it is in good to very good condition.
estimate- 30-50

303 Headstamped ‘ ♁ FA 66 ‘, this 7.62mm XM276 Dim Trace has a
ring-crimped flat brass primer with a red annulus, a brass case with a GMCS-jacketed bullet showing a white over pink
colored tip. With light toning, some of the white tip-color is missing, but this is still in good condition. estimate- 25-40

304 This French 7.62x51 A.P. has a ring-crimped nickel primer
with a dark yellowish annulus, a dark grey-brown steel case and a
black-tipped GM-jacketed steel-cored bullet with a knurled cannelure just above the mouth. With some light freckles it is
in good condition. estimate- 20-40

305 Headstamped ‘ ♁ LC 79 ‘, this Picatinny Arsenal artillery primer
has a ring-crimped flat brass primer a purplish annulus, a brass case and a GM jacketed “bullet” with a sharply-pointed
4-petal tip. The jacket has been turned, thinning it at the base of the petals. It was designed to feed automatically in a 
prototype 155mm Howitzer Test Bed under development at Rock Island Arsenal. It has a little uneven toning to the case,
otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100

306 Headstamped ‘ R - P 30-06SPRG ‘ this 7.62mm/Cal. .220 Colt SSB
triplex load has a flat brass primer showing a light chambering strike which is typical, a drawn brass case with an
exposed hollow-base copper-alloy bullet, and two more hollow-base bullets nesting behind it. With one side just very
slightly more toned than the other, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 50-80



\307 This 13-piece, 7.62mm Nato brass case-draw set has 7-pieces headstamped 
‘ ♁ FA 63 ‘ including a loaded round, a primed empty case, two necked draws and two
draws not yet necked. The other pieces are; three cups and three draws. With some 
fingerprints and uneven toning, it is in good condition. [Photo not to size] estimate- 40-70

308] Headstamped ‘ WRA 70 ‘,
this 9.53 x 76mm Multiple  
Flechette has a .150” brass primer cup with a dark green annulus, a light medium-grey,   
7475 Alcoa aluminum alloy case and 4@ magnetic flechettes in an opaque-clear [inside  
frosted], plastic round nose sabot, giving it a 3.332” /  84.64mm OAL. With marker, it has

a scratch on the base and a smaller one at the head, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

309 Unheadstamped, this Cal. 10mm {aka .405} XM75 Spotter-Tracer has a
ring-crimped domed copper primer, and a 1.70”, FAT 72 brass case. The GM-
jacketed hollow point magnetic bullet has a slightly domed M26 percussion primer inserted in the yellow over red painted
nose. With marker and toning, the tip colors are perhaps 95% or more, so in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

310 This Cal. 10mm {aka .405} XM75 Spotter-Tracer dummy has a small,
ring-crimped struck nickel primer, a 1.45” FC10241 brass case with a .383”/
.15mm hole near the head, and a smooth lower mid-case crimping groove with a steel ring fitted in it. The GM-jacketed
magnetic bullet has a wide grey plastic rotating band, and the bullet nose has been shaped to appear as if it has an
insert in the hollow point. With light toning, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 70-100

311 Headstamped ‘ F A 42 K ‘, this scarce Cal. .45 Subcaliber and Spotting for the
3.5-in. Rocket launcher has a domed copper primer, a drawn brass case and a steel
bullet with a copper rotating band showing seven short groves. It has a 2.082” / 52.89mm OAL, and the bullet from the
front of the rotating band to the nose is 1.120” / 28.45mm long. The case has a little uneven toning while the bullet has
light rust stains and what may be plier marks, so in fair to good condition. estimate- 70-100

312 This pair of 11mm Vickers Machine Gun are headstamped 
‘ WESTERN 6-15 ‘ and ‘ WESTERN 2-17 ‘. Both have domed copper
primers, and brass cases with smooth cannelures just above the 
shoulder. The 15 date has a flat nose lead bullet, while the 17 date [shown] has a drawn-brass-jacketed flat nose bullet.
While both have marker, the “15” has been long ago polished. The “17” is toned and has a fingerprint on the bullet, but both
are in good condition. estimate- 40-70

313 Headstamped ‘ F  A  21 ‘, this 11mm Vickers MG Incendiary
has a ring-crimped domed copper primer with a black annulus, a “New
Type” drawn brass case and a drawn-brass-jacketed flat nose bullet without a crimping cannelure. With marker and no
powder, it has a typical neck-crack, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

314 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C. 50 CARB ‘ this pair of .50-45 Carbine both have domed brass
primers and drawn brass cases. The ball has an oxidated lead bullet, while the blank [shown] has
an off-white topwad held with a taper crimp. With toning, both are in good condition. estimate- 30-50

315 Unheadstamped, this .58 Short Case U.S. Converted
Musket 1865 while appearing to be a rimfire is inside primed.
The copper case’s head is slightly dished in the middle with the
rim and center raised, and the bullet is lighty oxidized lead. With
toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80

316 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 58 MUSkET ‘, this board dummy has a domed
brass primer, a brass case with two proper mounting holes, an inner wood distance
piece and a lead bullet with a smooth cannelure. With factory polish and lacquer it
has some reasonably small dark areas mostly on the “out” side, but is still in good condition. estimate- 50-80

317 Of turned steel and completely tubular, this .3105” / 7.88mm dia. experimental Cal. .30 Tublar
bullet weighs 86.9 grains. Found loaded in 1957 and 1958 dated, F.A. headstamped rounds, and known as Hebler
“Cylindrical bullets”, this one has some light rust on the interior, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 30-50



318 A set of three .316” turned brass taper-bore bullets. One weighs 87.6 gr. is 1.056” / 26.82mm
long, has the fore-skirt .3165” / 8.04mm dia. and has the same dia. for the rear skirt. With this format the
next is: 77.3 gr., 1.064” / 27.02, and .316” / 8.03mm for both. The third is; 75.0 gr., 1.064” / 27.02mm, and
316” / 8.03mm for both. The distances between the skirts is different in all, as is the dia. of the bases.
See Hackley Vol. 1 Chapter 14. With light toning, these are in excellent condition. estimate- 200-300

319 Of solid turned brass, this .308” double-banded bullet weighs 87.0 grains and is
.964” / 24.50mm long. Although not exactly noted in Hackley, Vol. 1 Chapter 15, {Fig. 418,
pg. 276} this is thought to be related to the CAL. .30 High Velocity experimental, which tried to improve on Gerlich-type
taper-bore bullets. With a few light stains it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 30-60

320 Two Cal. .50 bullets. The Colt .50/.30 Salvo Squeeze Bore variation
has 5@ GM-jacketed hollow base nesting bullets encased in clear plastic. The
ca. 1920’s turned brass empty Spotlight bullet body has threads cut on the
inside at both ends but is missing both the nose and the base. Both are evenly
toned, and in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

321 22 rounds of odds & bits includes; 2@ 7.9 Krutz “hla-St 1 45” and “fva 16 44 St”. 5@ .223 / 5.56x45 “IMI 223
REM”, and “FNM 80-2” ball, “♁ LC 97” green-tipped ball, “RWS 223 REM” green case-mouth seal and white plastic-
tipped short range bullet, “T W 6 9” white-tipped blank. 2@ 7.62x54 R with silver tips  “ 21

7 3 “ raised HS, CW steel case
and “ 21

8  0 “ raised HS, grey lacquered steel case. 3@ .45 M-1911: W.R.A.Co. 45 A.C.” with “W” on primer and 200 gr bul-
let load, “REM-UMC 45 ACP” with “U” on primer and 200 gr. bullet load. ”F A 45” steel case tracer with red tip and “X” in
bullet nose. 1@ “FC  6x47 MM” nickel plated case and GM-jacketed hollow point bullet. 1@ 7.62x39 “ 61

6  1 “ ball load. 1@
.303 British “303MK8Z PP-77” Mk 8 ball load. 1@ .30-40 Krag “REM-UMC _ 30 USA _” FMJ spitzer bullet. 1@ .30-06
red plastic full case blank, no HS cadmium plated steel head. 1@ .45-70-405 Benét primed “R 12 F 81”. 1@ .44
Hazards combustible, collodion body now separated from the lead bullet. 1@ “♁TW 69” fired in the 7.62 mm M149A1
subcaliber so 6 holes in the shoulder. 1@ “NORMA Re 6,5x54 MS” CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullet. 1@ “W.R.A.Co. 30
W.C.F.” protected primer, tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet with impressed “w” and split neck. 1@ Aluminum snap cap
“Charles Daly 12 MADE IN JAPAN Ga”. Generally these are all in good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 20-40

322] Still sealed in the issue foil-backed
paper wrapper, this 25-size, 12 GAGE, PAPER
shotshell box has black print and a black 
rubber-stamped lot number “6463”. By Western
Cartridge Co. it is in excellent condition.

[photo 50%] estimate- 50-80

\323 Missing one Western XPERT tan paper
shell, this 25-size, yellow, blue and red 1-piece
top flap 12 ga. Super Trap box has a U.S.
Property stamp on the top flap noting “LOT
W.C.C. 6463” and the load of: ”3 DRAMS EQUIV. 11/8

Oz. No.8 SHOT”. Relatively clean with light edge
wear it is in good to very good condition.
[photo 50%] estimate- 30-50

\324 Empty, this 25-size, tan 2-piece full
cover 12 ga. Brass shells box has black print
and no lot number or other printing. The top has
a slight wrinkle and a short rim-wear break, 
otherwise it is in very good to excellent condition.
[photo 50%] estimate- 30-50

325] With two good to very good condition,
original ‘ F A 41 ‘ headstamped rounds showing silver over black tipped
GM-jacketed magnetic-cored bullets with a knurled ring above the smooth
case-crimping groove, this 10-size, 1-piece tan Cal. .50 A.P. Plate Test box
has a black-printed, tan partial wrap-around label. With light soil, a wrinkle
in the label and an ink number on the bottom edge, it is still in good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 70-100

U. S. MILITARY BOXES



\327 Full and sealed with the opening-key still attached to
the top, this matte green-painted, 10-size tin of Cal. .45 Blank
Line Throwing rounds for the MK 1 gun, has a yellow printing noting Remington manufacture and
the date of Nov. 1950 among other things. With typical dust to the top and a slight dent to the left
side, it is in very good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 50-80

328] This seems full, but it could be missing only a few. A 100-size,
tan 2-piece full cover F.A. A.P. Cal. .30 M2 Plate Testing bullet box,

it holds silver over black tipped GMCS-jacketed magnetic-cored bullets with a knurled ring
above the smooth case-crimping groove. The box was sealed by light tan paper going both
ways with the upper one being the black-printed label, dateing this to Sept. 1941. The left side
of the top has been poorly opened, but the box bottom is intact. With light soil and edge wear
to the left corners, it is still in reasonably good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 35-60

\329 All empty, this ca. early 1960’s series of
8@ kynoch, 7.62mm Tracer experimental boxes includes #s: 5, 7, 10, 12,
15, 16, 17 and 18. The boxes all are 20-size, white top flap with a black-printed
labels with typewritten details, and a black “Child Warning” rubber stamp. Each
notes propellant, batch, bullet and tip colour. The tip colors were not common
color combinations #12 was “Red Tip and Dark Green Ring”, and #5 was
“Purple Tip and Red Ring”. All but one has marker on the end, one top flap is
missing [shown] and most have light soil, but generally these are in good 
condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 30-50

330] Holding one Acorn headstamped copper cap with aluminum holder, and one
round headstamped ‘ 7 070

5 ‘, which has a 1/2 blackened base, a green annulus and a
white tipped GMCS-jacketed bullet, this 10 set-size black printed tan top-flap 7.62 mm
Cartridge Tracer box has a somewhat faint black rubber-stamped lot number. Used in a
sub-caliber device, it is a low velocity training load for the 84mm Carl Gustav Recoilless

gun. In excellent condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 30-50

\331 Full of excellent condition, blackened case 
‘ REM-UMC 222 SPL ‘ headstamped dummies, with factory-drilled nickel primer cups and 
GM-jacketed bullets, this very early, white 20-size end-flap Remington Arms Co. Inc. 
.222 SPL Dummy box has a back-printed, green full wrap-around label. The label notes a 
50-size on the front, but both ends have this count blacked-out and the additional black rubber
stamps now note “20” “222 SPL” and “223”. Opened on the right side, it has light soil, and a
dent on the bottom / back, otherwise it is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 100-150

332] Empty, [and without the trays] this pair of white 20-size end-flap Remington Dummy boxes
both have black-printed green full wrap-around labels. One [shown] box label was originally for a
50-size box but on the front and both ends, the 50 has been X-ed out and a large “20” has been
added with a black rubber stamp, along with “223 REM 55 MC” on both ends. The other with a
20-size wider and darker-green, but basically the same style label, is a “5.56 MM.” box with a
black “55MC” rubber stamp added to both ends. It also has a ballpoint “ RA

6    4  “ note on one end.
Both are carefully opened on one end and the .223 box has some scuffs to one end, otherwise
these are in good to very good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 30-50

333] Empty, [and without the trays] these 3@ Remington
.225 / 5.56mm boxes are white, 20-size end-flap types.
The 52 grain Tracer and the 55 grain Ball have the 
information printed on the box in black, however the
Tracer has an additional black rubber stamp. The 5.56MM XM197 HPT box has white partial wrap-around label with red
print on 3-sides. All have light soil, the Tracer box has “223 Tracer” handwritten in ballpoint on the right end, otherwise
these are in good condition. [photo 30%] estimate- 30-50

326] Empty, this rare, 200-size tan 2-piece half-cover F.A. Cal. .30 Round Balls
box has somewhat rusty stapled corners top and bottom, with the printing on the
box-top it’s self. Given the uncommon type of construction, the paper used in the
box and the contents, we can only conclude this was a box for the Cal. .30 Krag
multi-ball. The top has a scuff, light soil and is a little warped, otherwise it is in good
condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 100-150



335 Headstamped ‘ H. UTENDOERFFER . NÜRNBERG . ‘, this is an
early and quite scarce Rimmed, .244 Halger variation. It has a flat brass
primer with a black annulus, and a drawn brass case with a segmented
crimp holding the copper-tipped CNCS-jacketed bullet. It has light, somewhat uneven case toning, but it is in good to
very good condition. estimate- 500-600

336 Headstamped by Kynoch ‘ 246 PURDEY  k ‘, this has a flat brass
primer, and a drawn brass case with a segmented crimp holding the CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullet. With marker,
uneven toning and a slightly flattened bullet point, it is still in good condition. estimate- 120-170

337 Headstamped ‘ GIBBS .256 MAGNUM [over] kN ‘, this has a 
ring-crimped brass primer, a drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed
Kings Norton brand “Spire Point” bullet. Lightly toned, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-60

338 Headstamped ‘ KN JEFFERY KN [over] .333 ‘This .280 /.333
Jeffery by kings Norton has a ring crimped brass primer. The
drawn brass case uses two punch crimps to hold the K.N. brand
“Solder Point” blackened bullet, which has a silver painted tip. With light toning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

339 Headstamped only ‘ REM-UMC ‘ at 1200h, this
.280 /.333 Jeffery has a domed copper primer, a drawn
brass case and a copper-tipped CN-jacketed bullet. With one or perhaps two Remington Arms-U..M.C.Co. boxes known,
{and Not included here.} labeled as “.333 Jeffery”, {“143 Grains” and “Velocity 3000 F.S.”} it seems this headstamp is found
with three or perhaps four very, very slight variations. With a typical neck crack, uneven toning, surface soil and a slightly
dark area on the head, it is in good condition. (see lot 340 below) estimate- 30-50

334 Full of excellent condition, blackened case ‘ R - P 223 REM ‘ headstamped 
dummies, with factory-drilled nickel primer cups and GM-jacketed soft nose bullets with a
smooth cannelure above the mouth, this white, 20-size end-flap  Remington - Peters
Dummy box has a black and light blue label on the front, and “DUMMIES 223 REM 50
PTD” black rubber stamped on both ends. With light soil, it is in good to very good 
condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 30-50

BRITISH SPORTING

340 Headstamped only ‘ REM-UMC ‘ at 1200h, this
.280 /.333 Jeffery has a domed copper primer, a drawn
brass case and a copper-tipped CN-jacketed bullet. The headstamp variation in this and lot 339 above is hard to see unless
the two are side-by-side but different bunters were used. With a typical neck crack, and uneven toning, it is in good 
condition. estimate- 30-50

341 Headstamped ‘ .280 H.V.MAGNUM ‘ “HALGER”‘ ‘, this
.280 Halger Magnum has a flat brass primer with a black annulus, a drawn brass case and a 100 gr. CNCS-jacketed
bullet with a copper tip. With marker and light toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

342 Headstamped ’ k N M Co 7 M/M ‘ this 7mm Mauser has a ring-
crimped brass primer, a drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed Kings
Norton brand “Spire Point” bullet. The neck has a crack so the 141.2gr. bullet can be removed to show the raised “KN”
on the lead core base. With marker and light toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

343 This 7x60mm Eley experimental, has a copper primer and is
headstamped ‘ ELEY . 7 M/M . ‘. It has a drawn brass case and a
CN-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp. For an experimental BSA ca. 1911 semi-auto rifle, it has marker, uneven
toning and a hairline neck crack, but is in relatively good condition. estimate- 100-150

344 This pair of 7mm H&H Mag. Flanged includes an original
[shown] probably by Kynoch, which is unheadstamped. It has a flat
brass primer and a GMCS-jacketed bullet with a copper tip. The other is headstamped ‘ H&H SHOOT 19 BERTRAM 91 ‘.
It has a ring-crimped flat nickel primer, a slightly sharper shoulder and a GM-jacketed hollow point bullet. Both have
light toning, and are in good condition. estimate- 25-40



345 This pair of semi-rimmed .303 Magnum are both headstamped ‘ MAGNUM .303’, have flat
copper primers and drawn brass cases. The left one with the fine and slightly larger letters has a 
GM-jacketed bullet while the right one has a GMCS-jacketed bullet. Both have marker and light toning,
but are in good condition. estimate- 30-50

346 Unheadstamped, this .320 unknown was in the Jim Richards collection labeled as “from
Kynoch box”, and it is also thought by some to be a short-case .32-20 by Eley. It has a .170” domed copper primer, a
drawn brass case with the following dimensions: .049” thick rim .404” rim, .348” head, .337” shoulder starting about .930”
up from the head, .326” case mouth. and a .303” flat nose lead bullet, giving it a 1.454” oal and a total weight of 190 gr.
The only reference comes from an undated dealer list describing it as “320 Bore (?)... similar to a .32-20 however the
case is shorter... From old yellow Kynoch box”. With a few small areas of discolor, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80

347 Unheadstamped this .321 Greener has a flat
copper primer with a black annulus, a drawn brass
case with three flues in the lower neck and a 279.4 gr.
CN-jacketed soft nose bullet. Without powder, it has a small stain on the head and a slight ding on the neck, otherwise it
is in very good condition. estimate- 25-40

348 Headstamped ‘ kYNOCH .322 MATCH ‘, it has a ring-crimped
flat copper primer, and a drawn brass case holding the CN-jacketed
copper ‘capped’ round nose bullet with three slash-crimps. With marker, it is in very good condition. estimate- 200-250

349 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .33 NITRO ‘, this .33 B.S.A. has a flat
brass primer, and a drawn brass belted case holding the CNCS-jacketed
‘solid’ bullet with three slash-crimps. With some of the original green wax at the case mouth, it has marker and a couple small
stains, but we consider it in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

350 This .360 No. 3 Gibbs variation has the Gibbs trade mark in the head-
stamp, a flat copper primer, a brass case and a tan paper-patched round
nose lead bullet with a slight nipple at the tip. With marker and slightly dark toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

351 These seven .350 Rigby Magnums are all headstamped 
‘ RIGBY .350 MAGNUM [over] NITRO ‘. 2@ have ring crimped
primers, and CN-jacketed bullets; one a soft nose and one
[shown] is copper-tipped. 2@ with flat brass primers have GMCS-jacketed soft nose bullets, with slightly different slash-crimps
holding them. 2@ with the thin-letter style headstamp and flat brass primers, have CN-jacketed soft nose bullets with slightly
different slash-crimps holding them. 1@ with the thin-letter style headstamp and a flat brass primer, has a CNCS-jacketed
‘solid’ bullet secured with slash-crimps. These are all in generally good condition. estimate- 40-70

352 A set of 4@ ‘ A-SQUARE 375 H&H MAG ‘ headstamped
rounds, all have flat nickel primers and drawn brass cases. Three
have GM-jacketed soft nose bullets, one is pointed and the other two are round nosed, but one of the round-nosed [shown]
has the case-base colored red. The 4th, has a belted brass jacketed round nose bullet. With marker and light oxidation, they
are all in good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40

353 This 8-piece collection of .375 H&H Flanged Mags.
includes 1@ unfinished case headstamped  “B.E.L.L. 375
H&H”, 1@ headstamped (HS) “HOLLAND .375 MAGNUM .ELEY.” and 1@ [shown] HS ” HOLLAND .375 MAGNUM ✳ELEY✳”
both have copper primers and CN-jacketed soft nose bullets. 1@ HS “HOLLAND .375 MAGNUM K” has a brass primer and a
GMCS-jacketed round nose ‘solid’ bullet. 4@ are HS “KYNOCH .375 MAGNUM”. Two of them have flat brass primers with
black annulus and soft nose bullets. The pointed bullet one has a GMCS jacket and the round nose one has a GM jacket plus
a knurled ring above the mouth. The 3rd has a flat brass primer without annulus color, and a GMCS-jacketed round nose
‘solid’ bullet. The 4th, with a large .230”, flat brass primer and a black annulus, has a GM-jacketed round nose bullet with a soft
nose showing a knurled ring above the mouth. With marker on most, thay are in good condition. estimate- 50-80

354 This 6-piece set of .400 3” Purdey includes: 1@ fired
case headstamped ‘ PURDEY . LONDON . ‘. The other five
have copper primers and lead bullets. 1@ unheadstamped has a .528” / 13.42mm rim and a short lead bullet with a single
groove. 1@ [shown] has a large ‘ KYNOCH .400P ‘ headstamp with a small hollow point and 2-grooves. 4@ are headstamped
‘ KYNOCH 400. P. ‘. 3@ of those  have 2-grooves and two of those have a hollow point bullets. The 4th has a single groove
and a copper tube in the nose. With marker, these are in good condition. estimate- 40-70



356 Unheadstamped, this .450 31/4” Boxer B.P.E. has a
copper primer in a brass cap chamber/rivet, a blackened
iron base disc, two brass base cups, a vertically-seamed tan paper covering to the coiled brass body, and a friction 
fitted paper patched lead bullet with a copper tube in the nose. With some discolor to the case-body and a removable
label, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

357 A quite uncommmon unheadstamped .450 31/4”
B.P.E. It has a small domed corpper primer, a drawn brass
case with a slight beveled edge to the rim, and a paper patched lead bullet with a copper tube. Polished and jacquered, it has
marker, but is otherwise, in good condition. estimate- 30-50

358 All headstamped ‘ HOLLAND . .450 . ‘, this 4-round
collection of .450 31/4” B.P.E. all have copper primers and
drawn brass cases holding lead bullets with two punch-crimps. 2@ bullets have the slit down the side, and three
exposed groove, one has a square wood peg in the hollow point and the other a copper tube. The other two have two
exposed grooves one is a solid and the other is a brass-tubed example. With marker on all, the brass-tubed one [shown]
has a small dent and some freckles, otherwise these are in good condition. estimate- 40-70

355 Headstamped ‘ B PROOF 416 PROOF ‘, these two
.416 Rigby HPT rounds by B.E.L.L  have brass cases with
a red bases, a dull tin-looking finish and segmented crimps
to hold the GMCS-jacketed ‘solid’ bullets which show a high
precentage of bright red color. One round [shown] has a blue band, and the other doesn’t. With some case-finish wear,
these are in good condition. estimate- 25-40

359 This .450 31/4” N.E. is headstamped ‘ KYNOCH >C
.450 >C‘, it has a flat copper primer and a drawn brass
case holding a CN-jacketed “capped” bullet with three
slash-crimps. With marker and a couple of small dark areas, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

360 Headstamped ‘ CERTUS K 400.M.16. C ‘ for use in
Cogswell & Harrison’s Model 16 bolt action rifle this .450
/.400 31/4” Certus has a large domed copper primer, a
drawn brass case with a shallow dent at the shoulder and a CN-jacketed bullet with a large soft nose {aka blue-nose}. The
case seems without powder. It has marker and slightly dark toning, still it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

361 A pair of .450/.400 Jeffery 3” NE with slit-jacket 
bullets. One is headstamped ‘ JEFFERY K .400 S C ‘. It has
a domed copper primer and a flat nose bullet with the core
exposed at the nose and 4 long slits in the CN-jacket. The other is headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .450/400 J ‘. It has a copper
primer, and with three long slash crimps holding it in the case, the soft nose bullet has 4 slits in the CN-jacket. The Jeffery
has marker and the Kynoch [shown] two slight dents at the shoulder, otherwise these are in good condition. estimate- 20-40

362 This pair of .450/.400 Jeffery 3” NE are both 
headstamped ‘ kYNOCH C .400.S. C ‘. One has a flat copper
primer and a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet held in the case
with three slash-crimps. The other has a domed copper primer and a taper-crimp securing the CN-jacketed ‘solid’ bullet. The
‘solid’ [shown] has a small dent in the case, and the other has marker, but these are still in good condition. estimate- 20-40

363 Unheadstamped, this .500/.450 3” Whitworth Match has a
slighty domed copper primer, a drawn brass case with six 
right-turned flats in the neck, and a round nose lead bullet which
at one time would have been totally enclosed in paper, however we can not now see any paper-remains at the mouth. A
very rare cartridge, it has marker but it is in very good condition, and like the one other we’ve seen. estimate- 750-1000

364 With a raised ‘ kYNOCH & Co u BRIMINGHAM u ’ headstamp in the dished base, this .500/.450 No. 1 B.P
Express has a domed brass primer, and a drawn brass case with a
tan paper-patched belted flat nose lead bullet with wax-filled hollow
point. Early production, it has marker and has been lacquered, but is
still in good condition. estimate- 40-70



365 Headstamped ‘ ELEY 450 No I EXPRESS ‘ this pair of .450 No. 1
Express both have large flat copper primers and include: a B.P. load
with a friction fitted copper-tubed paper-patched lead bullet. Secured
with three slash-crimps, the Nitro For Black load has a copper-
tubed lead bullet with a smooth grease groove. Both have marker, the B.P. [shown] has light toning and is missing a bit of the
outer layer of the patch, so in good to very good condition. estimate- 25-40

366 Unheadstamped, this scarce .500/.450 33/8” B.P. has a flat
copper primer, a brass cap chamber/rivet, a blackened iron base
disc, two brass base cups, and a tinned coiled-iron body.
Found unloaded and unfired as almost all are, it also has typical toning and tin loss, none-the-less it is still in relatively
very good condition. estimate- 150-200

367 With the shield trade mark in the headstamp, this
.461 No. 1 Gibbs Match has a small domed brass
primer, a drawn brass case and a friction fitted lead bullet with a somewhat darkly stained lavender paper patch. This
bullet profile is very close to the jacketed bullets found in both #1 and #2 Gibbs, and this same lavender-patched bullet
in found in the #2 Gibbs. With a few small dark areas on the case, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

368 This pair of .475 #2 NE 31/2”,
includes a modern load by W. Romey
[headstamp only shown] with a nickel primer
and a GMCS-jacketed round nose bullet, plus an original kynoch [OA shown] for the Jeffery specifications as noted by the “J”
in the ‘ KYNOCH 475 No 2.J.NITRO ‘ headstamp. It has a flat copper primer and holds the GM-jacketed lead-oxidated soft nose
bullet with three slash crimps. The Kynoch has light toning, otherwise these are in very good condition. estimate- 25-40

369 Unheadstamped, this .500 3” BPE Boxer cased example
has a flat copper primer, a brass cap chamber/rivet, a blackened
iron base disc, a brass base cup, and a coiled brass body. The
taper-crimped, flat-nosed lead bullet has two exposed smooth grease grooves and a wax filled hollow point. With one large
dent and a smaller dent on the other side, it still rates as in good condition. estimate- 30-50

370 Unheadstamped, this paper covered .500 3” BPE Boxer
cased example has a flat copper primer, a brass cap chamber/rivet,
a blackened iron base disc, two brass base cups, and a light tan
paper-covered coiled brass body. With a segmented crimp acting as a bullet seating stop the deep seated {we assume
paper-patched but can’t see any} lead bullet has a copper tube in the nose. With light oxidation, it is in very good condition.
estimate- 40-70

371 This pair of .500 3” BPE drawn brass-cased examples
includes: A headstamped at 1200H, ‘ ELEY BROS ‘ NPE case
with a domed copper Berdan primer. Again, headstamped in one line ‘ kYNOCH 500 EXPRESS ‘, this has a domed 
copper primer and a copper-tubed, paper-patched round nose lead bullet. Evenly toned, the Kynoch [shown] has a few
small bites to the patch and a couple of slight case dings, otherwise both are in very good condition. estimate- 25-40

372 This set of three .500 3” NFB includes; 2@ headstamped 
‘ KYNOCH .500 ‘, with copper primers and round nose lead bullets,
a solid, and one with a large copper tube in the nose. The one
headstamped ‘ KYNOCH L .500 C ‘ [shown] has a copper primer and a friction fitted paper-patched lead bullet with a
large copper tube in the nose. The Light Cordite has a ruck-up to the patch and the case is just a little bright. The other
two show normal toning and both have a small ding or two, so in good condition. estimate- 30-50

373 These two, .500 3” NE rounds are headstamped 
‘ kYNOCH >C .500 >C ‘ and have CN-jacketed bullets. One
has a flat copper primer and uses three stap-crimps to hold
the longer [shown] more pointed than normal bullet. The other has a domed copper primer and has a friction fitted, more
typical / common bullet shape. With marker and light toning, both are in good condition. estimate- 20-40



374 Made for H.H.The Nizam of Hyderabad this .500
31/4” H&H B.P.E. has a copper primer and a nickel-plated
case headstamped ‘ ELEY LONDON .500 ‘ with H.H.N.
engraved on the head. Held by two punch-crimps the
copper-tubed lead bullet has 4 grease grooves and a typical Holland & Holland slit along the side. It has marker and a tiny
ding, otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

375 Headstamped ‘ RODDA . CALCUTTA . ‘, this .577/.500 No.
2 BPE has a stuck copper primer, and a friction-fitted paper-
patched lead bullet with a copper tube in the nose. Evenly toned
and with a few small bites to the patch, it is in fair to good condition. estimate- 20-40

376 Unheadstamped, this .577 234” BPE Boxer-cased example
has a flat copper primer, a brass cap chamber/rivet, a blackened
iron base disc, a brass base cup which is reddish in color, and a
coiled brass body with a friction fitted paper-patched round nose
lead bullet with a copper tube in the nose. Lacquered, it has marker, a few typical freckles, a dent and a few typical
dings, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

377 Headstamped ‘ ELEY .577 . LONDON . ‘, these two, .577
234” BPE include: one with a flat copper primer and a friction 
fitted paper-patched lead bullet with a copper tube in the nose.
The other [shown] has a copper primer, and a friction fitted paper-patched lead bullet. The ‘solid’ bullet version has been
polished and lacquered, while the other is nicely toned, so in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

378 These two, .577 234” BPE are headstamped ‘ ELEY [over] .577 . S. ‘
and have somewhat domed copper primers and drawn brass cases.
One has a taper crimp to secure the paper-patched, copper-tubed lead
bullet which is seated so only a tiny bit of the patch shows. The other
has a friction fitted paper-patched lead bullet. The copper tubed [shown] has some case-freckles, while the ‘solid’ has some
edge wear to the patch and a few small spots, but generally these are in good condition. estimate- 25-40

379 Headstamped ‘ ELEY NITRO
. .577 . ‘This .577 234”

NFB has an about .25” flat copper primer, a drawn brass case with
a smooth bullet seating groove and a copper-tubed lead bullet with
a smooth groove above the mouth. It has “1471” electro-penciled in
the case long ago but it does not correspond to the H.P. White collection numbers. The bullet has some crude light rings
in it below the tip, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

380 With flat copper primers and drawn brass cases holding the
bullets with three slash-crimps, this pair of kynoch .577 234”
includes: a NFB load [shown] with a copper-tubed lead bullet showing
an exposed grease groove, and a Nitro load with a GM-jacketed
bullet. The NFB has marker and both show light toning, but are in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

381 Headstamped ‘ HOLLAND & HOLLAND . .577 . ‘, this .577 3”
BP has an about .18” copper primer, a drawn brass case using
two punch-crimps to hold a copper-tubed lead bullet which has
a single exposed groove and the H&H-slit down the side. With a
tiny ding at the mouth and a little light uneven toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 35-60

382 Headstamped ‘ KYNOCH L 577 C ‘, this .577 3” NFB
or Light Cordite loading, has a flat copper primer, a drawn
brass case and a copper tubed round nose bullet secured
with three slash crimps. With marker, it is in excellent 
condition. estimate- 35-60

383 A very early Cordite load with the “C” at
600h in the headstamp, this .577 3” NE has a
large, about .25” copper primer, a drawn brass
case and a friction fitted CN-jacketed soft nose
bullet with 4 slits in the jacket. With marker and light toning it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70



\384 Appearing once fired, this newish manufacture 20/.577 Alexander Henry turned brass case has a
struck nickel primer. Made by a company unknown to us, it is in good fired condition. estimate- 15-25

385] This .600 3” NE is headstamped 
‘ B.E.L.L. 19 600N.E. 86 ‘. It has a flat

nickel primer, a drawn brass case and a friction fitted
GMCS-jacketed round nose bullet. With light uneven toning
and no powder, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-50

386] Headstamped ‘ 600 [over] NE ‘, this .600 3” NE has a
flat nickel primer, a turned brass case and a brass-jacketed
round nose bullet held with a taper crimp. With dark uneven 
toning and fingerprints, it is still in good condition. estimate- 30-60

\387 This new empty .700 31/2“ NE turned brass case has an empty Boxer primer pocket. By a maker
unknown to us it is in excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

388] A variation of lot 387 above, this 
unheadstamped .700 31/2“ NE new empty

turned brass case has an empty Boxer primer pocket. By a
maker unknown to us it is in excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

389 Deeply headstamped ‘ HOLLAND & HOLLAND
700 ‘ this .700 31/2“ NE has a nickel primer, a
turned brass case and a friction seated GM-jacketed
soft nose bullet. One of the early B.E.L.L. loadings in
this length, it has a few tiny spots, and is in good to
very good condition. estimate- 150-200

390 This lot of 4@ British sporting includes: a kYNOCH 242 NITRO with a GMCS-jacketed soft nose bullet. An ELEY
360 No 2 NITRO with a CN-jacketed soft nose bullet and a split neck. A 369 PURDEY k with a GMCS-jacketed soft nose
bullet. A darkly toned, unheadstamped .360 21/4” BP Boxer cased example with a paper-patched lead bullet and a square
wooden peg in the hollow point. With marker and cellotaped labels, these range from in fair to good condition.
[no photo] estimate- 20-40

391 This 21/2“ Army & Navy C.S.L., 12 Bore rifle has a
copper primer in a copper battery cup, a 5/16“ high brass
base with magnetic inner-reinforcement, a brown paper
body and a pointed lead bullet. With marker, some 
corrosion on the primer and base along with two case
dents, it is still in relatively good condition. estimate- 50-80

BRITISH SPORTING - PARADOX & RIFLE

392 This 29/16” H&H, 12 Bore Paradox has a copper primer, a
brass battery cup, a 3/8“ high brass base with magnetic inner-
reinforcement, a tan paper lined coiled brass body useing a choke
crimp plus a partial 6-petal crimp to hold the lead bullet, which is
seated below the mouth and has a wax-filled hollow point. With a
couple tiny pebble dings to the body, marker and a slight stain on the head, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

393 This 21/2” Watson Bros., 12 Bore Paradox? or rifle? has
a copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 7/16“ high brass base,
and a brass body with an inner dark brown paper liner securing
the copper-tubed pointed lead bullet with a partial 6-petal crimp.
With marker, lacquer, a few small dings and a 3/4“ long hairline
crack in the body, along with another in the side of the base, it is in fair to good condition. estimate- 60-90

394 Headstamped ‘ KynoCH 12 PARAdoX 12 ‘, this has a
copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 23/4” paper-lined brass
case with magnetic inner-reinforcement, and a taper crimp holding
the Westley Richards GM-jacketed bullet which has 4-slits at the
nose. With marker it is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100



395 Headstamped ‘ ELEY’S No 8 EJECTOR . LONDON . ‘, this
3”, 8 Bore Paradox has a copper primer in a copper battery cup,
a 9/16” brass head, a paper-lined brass body and a cast lead
Paradox-style bullet, from what we can see. It has a slight ding and
the body has a raised ring near the head / body joint, but it is free
of other blemishes, so in fair to good condition. estimate- 60-90

396 Headstamped ‘ ELEY’S No 8 EJECTOR . LONDON . ‘, this
very uncommon 31/2”, 8 bore Paradox has a copper primer in a
copper battery cup, a 9/16” brass head, a red paper-lined brass
body using a partial 6 petal-crimp to hold the waisted Paradox-
shaped lead bullet. With an X-ray, it has some marker, uneven
dark toning and a few tiny spots, but it is in good condition. estimate- 600-900

397 With a double struck and off-center ‘ KYNOCH No
BIRMINGHAM 4 ‘ headstamp, this rare 4”, 4 Bore round
ball load has a flat brass primer with a slight dish. The 
1-piece drawn brass case holds the lead ball with a partial
and somewhat uneven 6-petal crimp. Probably a field
load, it has marker and somewhat dark toning, so in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 400-500

398 Unheadstamped, this 4”, 4 Bore turned brass
case has an empty Boxer primer pocket, and a bullet
seating step machined inside the case about .5” below
the mouth. By a maker unknown to us, it also includes
a waisted Paradox-shaped cast lead bullet which was
made for it. With a couple relatively small stains, it is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 60-90

399 From a tin which would nave been labeled “Eley’s Percussion Shells”, these three copper tubes
for the hollow-pointed Martini Henry or Jacob’s bullet have a raised “e L e y ” around the tip. Measuring
.313” at the widest, .260” at the base and .89” long, the base is closed with a shellacked wad on two but with the third the
black powder grains can be seen. With uneven coloring, these range from good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

400 Of tool steel, this tool for cutting the rim-seat in a chamber is
stamped “no 1” and ”eXPRess” in two flats below the slotted end
where it’s drive would be fitted and along it’s body. From the W. W.
Greener shop, it has a little discolor, but is generally in very good condition. estimate- 100-150

401] Full, this 5-size white with black print .375 H&H Flanged Mag. end flap box has
‘ KYNOCH .375 MAGNUM ‘ headstamped rounds with flat brass primers, black annulus,
and GM-jacketed soft nose Nosler Partition bullets secured in the brass cases with
segmented crimps. The back notes; Specialty loaded by IMI (Kynoch) Ltd. and the black
rubber-stamped code is “19 Q U”. With light soil and rubs, it is in very good condition.

[photo 50%] estimate- 30-50

\402 Headstamped ‘ ELEY . No 1. EXPs . ‘, the one
original round has a domed copper primer, and a paper patched lead bullet with a copper
tube in the nose. This 10-size, Eley, W.R. No 1 Express brown paper wrapper has a
black-printed white label and the original tan string. With rim-wear breaks at the edges
and string wear to the left side of the label, it is still in relatively good condition.
[photo 50%] estimate- 90-120

403] These two .475 No 2 31/2” NE 5-size, 1-piece red and yellow boxes are
empty but for the trays. One, in nice condition, notes; “(for Jeffery Rifles)” on the
front and it held “METAL COVERED SOFT NOSE BULLET 500 GRNS.”. It has a “14 R Z” date
code on the back. The other [shown] has an upside down “SOLID” purple rubber
stamp and notes; “BULLET 480 GRNS.”. It has a “27 P Z” date code on the back and
has edge wear, scuffs and soil. These are in good and very good condition.

[photo 50%] estimate- 20-40

U. K. PACKETS / BOXES



404] This off-white, 10-size H&H .303 inch Sporting Rifles 1-piece end flap box has a
somewhat faint “PATENT PEG” rubber stamp, and a badly smeared “199” in ink on the front
while the other information is printed on the box. The back has the typical H&H Paradox target
and text touting their guns accuracy printed on it. The top end flap tucks into slits of the 
bottom flap and the box-front has a row of factory staples holding it together. Strong, with a
light stain, it has “754” in ballpoint on the right end flap, otherwise it is in good to very good 

condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 40-70

\405 Full, this 10-size 1-piece green and red .577/.450 Martini-Henry Black Powder box
has rounds headstamped ‘ KYNOCH 577/450 ‘ with white paper-patched lead bullets and a
smooth cannelure on the case neck. The waxed interleaving paper is included, as is the yellow
inspection sticker. The box date-code of “17 P F” is rubber stamped on the inside of the right
flap. The right top edge as a short tear at the right flap, a little fading where the original 
cellotape sealed it, along with corner and edge wear, otherwise it is in good condition.
[photo 75%] estimate- 70-100

406] This pair of 4.85x49 dummies or drill, have drawn brass cases with
empty Berdan primer pockets and GMCS-jacketed bullets. One is headstamped 
‘ RG 76 4.85 ‘ and it has smaller primer-vent holes than the one headstamped 
‘ RG 78 4.85 ‘. The “76” dated one [shown] shows neck / shoulder annealing, but the “78” does not. Both have light toning,
and are in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

407 Headstamped ‘ RG 49 280/30 ‘, this golden-yellow anodized aluminum-
cased .280 /.30 British experimental has a ring crimped flat brass primer with a
black annulus, a spot of red paint on the head, and uses a segmented crimp to secure the magnetic-cored GM-jacketed
bullet. Quite colorful, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 60-90

408 Headstamped ‘ R ⩚ L ‘, at 1200h, this .276 Enfield has a 
ring-crimped domed copper primer, a drawn brass case holding a
CNCS-jacketed bullet with a series of six, short stab-crimps. With marker it is in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

409 Short lived, this quite rare ca. 1945 to 1948, .270
Broadway Trust Co. (aka 7mm), is for an experimental
“shock absorbing rifle”. The removable (this one is not
eaily hand-removable) brass base fits over the 1-piece steel case head / primer pocket, and the flat brass primer has
strike. This steel head fits into the brass case body and is secured to it by a heavy choke crimp. The body with the base
piece shows vertical rows of case holes; 4 holes alternating with 3 holes. The fired, 44.4mm long boat-tailed .270”
GMCS-jacketed bullet is removable. The base piece and body are somewhat blackened, most likely by firing, otherwise
this is in very good fired condition. estimate- 1000-1200

U. K. MILITARY RIFLE

410 Unheadstamped, this very scarce, inert .303 Rubin Rimmed
variation has a large, flush flat brass primer, and a drawn brass case
with two slightly low mid-case holes. The GM-jacketed bullet and it’s brass collar are seated out of the mouth a little on
this example. In June 1887 the Committee examined another Rubin rifle, one chambered a rimmed cartridge. Later in
1888 the rounds issued for troop trials had a small domed copper primer. With a little discolor on one side, it is in good to
very good condition. estimate- 200-250

411 With empty two-vent-hole Berdan primer pockets, and tinned brass
cases using segmented crimps to hold the bullets, this set of 4@ .303 inch dummies incudes two Inspector variations
headstamped ‘ R⩚L 1943 U V ‘ one with a GMCS-jacketed, and the other with a CN-jacketed bullet. While both of the
Canadians have CNCS-jacketed bullets one is headstamped ‘ DAC÷ 1943 VII ‘ and the other is stamped ‘ DAC÷ 1943  BVII ‘
[shown]. The “BVII” has bullet stains, otherwise these are in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

412 Headstamped at 1200h ‘ G.B.3I ‘, this new primed empty brass case by
Greenwood & Batley Ltd. for the .303” Gerlich experimental has a large flat
copper Berdan primer. Needing only to be charged and then loaded with a solid,
two skirted bullet which would then be seated to a not yet formed upper mid-case choke crimp. The completed round
was to be fired in a special pressure barrel and when fired at Woolrich in Jan. 1932, these recorded 4,375 fps and 4,880
fps with two different bullets. With a few spots of discolor and light toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70



413 Headstamped ‘ R⩚L  C  I ‘, this .303 inch Cordite Short Range
Practice Mk I has a domed copper primer, a brass case with the front
2/3rds blackened and a CN-jacketed bullet held with three slash-crimps set
very close to the mouth. With a sticker, and uneven toning, mostly to one side, it is in good on condition. estimate- 60-90

414 Headstamped ‘ W  15 ‘ at 9 and 300h, this pair of Winchester,
.303 British Ball both have domed copper Boxer primers and drawn
brass cases using taper crimps to hold CN-jacketed bullets. One is a MK VII and the other a MK VI. A bit of a mystery to
us, this headstamp style (also known with a 16 date) was also used to manufacture the American Standards ammunition
used in Winchesters production, but we understand very little of the production-ammunition was actually sent to Britain
and by then it was considered to be late and not very good. With light toning the MK VI [shown] has a hairline neck crack,
but the MK VII is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

415 This lot is 5-rounds of DAC÷ MK VII Canadian .303 inch
“Banded Match”. Three have the full year dated headstamp; a 1922
[shown] with a 3/4” wide green band, a 1926 with 6 narrow purple bands with the two on each end being about half the
width of the 4 middle ones, and a 1930 with three narrow purple bands. Two have a single year date; a “38” with two
medium wide (3/16”) purple bands and a “44” with an about 7/16” wide green band. All have some color loss in the
bands and toning, but are generally in good condition. [color photo not to size] estimate- 25-40

416 Headstamped ‘ K  II C ‘, (with the off-center “C” at about 500h, and the “K”
and “II” at 10 & 2), this Holland & Holland .303 inch Peg Bullet variation
has a ring crimped large domed copper primer, a drawn brass case with a split neck and a 203 gr. CN-jacketed round
nose bullet with a steel or iron insert in the nose. With a cellotaped label, it is in fair to good condition. estimate- 20-40

417 Headstamped ‘ k  RIFLEITE ‘, this .303 inch has a
domed copper primer with a large impressed “R” in it, and a
drawn brass case which has three slash crimps to hold the CN-jacketed soft nose bullet. The case was made by Kynoch
for The Smokeless Powder Co. Ltd., in business from about 1892 to 1898 and this smokeless powder was being 
advertised ca. 1897. Very uncommon, and one of a very few rounds, other than shot gun shells, with the powder
spelled-out in the headstamp. With marker and uneven toning to the bullet, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

418 A very scarce Westley Richards, .303 inch. It has a
large domed copper primer, a drawn brass case and uses
three slash crimps to secure the CN-jacketed soft nose bullet. With marker, light toning and an old, hand-applied light
mid-case ring, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

419 Unheadstamped, this .303 inch Pattern B Mk 6 Inc. has a 
ring-crimped flat copper primer with a dark blue annulus, a drawn brass
case and a friction fitted magnetic-cored GM-jacketed bulet. With light toning and a stain on one side of the bullet, it is in
good condition. estimate- 40-70

420 This pair of .303 Lewis Gun ball rounds both have large flat 
copper primers, and drawn brass cases using three slash crimps to hold
the CN-jacketed bullets. One is headstamped ‘ R⩚L  I8 [over] I ‘, and the other [shown] is stamped ‘ I [over] R⩚L  I9I8 ‘. With
marker and medium toning, these are both in good condition. estimate- 20-40

421 Headstamped at 1200h ‘ K.37 ‘, this
loaded .55/.303 inch Boys experimental
training round has a large flat bass
primer, a drawn brass case with a taper
crimp to hold a CN-jacketed bullet, which
has an exposed knurled groove. With marker, and light toning it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 300-400

422 By Winchester, this .500/.450 No. 1 Musket board dummy has a
domed brass primer, a drawn brass case with two proper mounting holes,
an inner wood distance piece and a paper-patched belted lead bullet.
Faintly headstamped ‘ W.R. No.1 [over] MUSKET ‘, it was once factory polished and lacquered, but now it is mostly darkly
toned, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100



423 Unheadstamped, this late 1860’s, .450 Long
Chamber Pattern A has a flat copper primer, a brass cap
chamber/rivet, a .037” / .93mm thick blackened iron base
disc, a single brass base cup covered with light tan paper,
and a light tan paper-covered coiled brass body with a smooth bullet seating groove. The round nose lead bullet is paper
patched. With a removable paper label and light soil, it is in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

424] Very scarce, this unheadstamped, drawn-copper-cased .577 Snider
step base variation has a flat copper primer in a brass cap chamber, a smooth 
bullet seating case-groove and a round nose oxidized lead bullet. Polished and 
lacquered it has several large dents and marker, but considering the rarity we will 

call it in good condition. {See our sale 11, lot 385 for some inside-construction details.} estimate- 150-200

426] This 6-piece .577 Snider collection
includes 1@ new empty drawn brass case

headstamped ‘ KYNOCH .577.S ‘. These next 4 rounds are paper-covered brass-
foil Boxer cases and include: a Mk VI with a black case-band, a MK IX with a red
case-band, a MK IV [shown], and a MK V. The Canadian MK IX is a brass-foil
case without any paper exterior. These are all, in generally good to very good condition. estimate- 50-80

\425 This lot of 4 different .577 Snider Mk IX are all of the same construction and
apparence except for the position and thickness of the red band or ring on the tan outer paper.
Two have a 2 mm thick band and two have a 1 mm thick band, all positioned at different 
distances from the rim. These are all in good to very good condition. [photo 55%] estimate- 35-50

427 This pair of Single Star flares are both headstamped ‘ CANUCK 10
CANADA 10 ‘, have brass primers, brass battery cups, red annuluses, and 1/2”
high brass-washed steel heads with three smooth cannelures. The orange
paper bodies have a roll crimps securing: a green topwad with a raised “∆”,
and a red topwad with a raised “X”. On the body, both show the appropriate
colored 6-point star, with “SNGL STAR” plus “GREEN C5” “HCI 23-17” or  “RED C4” “HCI 4-3A” in black print. With a
little discolor on the heads, these are in good to very good condition. [Red shown] estimate- 30-50

428 Headstamped ‘ OvI SBPOvI 5.6 ULTRA RAPID ‘, this experimental Czech
Republic  5.6 Ultra Rapid has a flat brass primer, a red annulus, a brass case, and
a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. With slightly uneven toning and a sticker, it is in
good condition. estimate- 50-80

429 Headstamped ‘ sDWMs K 489 A K ‘, this 6x58R Forster has a
flat brass primer, a drawn brass case and a segmented crimp holding
the CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullet. With marker and light but uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 50-80

430 Headstamped ‘ vom Hofe B 7mm Super Expr. B ‘, this rare,
6x66 Gehmann Super Express has a flat brass primer, a drawn
brass case and a GM-jacketed soft nose bullet held with a taper
crimp. Part of his mid-1960’s, 6mm experimental series, it is said to have been made by DWM for Gehmann, but that is
unconfirmed. With light toning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 250-300

METRIC SPORTING

431 Headstamped ‘ GR /‘ /‘ /‘ / ‘, this 6.5x37R Austrian Tesching new primed empty drawn
brass case has a flat copper Berdan primer with the Roth style central vent hole / anvil construction. Not shown in Roth
catalogs it was apparently very short lived. {See Dixon, Vol. 2 pg 331}. With marker, toning and a removeable paper
label, it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

432 Headstamped ‘ DWM ‘ K ‘ ‘, this 6.5x58.7 Angier
Puerschbuechse [DWM #517] has a flat copper primer, a drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed bullet held with a
segmented crimp. With darkish toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

433 With a raised ‘ GG[logo] 7M/M Ar S ‘ headstamp, this inside primed brass cased 7x19 R
Artifices Sarbacane {Sarbacane fireworks} has a brass tube with a dark blue paper topwad sealed with a glossy black
material. With a tiny case ding it is in very good condition. estimate- 20-40



434 This 13 round collection of {mostly} tapered case metric sporting
includes one of each: 6,5x48R, 6.5x581/2R, 6,5x70R, 6.6x70R, 7x72R,
8x581/2R, 8x72 R, 360/8x72R, and a “72x81.1B” R. Two each 6,5x58 R
[The R.W.S. w/copper tipped hollow point bullet shown], and two each 9.3x72N R, one of which is Swiss. With some lead oxidation,
marker, toning and stickers, these are generally in good condition. estimate- 30-50

435 Headstamped ‘ DWM K 366SA K ‘, this M-88S 7.9 W.F.
Mauser commercial loading has a flat brass primer, and a drawn
brass case using a segmented crimp to hold the soft nose bullet, which has a CN-jacket with 4-slits. With toning it is in
good condition. estimate- 250-300

436 Unheadstamped, this rare and unusual, 8x57 I R
from the E. L. Scranton collection, does not completely
conform to the modern manufactured 8x57R in a number of measurements {rim, head, shoulder shape and position}. It has a
large flat recessed Berdan brass primer seated below the plane of the head, a drawn brass case and a 193.3 gr., CNCS-
jacketed soft nose bullet with a raised flat area on the tip. This raised flat area is to fit in the recessed-primer of the round
before it in a tubular magazine. An experiment thought to be of German origin, the case has a removable label and a neck
crack, and it still contains a little of what was the original black powder charge. It is in relatively good condition. [Bullet tip and
head photos not to size] estimate- 250-300

437 This lot is 4 rounds of 8x57 JR steel-cased ammunition. All
have CNCS-jacketed bullets and three are headstamped ‘ RWS ✳ 8x57JR ✳ ‘ one is dark lacquered and one is copper
washed, but both have a 2-diameter copper-tipped pointed bullet, while the other, [shown] with a dark lacquered case has
a soft nose bullet with a flat tip. The copper washed ‘ DWM 8x57 JR ‘ has a soft nose bullet with a flat tip. The lacquered
RWS flat nose has some finish-spotting, but the others are in very good condition. estimate- 35-50

438 This lot is two RWS 8x60 Magnums. With RWS at 1200h on
both, one is rimmed with ”8x60 R MAGN” at 600h and it has a
knurled edge to the rim, so it is a proof, while the rimless is a ball loading with “8x60 MAGN” at 6. Both are brass cased
with CNCS-jacketed 2-diameter copper-tipped pointed bullets. Both have brass primers and black annulus, with the
rimmed domed, and the rimless being flat. With labels, both are in good condition. estimate- 20-40

439 Headstamped ‘ PETERLONGO [over] ✶’, this 8x70
Peterlongo has a flat brass primer, a 70.11mm long drawn brass
case and a CNCS-jacketed hollow point bullet. With marker and a label, it is in good condition. estimate- 35-50

440 Headstamped ‘ GR /‘ /‘ /‘ / ‘, this 8x71 Peterlongo has a
flat brass primer, a 71.35mm long drawn brass case, and a GMCS-
jacketed hollow point bullet. It has uneven toning with a fingerprint
or two, and a neck crack, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

441 DWM #“514.” and #“514A” are headstamped with a
“K”at 9 and 300h, with a date codes of “M” for 514 and “U”
for 514A. The 514 has a domed copper primer, and the 514A has a flat brass primer, while both have a black annulus,
and drawn brass cases using segmented crimps to hold CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullets. The rimed 514 is flat-nosed and
the rimless 514A is pointed. Both have a few tiny dark spots, and are in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

442 This 89 round/piece collection of 8.15x46R was E.L. Scranton’s. It includes rounds by RWS, Hirtenberg, K&C,
Utendoreffer, Collath, B. Stahl, DWA, DWM, G. Egestorff, Gecado, G. Roth, and with three letters “B. M. [over] D., along with
two letter SB, ST, SU, PS, plus the single letter maker codes of: D, K, L and N. Then there are the names: Walter Paul,
Zimmerman, Tesco.FRKFT,  A. Cesinger, A.Frohn, A. Schurk and Adam Schurk, Waffen-Schasiepen, Waffen Loesche, Fritz
Hartstand and E. Schinert. Most of the larger makers have numerous variations within headstamps such as towns, stars,
numbers, date codes, dots, or font size, layout and so on, or it might be case finish, primer size or the bullet being jacketed
or just lead. Two are fired cases, and three are primed empty cases, and the rest seem loaded, but for one Gecado which
has a lead bullet but an empty primer pocket. Some have marker or perhaps a few have stains or toning, but this is a really
neat collection and in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 500-750

443 Headstamped in one line ‘ COLLATH, FRANKFURT A/O TESCO. ‘,
this 9.3x65 R Collath seems to be a DWM product. It has a flat brass
primer, and a drawn brass case with a single punch crimp at the mouth. The GM-jacketed belted soft nose bullet has a flat
tip. With marker, light oxidation and a couple smallish black spots, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40



444 Headstamped ‘ MILLER . GREISS 9,5 x 73 ‘, this newly made
version has an empty Boxer primer pocket, a drawn brass case
and a 298 gr., GM-jacketed boat tailed soft nose bullet 
cellotaped tip-first into the case mouth. With light toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

445 This lot of three SchÜler rounds includes; 1@ 11.2x60 [shown] with
the uncommon ‘ D. R. G. M. ‘ headstamp and a CNCS-jacketed soft nose
bullet. The 2@ 11.2x70 rounds include; a ‘ GECADO ‘ headstamped variation with a CN-jacketed bullet which seems to
have a bit of the tip removed to expose a small portion of lead, and one headstamped ‘ SCH. ‘, which has a CNCS-
jacketed soft nose bullet. The 60mm has uneven toning, the SCH. has been polished and the Gecado has adhesive(?)
residue, so in generally good condition. estimate- 25-40

446 All headstamped ‘ SCHÜLER I ‘, these 3@ 11.2x70
SchÜler have flat brass primers and drawn brass cases with
CNCS-jacketed flat nose bullets. One has a FMJ bullet while the other two are soft nose but seated to give 88.24mm
and 84.75mm OAL’s. All have toning and the shorter soft-nose [shown] has a dark stain near the mouth, otherwise these
are in good condition. estimate- 20-40

447 All headstamped ‘ SCHÜLER 11,2x70 ‘, these 3@ 11.2x70
SchÜler all have flat brass primers with a black annulus, drawn
brass cases and CNCS-jacketed pointed bullets. One has a FMJ bullet while the other two are soft nose but seated to give
88.05mm and 83.56mm OAL’s. The 88m oal [shown] has what looks like plier marks on the bullet, while both the soft nose
have light oxidation and all have toning. In good condition. estimate- 25-40

448 Headstamped ‘ GECADO I ‘, this fired empty 11.2x70 R SchÜler
has a struck brass Berdan primer with two vent holes, and a drawn brass
case. A rare case-type, it has a smallish area of long ago light pitting near
the shoulder, otherwise it is in very good fired condition. estimate- 150-200

449 An 11.43x60 R Romanian Peabody M-1878, by G. Egestorff, it is
headstamped ‘ G.e. / . / L.B|H. / . / ‘, has a large flat brass primer, a
drawn brass case, and a flat nose lead bullet with a smooth groove. With a little uneven toning it is in good to very good
condition. estimate- 30-50

450 With the name ELSA standing for Elko Arms
Co. (‘SA’) of Belgium and the K for the owner Kortz,
these were assembled in Belgium with B.E.L.L. manufactured and headstamped cases. For double rifles and found in
three bullet types, this ca. 1980 round is headstamped ‘ 459 ELSA k [over] MAGNUM ‘, it has a flat nickel primer and a
drawn brass case using a taper crimp to hold the GM-jacketed soft nose bullet. Not charged, this example has the
heaviest bullet, and is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 60-90

451 This lot of 2@ .459 Elsa Magnums includes a
new empty case and one that is primed, but it not
charged using a taper crimp to hold the medium weight
GM-jacketed soft nose bullet, which has a flat tip and a smooth groove.  Both are headstamped ‘ 459 ELSA k [over] 

MAGNUM ‘. One has marker and the other a removable paper label. In good to very good condition. estimate- 60-90

452 This pair of experimental Swiss 6.45 GP-80 blanks are unheadstamped,
have flat brass primers held with three stake crimps, black annulus and drawn
brass cases which stop at the shoulder. The neck and “bullet” are plastic inserts,
the top is orange and the bottom is green. Made by SM, Thun, also included are
reduced size Xeroxes of the box labels. In excellent condition. estimate- 25-40

METRIC MILITARY

453 Unheadstamped, this Swiss, 5.68x48 Pat 80,has a ring-crimped flat nickel
primer, and a drawn brass case which uses a taper crimp to hold the GM-jacketed
bullet. In excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

454 Headstamped ‘ 7 T 80 T ‘{12-9-6-3h}, this experimental Swiss 6,45 GP-80
Tracer has a black annulus, a flat brass primer with three stake-crimps, a drawn brass case and a red-tipped
CNCS-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp. Made by SM, Thun, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 25-40



455 Headstamped ‘ DWM K 431D. K ‘, this 6.5x55 Luxemburg
(Swedish) M96 Gensdarmerie korps blank has a flat brass primer, a
drawn brass case with a segmented crimp holding a dark blue belted
wood bullet. The case has some spotty brownish stains and toning, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

456 Unheadstamped, this Japanese, 6.5mm Arisaka Type 38
dummy has a struck copper primer cup, a drawn brass case with two
knurled rings and two holes. The core-less bullet is brass-jacketed. With
“6.5m/m JAP” electro-penciled in the case but only medium toning, it is in fair to good condition. estimate- 35-50

457 With a raised ‘ T . M .  B - 36 ‘ headstamp in the grooved base,
this later type 6.5x52 Italian Carcano Magistri blank has a domed brass
primer, and a drawn brass case. The lead powder and graphite-filled coiled-brass-jacketed bullet is held by a tapered crimp.
For the light machine gun, it has dull brownish toning, but is still in good condition. estimate- 35-50

458 Made from a ‘ F.N.  93 ‘, headstamped 7.65 Mauser case, this South
African 7x53.5 kortneck {short neck} was made during the 1899 - 1902
Boer War because of a shortage of 7x57 brass supplies from D.W.M. Successfully used, it has a flat brass primer with a
black annulus, and a CNCS-jacketed bullet. With toning, it has a neck crack, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

459 These four “REM-UMC 7m/m” dummies all have factory
pierced-primer cups. Three have tinned brass cases. Of those, two
have a single lower mid-case hole with larger sized lower-case “m/m”s
in the headstamp. One [shown] has a round nose tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet and the other a GM-jacketed spitzer
bullet. The 3rd tinned case dummy has a smaller sized “m/m” in the headstamp, 4 case holes and a blackened GM-jacketed
round nose bullet. The 4th dummy has the smaller “m/m”, a brass case with 4 holes and a CN-jacketed round nose bullet.
With some toning, these vary from good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

460 This lot of 8@, 7,5x55 Swiss M-1890 ball have flat brass primers, black annuluses, paper-patched CNCS-jacketed
round nose bullets and a 4-position headstamp reading 12, 9, 6 and 300h. 4@ are ‘ D. 9 11 T ‘, 1@ is ‘ 11 T 10 T ‘ and
3@ are ‘ 12 T 10 T ‘. Perhaps some minor variations, all are in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 15-25

461 This lot of 13@, 7,5x55 Swiss ball have flat brass primers, black annuluses, CNCS-jacketed round nose bullets
and a 4-position headstamp with “D” at 900h, “24” at 6, and “S” at 3. The numbers at 1200h are “1” [1@], “2” [3@], “3”
[1@], “7” [7@ including two with pulled bullets and no powder] and “8” [1@]. Perhaps some minor variations, all are in
good condition. [no photo] estimate- 15-25

462 This lot of 11@ Swiss cartridges includes; 1@ 7.5x38 Swiss M-47 with a purple base and headstamped ‘ 4 T 54
T ‘. 10@ 7,5x55 GP11 with spitzer bullets: 2@ are lacquered-steel-cased and are headstamped ‘ 9  T

s 44 A ‘. 1@ brass-
cased is headstamped ‘ 2 D 43 T ‘ and has a red base. Leaving seven which are brass cased and of those five show a 
‘ 11 R 26 T ‘ headstamp and two have a ‘ 12 L 26 T ‘ headstamp. In good condition. [no photo] estimate- 20-40

463 Headstamped ‘ T 
63

T ‘, this 7,5x55 GP11 HPT or proof has a
blackened base, a copper washed brass case and uses a segmented
crimp to hold the CNCS-jacketed spitzer bullet. Of a type used ca. 1942 to 1970, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

464 Headstamped ‘9 D 77 T ‘{12, 9, 6 and 300h}, this 7.5x55 GP 11
E.C.C.C. commemorative dummy has a flat brass primer with a 3-
stake crimp, a black annulus, a drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed bullet secured by a segmented crimp. The case
has been polished and has a black “ECCC 1977” impressed into the side. E.C.C.C. was the predecessor to the E.C.R.A.
With light toning, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 25-40

465 This lot of 7 French rounds includes 4@ 7.62x51. Two show the “♁” mark, a steel cased headstamped “♁ 56 VE “
with a red annulus, a red case mouth seal and a CNCS-jacketed bullet. The other is headstamped “♁ MI” (at 12 and 800h),
it is an aluminum-cased short range with a red case mouth seal and a short orange-plastic pointed bullet. The other two
7.62x51 are both aluminum cased: one is headstamped “VE D [and] 1 49” it has a ring-crimped blackened brass primer
but it is not loaded. The other is unheadstamped, with a flat nickel primer and a slightly domed white plastic bullet(?) with
an impressed “X” seated well below the case mouth. The 3@ lacquered steel cased 7.5x54 French include two with
CNCS-jacketed bullets the headstamps are; “4-64 Lm 7.5 FY”, and “3-60 MI 7.5 FY” which has a red annulus and a red
case mouth seal. The one headstamped “1-60 SF 7,5 PY “ has a GM-jacketed bullet. Generally in good to very good
condition. [no photo] estimate- 20-40



466 Headstamped ‘ VPT 41 ‘, this 7.63x35 Lathi was for an experimental Finnish
assault rifle. It has a flat brass primer and a GM-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp.
With light uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

467 Headstamped ‘ 7,62x39 21 08 ‘, this Polish 7,62x39 experimental dummy has
an off-center strike to the flat brass primer which has a red annulus. The drawn brass
case has a lower mid-case hole and a segmented crimp holding the GM-half-jacketed bullet which has a black plastic
tip. With marker and light toning it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

468 With a raised ‘ 05 P I K ‘ headstamp, this 7.62x54 R M-1891 Type PB
Blank has a flat brass primer, a brass case with a rounded head, and two punch
crimps near the mouth, however the light tan coiled paper bullet is held by a taper crimp. With some dark stains, it is still
in good condition. estimate- 90-120

469 This 7.65x53 Belgium Mauser uses a sub-contracted case 
manufactured, late in 1914, by W.R.A.Co., using gages made to match
the specifications of the Remington Arms - U.M.C.Co. contract. Headstamped  ‘ BELG. 7.65 M/M ‘, it has a domed brass
primer, a drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp. It has a label and a neck crack, otherwise
it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

470 Headstamped ‘ A.A.C.A.M. 19 F.M. 67 ‘, this 7.65x53 Argentine
Mauser commemorative dummy has a flat brass primer, and a nickel-plated brass case with a segmented crimp securing
the nickel-plated bullet. From the Argentine Arms and Cartridge collectors club, it was a souvenir issued at the International
Show held in 1967 in the basement of the Presidential Palace in Buenos Aires. In excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

471 Unheadstamped, this Japanese, 7.7mm Type 92 dummy has a
copper primer cup, a (semi-rimmed) drawn brass case with two knurled rings
and a brass-jacketed bullet. Polished, it has a small dent near the shoulder, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

472 Unheadstamped, this Japanese Navy 7.7 mm Ordinary for the
Type 5 automatic rifle (a copy of the U.S. .30 Garand) has a ring-
crimped large domed brass primer with a yellowish seal, a 56.93mm brass case with a .471” / 11.97mm rim, a lacquer
mouth sealant, and a GM jacketed bullet held with three slash crimps. Without a typical head crack, it has light toning,
and is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

473 Headstamped ‘ aux 7.9 4 43 ‘, this 7.9x33 kurz has a nickel plated steel primer cup,
a green lacquered steel case with a GMCS-jacketed bullet held with a segmented crimp. Uncommon and early with the
caliber in the headstamp it has light toning, and is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

474 This 7.9x57 Mauser S Patrone by Gewehr Prüfungs
Kommission {G.P.K. was basically a trials commission for both
weapons and ammunition.} has an unusual 3-position ‘ 4 18 S67 ‘ headstamp. The drawn brass case has a (3) stake-
crimped brass primer with a black annulus, and the GMCS-jacketed bullet is held by a segmented crimp. With a 
cellotaped label, dark toning and a neck crack, it is in fair to good condition. estimate- 50-80

475 Headstamped ‘ Probe [over an upside down] 3 ‘, this rare
7,9x57 Mauser has an empty primer pocket, a drawn brass
case and a GMCS-jacketed boattailed bullet. Darkly toned, with a neck crack and stretched mouth, it is in fair condition.
estimate- 200-250

476 WITH-DRAWN

477 Not headstamped, this older Forster 8x57 gauge variation has “ Forster 8x57
NoGo 1.901” “ engraved on the body in 4-lines. With a few areas of light pitting it is still in good condition. estimate- 20-40

478 This complete-round 7.9x57 Mauser tool-steel gauge for the
M-98 rifle and Machine Gun seems to have a different kind of softer
steel acting as the “primer”, and a blackened groove at the top of the shoulder. The body has been stamped; “34E20817
e”, “zu Schuβwaffen 98 u.M.G.”, “WH  1942” and “U

F
U“ along with an engraved “Waffenamt Wa A 42”. With a few relatively

small areas of light discolor, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200



\479 This is a unmarked brass and steel 5-size clip of Czechoslovakian 7.92x57 M-1924
drill or instruction rounds headstamped ‘ Z / 19 / VI [or] VII / 38 / ‘. With a rubber-composition
firing pin buffer in the primer pocket, the drawn brass case has 6 long flutes, an inner 
wooden distance piece and a choke crimp holding a chrome-plated coreless bullet. With
some light rust to the bullet jackets, this is still in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 90-120

480] This rare 
7.92x81 MG131/8     
experimental is 

headstamped ‘ avu
Waffenamt172 41  23g ‘. It has a copper and brass electric primer with a cracked grey insulator, an empty drawn brass case
and a removeable blackened bullet, The very rare bullet has an iron driving band which we understand was only used as an
experiment in 1941-42 by the Luftwaffe. Not worked with for long as further development concentrated on the 13mm 
projectile, it is also found with a brass-washed steel case. With a few light stains and a little uneven surface to the bullet, it is
good condition. estimate- 300-350

481 This 8mm Italian Brixa mortar igniter has a not often seen raised ‘ C. A.  B-41 ‘ 
headstamp in a dish, a flat-topped brass primer and the mouth of the brass case is closed with a six petal-crimp. With light
toning and a small dark spot, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

482 Unheadstamped, this 8x53 R Schmidt Rubin M-1885 has a flush,
brass Rubin primer, and GM-jacketed bullet with a very tiny exposed
lead tip. With some discolor to the head, marker, surface soil and cellotape, it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

483 This 8.2x59.5 Mannlicher experimental used
Roth case #804 as did the Peterlongo, however this has
a longer shoulder and a different bullet. It has a large flat
brass primer, a drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed bullet secured with a segmented crimp. With some stains on the
bullet and a tiny area of corrosion on the neck, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

484 Headstamped ‘ B.P B-01 ‘, this 10.4x47R Italian Vetterli 2nd model 
lightened brass case has a stepped-base head with a small copper primer and a
lead bullet with two knurled grease grooves, which still have some lubrication in
them. With some stains, mostly at the mouth and light oxidation, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

485 Made by the Brass & Metal Co. Kansas City Mo., U.S.A. in 1917, this
uncommon 10.4x47R Italian Vetterli has a raised ‘ B&M k 17 C ‘ [12, 9, 6 & 300h]
headstamp, a domed copper primer, a drawn brass case and a GM-jacketed 
bullet. With two old stickers and toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

486 This 10.4x47R Italian Vetterli 4-size clip has a black arrow painted on a
white painted area, and a knotted rope-pull through it’s wooden back or top side
while round-head nails attach the two steel sides to the wood. The rounds (we only

looked at 2) have a rased ‘ S.L  B-92 ‘ ‘ [12, 6 & 300h] headstamp, a copper primer,
a brass case and a GM-jacketed bullet. With light pitting to the steel and soil to
the wood, it is also missing a wee bit of the painted-arrow tip, otherwise it is in
good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 40-70 

487 Headstamped ‘ M+FA QT 10.3/60 ‘[read as one line], this Swiss,
10.3x60 R has a large flat brass primer with a large Swiss cross on it,
a drawn brass case and a GM-jacketed bullet held by a taper crimp.
With light toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-50

488 Unheadstamped and showing a typical Winchester ringed-head with
a rounded rim drawn brass case, this 10.66x57 R (.42) Russian blank
has a flat brass primer with an impressed “Ow “, and a tan paper ‘bullet’.
With an old handwritten label noting “20 grs #4. powder” and toning, it is
in good condition. estimate- 120-170

489 This 10.66x48 R (.42) Russian Carbine is unheadstamped. It has a
domed brass Berdan primer, a U.M.C.Co. ringed-head drawn brass case, and
a lead bullet with a smooth groove. With uneven toning and typical oxidation, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50



490 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. 43 SPANISH. ‘ this 11.15x57 R ball 
loading has a domed brass primer, a wide ringed-head drawn brass case
and an oxidized lead bullet with a knurled groove. With a label and toning,
it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

491 Unheadstamped, this 11x56 R Nordenfelt A.P. has a domed brass
primer, a drawn brass case with a hardened steel-tipped lead bullet
secured by a taper crimp. With light toning, it is in good to very good
condition. estimate- 30-50

492 Unheadstamped, this quite rare Winchester, 11x60 R Japanese
Murata has a domed brass primer, a “stepped base” drawn brass case
and a flat nose lead bullet, which has a wide, shallow, smooth grease
groove in the belt showing good portion of the still remaining grease. With an old removable paper label and toning, it is
in good condition. estimate- 350-500

493 This lot of 3@ 11x59 R Gras by kynoch all have brass cases
and paper patched lead bullets, Two with round brass primers and flat
nosed bullets are headstamped ‘ KL / ‘ / B / ‘ /  ‘, but show different sized “B”s. One headstamped ‘ K  .433 GRAS ‘
has a flat brass primer and a round nose bullet. The smaller “B” [shown] has toning, and the “.433” have cellotaped labels,
but generally these are in good condition. estimate- 25-40

494 With a raised ‘ LoRenZ ✠ KARLsRuHe ✠ ‘ headstamp, this
early 11.15x60 R Mauser M-71 has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass
case and a paper-patched round nose lead bullet. With toning and oxidation, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

495 With a raised ‘ d 11 ✳ 81 ‘ headstamp, this late 11.15x60 R
Mauser M-71 has a flat brass primer with a black annulus, a drawn
brass case and a paper-patched round nose lead bullet. With light
toning and oxidation, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

496 With raised ‘ dWM K 41 K ‘ headstamps, this lot of 2@
11.15x60 R Mausers includes a M-71 with a flat brass primer and a
lightly oxidized, paper-patched round nose lead bullet. The other example has an empty Berdan primer pocket with two
vent holes, a small lower mid-case hole and a 2-groove tinned GM-jacketed soft nose bullet with a flat tip. The M-71 [shown]
is lacquered, has a couple of small brown stains and a bite out of the patch, but both are in good condition. estimate- 40-70

497 With a raised ‘ W.R.A.CO. U.S.A. ‘ headstamp, this 11.15x60
R Mauser has a domed brass primer and a friction-fitted paper-patched
round nose lead bullet. It has light toning and a few small black spots,
otherwise it is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

498 With a raised ‘ W.R.A.CO  U.S.A. ‘ headstamp, this 11.15x60 R
Mauser board dummy has a domed brass primer, a factory polished
and lacquered drawn brass case with two proper mounting holes, an inner wood distance piece and a friction-fitted paper-
patched round nose lead bullet. The patch is a bit dark on the “out” side and the case has a few small areas of toning, 
otherwise it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

499 This unheadstamped, nicely sectioned 11 mm Dutch dummy has a
micarta like “primer”, and a lengthened one piece tinned brass case with a
4-petal mouth crimped around a round-nosed grey metal ‘post’. The
exposed interior has an unknown to us metal, then what looks like concrete, and then wood at the nose. In very good
condition. estimate- 20-40

500 Unheadstamped, this 13x87 R
Metrailleuse has a domed copper primer, a
brass cap chamber, a brass head, a forest
green paper case with a brown fabric seal at the case mouth and a white paper-patched round nose lead bullet. The
seal / patch is partially split vertically, otherwise this is in very good condition. estimate- 70-100



501 This 13x87 R Metrailleuse shot load is
unheadstamped, has a domed copper primer,
a brass cap chamber, a brass head, a reddish
tan paper case with a plain light tan linen(?)
wrapped sabot showing a vertical seam and is closed by gathering at the top and tied with tan string. With light soil it is in
good to very good condition. estimate- 250-300

502 Unheadstamped, this, 14.7x58 R {.577”} Schneider M-1860
black powder has a copper base cup / head which covers the 
centerfire primer, a light brown paper case with outer coiled-paper
reinforcement at the base and a pointed lead bullet. Said to be French patent #26,901, it has marker and oxidation, 
otherwise it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 200-250

503 This Winchester, 14.7x40 R (.58) Turkish Snider board dummy has a domed
brass primer, an unheadstamped factory polished and lacquered brass case with two
proper mounting holes, an inner wood distance piece and a round nose lead bullet held
with a taper crimp. With a slight dent and some expected uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

504 This early German 14.5x20 R M-34 kleinstkanone (artillery) training cartridge is
headstamped ‘ dnf  43 ‘ [the 43 is upside down to the dnf], it has a flat magnetic primer
cup, a zinc(?) plated steel case and a two-diameter magnetic lead bullet with grease
at the case mouth. The nose is 6-sided and has green sealant around a flat magnetic insert which has a small raised
post in the center. With light soil, it is in very good condition. estimate- 120-170

505 Unheadstamped, this .58 Spanish Musket has a domed brass primer, a drawn
brass case with a ringed head and a round nose oxidized lead bullet held with a taper
crimp. It has marker, light toning, a few dark spots and is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

506] This full, 15-size tan top flap 7.9x57 Mauser box has a small white Patronen s.S.
‘production unknown’ label over an older blue and white label. The excellent condition
rounds are headstamped ‘ va XIv17 1 41 ‘, have a 3-stake-crimped brass primer with a
green annulus, a dark brown lacquered steel case and a GMCS-jacketed bullet. The box
has some edge wear, pencil on the back and fading to the label, otherwise it is in very good

condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 20-40

\507 Full of brass cased rounds with various raised headstamps on the 
reasonably flat heads and brass-jacketed flat nose bullets. Very likely from
Bannermans, this 20-size, dark and light brown patterned top flap 11.4x57 R
Spanish M-1871/89 box is held together with a row of three staples on each
end. With light soil on the box and a little typical 
corrosion to the rounds, it is in good condition.
[photo 45%] estimate- 20-40

508] With 15 original {mostly} nice condition, unheadstamped brass-cased paper-
patched lead-bulleted rounds remaining, this 20-size, tan 2-piece half-cover U.M.C.Co
.45-100  Calibre box is labeled for the Martini Henry. However it is too small for the
.577/.450 M.H., but just right for the 11,43x59 R (.45) Peabody-Martini, which is what it
contains. The carefully repaired box has some missing outer paper, and weak corners,
along with a small hole at one corner. The black-printed label has a stain and faint pencil
marks, but all-in-all it is still in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 200-250

509 This new primed empty 3.5x55 Shirnecker Tube catrtridge has a flat nickel
boxer primer, a turned steel head, a translucent while plastic body and a steel mouth
which is somewhat necked on the inside to support a bullet. So with the primer it is a
4-piece case. Shirnecker was a German working in Belgium in the 1960’s-70’s when this was produced. In excellent
condition. estimate- 100-150

METRIC MILITARY BOXES

CASELESS, TROUND, GYROJET

510 Unheadstamped, this ca.1971-72, 5.56 Caseless with Filament-Wound case by Thiokol
and/or Rocketdyne was an attempt to provide greater protection. This has a red primer, a moulded-powder body with a
cream colored string woven wrapping and a GM-jacketed bullet with an exposed knurled grove. A good bit of the string
covering is missing and the bullet has typical green-colored growth, so in fair to good condition. estimate- 20-40



511 Unheadstamped, this early Remington, 5.56 Expellable variation has a yellow primer and a
brownish plastic body with a waist. The bullet is GM-jacketed, and as the body is somewhat 
transparent the powder charge can be seen. It has toning to the bullet, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

512 Headstamped ‘ STEYR : 5.56 SCF ’. The “:” here is raised and we are aware of a 
pattern of one to three of these raised dots in other headstamps. A 5.56x45 Steyr SCF
{Synthetic Cased Flechette}, it has a somewhat clear 2-piece off-white plastic case with a exterior multi-notched nose 
section, an internal primer at the aluminum ring and a magnetic flechette with a 5-piece blue-grey plastic carrier / bore rider.
An entrant in the 1980s ACR {Army Combat Rifle} trials, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

513 Unheadstamped, this Czech., 9mm Gerlich-style caseless by Ing. Jaroslav Holeček has a
pressed-in flat somewhat blackened copper primer and a 1-piece body of blackened turned-steel loaded with nitro cellulose
cube (tabular) powder. As no known original drawing exists, fakes have been made. That said, to the best of what we have
been able to discover this example measurers as an original. It has a very tiny bit of rust in some parts of the grooves, 
otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 400-500

514 Seated in a brass pocket, the flat brass primer is stamped with a ‘ U. ’.
The 1-piece green Celanese Fortiflex .38 Rifle / machine gun case has a
GM-jacketed bullet, showing a small flat tip, seated just at the mouth. With light toning to the brass, it is in excellent
condition. estimate- 60-90

515 For the Model 137 pistol. MBA's first production Gyrojet, developed under a 1962 DOD
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) contract for a low cost weapon to be used for 
self-defense by South Vietnamese villagers. This unheadstamped truncated-nose style .49-Caliber Gyrojet Rocket has
a small nickel primer, a machined steel nozzle with 4-ports secured with a choke crimp in a plain (in the white) steel
body.  Unnumbered but just like those noted in Carpenter, pg. 125, Fig. 12-1, it has a few small rust stains, and it is in
relatively very good to excellent condition. estimate- 50-80

516 Unheadstamped, this rare 13mm Mk II Gyrojet experimental dummy has a ring crimped
nickeled primer cup. Secured by the flattened roll-over crimp, the plain steel 4-port-nozzle was
stamped from a sheet of steel and during the process an internal tang was formed under each port which deflected the
exhaust gas to spin the rocket. The body is copper-washed steel. [See Carpenter, pg. 146, Fig. 13-8.] With light toning and
a slightly darker area, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 90-120

517 Unheadstamped, this 13mm standard Gyrojet has a copper primer, a copper-washed steel
nozzle with 4-ports and shows a tiny bit of the aluminum foil moisture-proofing seal which is under the
nozzle. The body is copper-washed steel and uses a choke-crimp to hold the nozzle. In excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

518 This pair of experimental Winchester caseless shot shells are both smooth-
sided {no wide raised areas on the sides at the head} milky-white plastic-bodied spreader loads
with a brown cardboard “X” shaped spreader and a clear plastic topwad. Included are
a dummy without a primer or charge and a loaded [shown] with a silver colored primer
and a greenish yellow-brown compressed powder. In excellent condition. estimate- 35-50

519 Headstamped ‘ K27 .5. ‘, this 12.7x81 Breda SR made for
export by Kynoch has a ring-crimped flat brass primer with a blue
annulus, and a brass case with a CNCS-jacketed bullet secured by
three short slash-crimps. With marker and light toning, it is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 30-50

WORLDWIDE LARGE CALIBER MILITARY

520 Headstamped ‘ R⩚L D I ‘ this .5 Inch Vickers Mk I drill has
an empty blind primer pocket painted red, a dull chromed-brass
case with three red-painted flutes and a CN-jacketed bullet held with three punch-crimps. With marker and three small
dents near the shoulder / neck, it is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 40-70

521 Headstamped ‘ CAL 50 FA 36 ‘ this set of 3@
Cal. .50 Machine Gun includes a T1 blank with a 
red-lacquered topwad, a M 1 Tracer with a red-tipped
GM-jacketed bullet, and a M1 type dummy [shown] with a tinned primer cup and a single hole 2” from the base. Both the
tracer and the blank have three stake-crimped brass primers. With various degrees of toning, all are in good condition.
[photo 75%] estimate- 40-80



522 Headstamped ‘ W R A  48 ‘, this Cal. .50 BMG
ball has a flat brass primer, held with three stake
crimps, a drawn brass case and a GM-jacketed 
magnetic-cored bullet held with a choke-like crimp.
With marker and light toning, it is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 20-40

523 This very light green anodized aluminum new primed empty Cal. .50 BMG case by WRA shows a 
single vent hole, has a 3 stake-crimped brass primer showing a red plastic foil, but has no anvil. With a normal
4-part dot pattern to the blue annulus seal, four areas of the rim show a beveled edge, appearing hand applied
and done before the case was anodized. Why the bevel, we could not find out. In excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

524 Headstamped ‘ CZO [over an upside down] 53 ‘, this
Czechoslovakian, 12.7x108 by Sellier & Bellot
has a flat brass primer with a black annulus, a dark
reddish brown lacquered steel case with 2 rows of segmented crimps holding the GMCS-jacketed bullet. With bad
scrapes from what appear to be made by links, it is otherwise in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 20-40

525 Headstamped ‘ < B> 43  50 HV ‘[the
“B” is raised in an impressed diamond], this
loaded Cal. .50 H.V. has a 3 stake-
crimped brass primer, a drawn brass case
and a turned solid-steel belted bullet showing some slight remains of blue and red markings(?). With some stains on the
case and small patches of rust stains to the bullet, it is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 150-200

526 Headstamped ‘ P T67 4 18 ‘, this 13x92 SR
Mauser anti-tank [Tankgewehr] has a flat brass primer
and a GMCS-jacketed bullet held with a faint segmented
crimp. With powder, it has light, uneven toneing, a slight
ding, and is in good to very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 60-90

527 Headstamped ‘ E 13 1-1 ‘, this Japanese,
13.2x99 Hotchkiss ball has a ring-crimped domed
brass primer with a black annulus, a drawn brass case
and the magnetic-cored GM-jacketed bullet is held with three slash-crimps. Darkly toned on one side, it is in good
condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 20-40

528 Headstamped ‘ P 4g Waffenamt 
WaA700 39 ‘{12, 9, 6 and 300h},

this 13x94 PanzerbÜchse L.S. has a wide green stripe across
the head, a flat brass primer, a drawn brass case and a GMCS-jacketed aluminum cored bullet. Not charged, it has a
rattle inside, light toning and a relatively large pit in one side of the bullet jacket, but we still consider this rare item in
good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 400-500

529 Headstamped ‘ avu 41 914 ‘, this 13x64 M.G. 131 A.P. uses 4
crimps to hold the electric primer  which is stamped “nhn 409 J2T” and
has a blue insulator. The brass washed steel case has a black case mouth and holds a plain {no trace of color} steel bullet
stamped “nyx 230 / 44”, with a choke crimp. With light toning, it is in good to very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 90-120

530 Headstamped ‘ S  L  45 ‘, this Cal.
.60 U.S. MG dummy has an empty
Boxer primer pocket, a drawn brass case
with two holes about 1.4” up from the
base and holds the T32 steel ball-bullet
which has a GM base cup, with a segmented crimp. With light toning, it is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 70-100

531 A classic, this .60 Jingal has a raised 
headstamp of six Chinese characters dating it to
1897, a domed brass primer, a drawn brass case
and a round nose cast lead bullet. For a circa 1880
to 1900 Jingal rifle, it has marker, light dings in the case and bullet along with light toning, but is still in good to very
good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 300-400



532 Headstamped ‘ F A 5 9 ‘, this Springfield Arsenal, (.60)
15mm Spotter Tracer function dummy was for the 15mm
XM90 spotting rifle. It has an empty Boxer primer pocket, a
cadmium-plated brass case and an inert bullet with an 
intergal domed-post in the hollow point. With a slight case-ding it is in very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 70-100

533 Headstamped ‘ K.41 WGIZ ‘, this 15mm Besa APT
Mk I Nitrocellulose load by Kynoch has a flat brass primer
with a dark green annulus, a drawn brass case and a 
GM-jacketed magnetic cored bullet, which is loose in the mouth. Without a charge, it has toning around the area where a
label once was and smallish plyer-marks on the bullet, so in fair condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 40-70

534 Not headstamped, this ca 1962, 15mm
Spotter Tracer XM177 dummy using the FAT
161E3 case with a flat aluminum plug in the
primer pocket, and an inert 375 gr. charge has a knurled choke crimp holding the inert GM-jacketed bullet with a hollow
point made / formed with the jacket. With light toning, it is in excellent condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 70-100

535 Headstamped ‘ BBC  1941 20MM ‘, this inert
early U.S. experimental 20/15 ball cartridge has an
empty three-vent hole Boxer primer pocket which
was modified from the original Berdan pocket, a drawn brass case and a magnetic-cored GM-jacketed 15mm Besa 
bullet with an exposed narrow driving band. {For more on this see Hackley, Vol. II, page 241.} The base has some stains around
the primer pocket and toning, otherwise it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 300-400

536 Headstamped ‘ Stz & Sand Mo neim 169 sp 
61 18 ‘, this

20x70 Becker has a brass primer with a black annulus, a brass
case holding an unpainted turned steel flat nose bullet with a
copper rotating band. The bullet has  VS, 21, 17, and 2@ ♔ type impressed stamps. With case toning, a neck crack and
rust stains on the bullet, it is in fair to good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 90-120

537 Headstamped ‘ eey 46c 43 (unreadable)Waffenamt ‘, this
20x82 Mauser MG 151/20 AP has a ring-crimped electric
primer with a grey insulator and a black annulus, a brass-
washed steel case that uses a segmented crimp to secure the 2-diameter black pained steel bullet which is stamped 
“aql 7b 43” on the body, along with a “Waffenamt  s”” on the steel rotating band. Lacquered and with some rust, mostly on one
side, it is still in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 70-100

538 Headstamped ‘ wg 2  7 7 44 ‘, this 20x82 Mauser MG
151/20 practice (but which, we know not), has a ring-crimped
electric primer with a red insulator and a red annulus, a bronze-colored lacquered steel case with segmented crimps to
hold the unpainted steel bullet, which is stamped “eel 59 / 44” in the body and it may{?} have a “Waffenamt ” on the steel
rotating band. With light rust stains on the bullet, it is in good to very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 70-100

539 Headstamped ‘ 20L T 40 ‘{12, 3, and 600h},
this 20x113 Lathi A.P. has a ring-crimped flat
brass primer, a drawn brass case and uses slash
crimps to hold the unmarked blue-painted steel bullet, which has a copper driving band. With a dark stain to one side,
but missing only relatively a little paint, it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 50-80

540 Called a 1” Nordenfelt-Palmcrantz by some and a 1” Gatling
by others, {we think the former} this unmarked, French made example has
a copper primer in a 6-petal crimped cap chamber, a copper or reddish
brass base cup with a light tan outer paper reinforcing and a copper or
reddish brass coiled case choke crimped to secure the lead bullet. With marker, some bites to the paper, light oxidation and
typical dents, it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 90-120

541 Not headstamped, this 1" Nordenfelt which we are pretty
sure was U.M.C.Co. manufactured for the British, has a domed 
copper primer, a drawn brass case and a lead bullet secured with
three punch-crimps. With toning and an area of lead oxidation, it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 90-120



\542 Lead, this 1" Nordenfelt bullet has one very wide and two smaller grease
grooves with a good bit of the grease remaining. It also has it’s Boxwood base-plug which
is removeable and shown seperately. With two flats where it was probably removed, it is
in relatively good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 15-25

543] This rare 1 inch
Gatling, new empty drawn
brass case by Winchester

Repeating Arms Co has a copper Boxer primer. It is nicely
toned and has three tiny dents which we think are just 
manufacturing defects, otherwise it is in excellent condition, and quite attractive. [photo 75%] estimate- 1000-1500

544 Headstamped ‘ MR 3 C 37 ‘, this
French 25x194 R Hotchkiss anti-tank
cannon has a brass primer assembly
stamped “D.B.S - 179 -37”, and a brass
case with a wide segmented crimp to
secure the magnetic-cored GM-jacketed bullet. With a little uneven toning, it is in good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 50-80

545 This unheadstamped drawn brass
30x126 B Long Wecom case has an empty
Boxer primer pocket. The correct black steel
bullet has “✳ HVM - 15 4555 30MM T328 ✳“
impressed in the copper driving band and a large white painted “30G’ on the bullet side. The unfired case has some dull brown
stains to one side, and the bullet, with a slight scrape to the white paint, is in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-60

546 This fired empty 37x95 R Hotchkiss-patent case has a corroded struck
primer, a steel head showing the three rivet-heads attaching it to the brass base cup
and coiled brass body. With remnants of the bullet crimps at the mouth, it is in fair to
good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

547 Headstamped ‘ 37-85 M[bomb with four flames on top]

PD.Ps. 266 .9.16 ‘[10, 2 and 600h], this fired 37x95 R
drawn brass case has a struck brass primer and now
holds a friction fitted slightly dented empty brass
jacket for a canister loading. With toning, some
small spots of corrosion on the head and small dents
around the primer, it is in good condition. [photo 60%]
estimate- 40-70

548 Headstamped ‘ 37-85 M[bomb with four flames on top]

PD.Ps 230 .9.16 ‘[10, 2 and 600h], this 37x95 R drawn brass
case has a domed brass primer with a black annulus, and
an empty friction fitted steel bullet with two sets of two
copper driving bands. Stamped “TP” on the body, the
empty brass fuze is stamped “L153 15⚓“. With pitting to
the bullet the case has toning and the fuse is polished, otherwise it is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

549 Trench Art, this 37x95 R is headstamped ‘ 37-85
M[bomb with four flames on top] PD.Ps 68  1.18 ‘[10, 2 and 600h]. The
drawn brass case has a struck copper Berdan primer with a
yellowish annulus. It has (we think) a stemmed-rose nicely
hand-stamped on one side while next to it is a diagonally-
placed “Verdun 1918” in large script. The empty friction 
fitted turned steel bullet has two sets of two copper driving bands. The brass fuze is stamped “L324 18⚓“ and has a steel
washer between it and the body. With marker, and uneven toning, it is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 90-120

550 This loaded 37mm canister load projectile appears to have
once been loaded in a case. It is tinned steel with a soldered vertical
seam and fitted with a nose cap which has been soldered in place. The
body has the bottom edges folded over a steel base disc which has a
symbol of three small 120º’s apart overlapping circles fiantly stamped in it. With a series of dents at the base of the nose
cap, toning and a split showing a bit of the inner lining, it is in fair to good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 20-40



\551 This fired empty 37x201 R Hotchkiss Sub caliber “Tube” M-1902 brass case has a S.F.M.
marked brass primer assembly. A rimmed bottle necked case, it has a number of small spots of surface
soil and a tiny bit out-of-round mouth, otherwise it is in good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 20-40

552]This
37x201 R Hotchkiss
Sub caliber “Tube”

M-1902 is headstamped ‘ T-C. 37
M[bomb with three flames on top] OR MxCin 3. 1
17 ‘{the Bomb and “R” are at 300h}, has an
empty screw-in primer pocket, a drawn brass case and a empty brass jacket for a canister load. Nice looking, it has a few
light-medium dents in the canaster jacket towards the nose, so in good condition. [photo 45%] estimate- 40-70

553 Stamped the same as
lot 551 above with the
exception of the dates which
is; “8.10 09” on the head,
and “2 14” on the primer. A
37x201 R Hotchkiss Sub
caliber “Tube” M-1902 it has a stuck primer and a empty steel bullet which has a base plug, two sets of two copper driving
bands, three holes and a brass nose fuze which has a slotted screw at the tip. Both the fuze and the bullet are stamped “59”.
The case mouth and the fuze have a few dents and the bullet has light rust
stains, but it is generally in good condition. [photo 45%] estimate- 40-70

554 Quite rare, this RIMLESS 40mm grenade dummy ‘may’ have been made
at Springfield Armory. A finely-turned 1-piece non-magnetic example (we think brass
due to the weight). It has a 13.2mm hole in the base and a dark grey matte finish.
As we understand it although Springfield made many of this type for their use,
they usually didn’t do a final finish, so this may not be theirs. With a little light surface wear, it is in very good to excellent 

condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 300-400

\555 Faintly headstamped ‘ 75 M-M18 1961 ’, this 75mm Blank M33
fired brass case has a brass primer assembly stamped “M1B1A2 A22-770
LS-185” and mostly faded white “CTG 75MM BLANK M33???FOR GUN
M5 AND HOW M1A1C CHG WT 1.2LB LOT 1OP-8?” printing on the
body. Toned, it has lacquer on the 
head. and is in fair to good condition.
[photo 40%] estimate- 15-25

556] Headstamped ‘ 105-MM-MMB1 LOT NOR-4-9  1953 {along with} flaming bomb {and} In2 ‘
it also has “?05MM M15 RLA VX HOWITZER LOT PA-?-??” in black print on the base. 
A blank for the 105mm Howitzers, the struck brass primer assembly is stamped “PA-
93-9 M1B1A2  10-54” and the shinney [with lots of reflections in the photo] brown-lacquered
steel case has white case print. With a little rust at the mouth, it is generally in good to
very good condition. [photo 35%] estimate- 15-25

557 Headstamped ‘ R.W.S. 230 ‘, this .230 Revolver C.F. is not commonly seen headstamped. It has a flat
copper primer, a drawn brass case and a lead bullet secured with a taper crimp. Lightly toned, and with a lit-
tle lead oxidation, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

558 Headstamped ‘ CDS .224 BOZ ‘, this factory dummy has an empty Boxer primer pocket, a
brass case and a GM-jacketed bullet held with a taper crimp. With a bit of staining to one side of the
neck, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

PISTOL & REVOLVER

559 Headstamped ‘ CCI N 25 AUTO R ‘, this ca. April 1983 factory dummy has a holed nickel primer
cup, and using a taper crimp, the nickel{?} anodized aluminum case holds a GM-jacketed bullet with a flat point. One of
only 100 rounds made, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

560 Not headstamped this .26 Browning experimental has a flat copper primer with an impressed “U”, a
brass case with a smooth cannelure or bullet seat, and a taper crimped CN-jacketed bullet showing near the case mouth,
two ‘lead-locks’ in the jacket. With two small stains on one side, it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200



561 This 35 round collection of 5.75mm VeloDog includes: 1@ shot loading [shown] headstamped 
‘ VELO DOG PARIS ‘, with a green and white paper sabot. 1@ 5 case-hole dummy by S.F.M. 2@
unheadstamped; one with a round lead ball and the other with a flat tipped lead bullet. Then with jacketed bullets (both CN
and GM are represented); 7@ REM-UMC, 5@ S.F.M, 3@ G.F.L., 2@ BEAUX, 2@ H and 1@ by CBC, ELEY, J.B.R., N,
PS, R.W.S., and W.R.A.Co. 5@ more are not headstamped and one of these has a turned-brass case. With some 
toning, labels and marker, these are generally in good to very good condition. estimate- 60-90

562 These 3@ 6mm Long Portee rimfire rounds are all headstamped with a raised GG[logo] on
the brass head, a copper body and a belted flat-tipped lead bullet with a groove. One is a dummy [shown] with a single
hole mid-case, and a knurled groove, while the other two rounds have a smooth bullet groove. there are slight 
differences in all, and all are in good condition. estimate- 15-25

563 With a raised GG[logo] headstamp on the brass head, this 7mm Long Portee rimfire has a
copper body and a belted flat-tipped lead bullet with a smooth groove. With marker, it is in very good to excellent condition. 
estimate- 40-70

564 Headstamped ‘ H. UTENDOREFFER NURNBERG ‘, this 6.5x27 R Ronezewsky or
Tesching has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed soft nose bullet with a flat tip. Lacquered
and with marker, it is still in good condition. estimate- 20-40

565 Unheadstamped, this 7mm so-called “Baby” Nambu has a slightly domed brass primer, a drawn
brass case and a CN-jacketed round nose bullet held with a taper crimp. With light uneven toning, it is in good condition.
estimate- 25-40

566 Headstamped ‘ 7 T 70 T ‘, this Swiss, 7.65 Luger H.P.T. or proof has a flat blue-colored brass
primer, a black annulus, a copper-washed brass case using 4 slash-crimps to secure the GMCS-jacketed round nose
bullet. In excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

567 This pair of French rimfire shot loadings by S.F.M. are unheadstamped, have copper cases
and green and white patterned sabots with white topwads held by roll crimps. One is a .32 Long, and
the other a .320. Both have marker and light toning, so in good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

568 This pair of revolver shot loads are both brass cased. The inside primed .380 has a raised 
‘ LEON BEAUX&Co. MILANO .380. ‘ headstamp, and a green and white patterned sabot. The .442 has
a ‘ GG[logo] 442 ‘ headstamp with a domed copper primer in a brass battery cup, and a blue and white checkered sabot.
The .380 [shown] has uneven toning and the .442 has only marker, so in good and very good condition. estimate- 40-70

569 This Creedmore Cartridge Co., .38 S&W has a domed copper primer, a drawn brass case and a
belted round nose lead bullet. With some areas of dark toning, it is still in good condition. estimate- 20-40

570 This very uncommon, ca. 1901 .38 S&W Everlasting New Century is unheadstamped,
and has an impressed “U” on the sightly domed brass primer, As the correct, heeled round
nose lead bullet is removable the inner bullet seating shoulder and thick case walls can be seen. With light toning, a
dent to the bullet tip and no powder, it is otherwise in good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

571 Faintly headstamped ‘ P 53 H 38 SPL ‘[10, 12, 2 -over- 8 and 600h] this .38 Spl. for the National Police
Agency of Japan is a new empty brass case with a Boxer primer pocket. For more see Witt, PH01.
With uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

572 An early experimental non-reloadable variation .38 Spl. by CCI, it has a large domed brass
Berdan primer, a very light blue anodized aluminum case headstamped ‘ CCI N 38 SPL R ‘,
which holds a GM 1/2-jacketed soft nose hollow point bullet with a taper crimp. In excellent condition. estimate- 15-25

573 Headstamped ‘ VIII / 18 / GR / 93 / ‘, this 7mm Steyr has a domed copper primer, and a
drawn brass case with the  steel-jacketed flat nose bullet seated just below the case mouth. An
experimental round for a gas seal revolver like the Nagant, it has marker, a stain and very light mid-case scratches,
otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200



574 This full, 1-piece steel 5-size clip of 7,60 Mannlicher M-1894 is stamped “KC in an oval”
on the back at 90º to it’s length. The rounds are headstamped ‘ 97. / ‘ / K&C / ‘ / , have flat
brass primers and CNCS-jacketed round nose bullets, also a poor color-Xerox of the box label
is included. With a few stains on the rounds and a very tiny bit of rust on the clip, it is generally
in very good condition. [We forgot to center the rounds in the clip for the 75% photo] estimate- 90-120

575 Unheadstamped, with a steel post-primer in a slotted primer
assembly, a thick-walled cadmium plated steel case and a 
GMCS-jacketed bullet. This live Russian or USSR 7,62x63 mm PZA
silenced cartridge is for the SP-4M pistol. It has a few very tiny
stains / toning, and is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 350-450

576 Stamped ‘ ELEY
. 9M/M . ‘, this 9mm Perrin {aka French Thick Rim} has one of the harder to find

Eley revolver headstamps. The primer is flat copper, the case is brass and the bullet is lead. With marker
and light toning it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

577 Headstamped ‘ EPREUVE ‘ LIEGE ‘ ‘, this Belgian made, 12mm Perrin {aka French Thick Rim}
proof has a large domed copper primer, a drawn brass and a round nose lead bullet with a single 
knurled-groove. Also found without the bullet groove, this has light toning and is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

578 Headstamped ‘ 21 80 ‘, this experimental Polish, 9mm Makarov dummy has a struck brass
primer with a red annulus, a drawn brass case with a 1.71mm hole about 9,3mm up from the base, and
a GM-jacketed coreless bullet which has a silver-painted dished-nose. It has staining around the case hole, otherwise it
is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

579 This pair of 9mm Parabellum are headstamped “MAXIM USA” at 12 and dated “1917” and
“1918” at 600h. The 1917 has a dot after the Maxim in the headstamp and a domed copper primer, while the 1918 has a
domed brass primer and no dot. Both have truncated cone shaped CN-jacketed bullets and brass cases. With case 
toning on both, the 1918 [shown] has a dark stain on the bullet, otherwise these are in good condition. estimate- 15-25

580 This subsonic 9mm Para. Nahpatrone has a zinc-plated steel primer with a black annulus, a grey lacquered
steel case and a 150 gr. GMCS-jacketed bullet.Thought to be a special clandestine loading for use in a silenced weapon by
some, the not included packaging and the headstamp suggest this is not a military loading, and similar rounds / labels exist
in the 7.65mm Browning. With marker and with light toning to the bullet, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 35-50

581 Headstamped ‘ M 8 T 43 ‘, this Swiss, 9mm Luger HPT has a ring-crimped flat brass primer, and a
blue anodized aluminum case with four slash-crimps securing the CNCS-jacketed bullet. Loaded to give
3200-3400 kg/cm2 pressure, according the included, color Xerox of the box label, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

582 One of the few actual period Colt headstamps ‘ COLT 9 MM SSB ‘, this 9x19 Salvo Squeeze Bore
has a ring crimped flat brass primer with a black annulus, a drawn brass case with a black case mouth
seal and a somewhat clear white plastic sabot with 4 molded partial slits showing two of the three nested GM-jacketed 
bullets. Made by IVI {Canada} for Colt ca. 1970-71, it has marker and is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

583 Ca. April, 1983, this factory dummy is headstamped ‘ CCI N 9mm LUGER R ‘, has a holed,
large brass primer through which the Berdan anvil / post can be seen, an anodized aluminum case
and a GM-jacketed bullet with a flat tip, Only 200 of this dummy were made, and of those 100 went to Europe (exactly
where we do not know). With a few tiny dark spots on the bullet, it is still in very good condition. estimate- 20-40

584 These Swiss made 9mm Lugers include 3@ solid brass dummies with slight variations in the unpainted lower 
mid-case knurled rings. 1@ aluminum cased ball round headstamped ‘ 12 M 44 T ‘. 35@ brass-cased ball rounds dating
from 2-26  to 6-80 with others representing the years of 45, 46, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 60, 68, 72, 73, 75, and
76. With the likelihood of a few duplicates, these are generally in good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 20-40

585 Headstamped ‘ DWM K 456B K ‘, this 9mm Bergmann-Bayard for the Star Pistol has a
flat brass primer, a drawn brass case with a sticker, and a CNCS-jacketed round nose bullet. With
even toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 25-40

586 This correctly headstamped ‘ FA / ‘ / 1905 / ‘ / ‘, 9.1mm Abadie has a domed brass primer,
and a lead bullet with a smooth groove. This has (with the sticker) a weight of 185.1 gr. while the other
headstamped one we sold in our sale #13, lot 571 was 190.8 gr. and the plain variation we sold in sale #7, lot 761
weighed 193.5 gr. This has a piece of cellotape and light toning, but is still in good condition. estimate- 150-200



587 Not headstamped, with a rounded rim, and a flat copper Farrington primer, this early and uncommon
.41 Short Colt S.A. by U.S.C.Co. has a reddish-brass case with a taper crimp holding the belted round
nose lead bullet which has a smooth grease groove. With some surface soil, it is in very good to excellent
condition. estimate- 20-40

588 Unheadstamped, this is the ‘short bullet’ version 10mm Bergmann, refered to erroneously as the
“Hirst”. It has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass case and a CNCS-jacketed bullet seated low in the case.
With light slightly uneven toning. it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

589 Headstamped ‘ DWM K 490. K ‘, this 11mm Bergmann has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass
case and a CNCS-jacketed flat nose bullet. This has a total weight of 326 gr., so it is probably the 200
gr. bullet loading. With nice color, it has a neck crack so in fair to good condition. estimate- 170-220

590 Not headstamped, this Swiss, 10.4 Rev “Warnant” or M-1872-78 is the first pattern. It has a
flat brass primer, a copper case with a wide bevel to the rim and uses a segmented crimp to hold
the oxidized round nose lead bullet, which has a single smooth groove. Said to be an experimental, it is nicely toned and
in good to very good condition. estimate- 300-400

591 Headstamped ‘ ELEY BROs ‘, this very early .430 Long C.F. Boxer case variation has a
copper primer in a copper cap chamber / rivet, a brass rim, a brass body and a round nose lead
bullet. It has toning and a small dent in the lead, otherwise it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 60-90

592 This 6-round collection of .44 Colt all have “44 COLT” at 600h and include; two
with ".U.S.” at 12 and brass primers with an impressed “US” but show pointed and
round nose bullets. One with a “U.S.” at 12, has a plain copper primer and a round nose bullet. One with “D.C.Co.” at
12, has a plain copper primer and a pointed bullet. Two are unheadstamped and both have pointed bullets but one has
typical small domed copper primer. The other is a ca. 1871 .44 Colt [shown] labeled as “Manufactured by Colt’s Patent
Fire Arms Co.”, but was probably manufactured under a contract let to Thomas S. Gould of Hartford Ct. It has a large
brass Boxer primer with 4 vent holes and an iron bar anvil. The drawn brass case shows 4 “ticks” on the head and the
lead bullet is secured with a set of internal case grooves. One has some lead oxidation, all have toning but are in good
condition. estimate- 60-90

593 Headstamped ‘ ELEY . .44 NAGANT .’, this .44  Brazilian Nagant dummy has an empty 
2-vent hole Berdan primer pocket, a polished brass case and a lightly oxidated flat nose lead bullet
with two knurled grooves. A little unevenly toned, it has a tiny dent, but it is still in good condition. estimate- 30-50

594 This pair of .44 Mock Duel includes an unheadstamped brass cased variation with a black
cast-wax flat tipped bullet and a copper primer in a brass cattery cup. The other has a brass shot
shell style primer with a raised “D & three stars” seated to be on top of the brass head which is 
headstamped ‘ D I CAL 44 I ‘, and it has a green paper body with a black wax round ball seated
below the mouth. With marker on the brass-cased and light soil on the paper-cased one, these are
both in good condition. estimate- 30-50

595 Not headstamped, with a domed copper primer and a drawn brass case with a smooth bullet-
seating cannelure for the CN-jacketed blunt round nosed bullet. This Cal. .45 Revolver M-1906 has
a slightly straighter-sided shaped bullet than the Frankford Arsenal version and is thought to have been loaded by
U.M.C.Co. using cases supplied by Frankford. With toneing, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

596 This 18 round collection of .45 Auto Rims includes 3@ variations of the “F A 31” headstamped Cal .45 Revolver
M1 Blank. 3@ have nickel-plated cases: a GM-jacketed by REM-UMC and a lead-bulleted by both REM-UMC and W R A.
12@ brass-cased includes three with CN-jacketed bullets a REM-UMC, a U.S.C.CO. and a headstamp mistake;
“PETERS .45 A.C.”. The remaing nine all have lead bullets, and are; 1@ by R-P, PETERS, and CBC plus 3@ REM-
UMC, and 3@ W.R.A. With toning on some, these are generally in good to very good condition. [no photo] estimate- 15-25

597 Headstamped ‘ F A 4 06 ‘‘, this Cal. .45 Auto M-1906 has a clear annulus seal, a domed
copper primer, a brass case with a smooth bullet seating cannelure, and a CN-jacketed blunt
round-nosed bullet. With marker and perhaps once carefully polished, it is in good condition. estimate- 200-250

598 An uncommon headstamp generated from an educational contract, this Cal. .45 M-1911 ball
is stamped ‘ REM-UMC 2-13 ‘. It has a domed copper primer with a dark red annulus, a drawn
brass case with a smooth seating cannelure and a tinned GM-jacketed bullet with a knurled ring at
the case mouth. Toned and with a small stain along one side, it is in good condition. estimate- 40-60



599 Headstamped ‘ MAXIM USA 17 ‘ with the 17 centered at 600h and not offset, this inert example
of the Cal. .45 M-1911 ball has a semi-rimmed drawn brass case with an unusual rim undercut, a blind
primer pocket and a tinned GM-jacketed bullet seated a little low. Polished and lacquered, it has only a
little of the bullet-tinning remaining, otherwise it is in good condition. estimate- 40-70

600 Headstamped ‘ MAXIM USA ‘ at 1200h with the following dates at seven and five: 5 17, 6 17,
8 17, 9 17 and 10 17, these five, Cal. .45 M-1911 by Maxim all have domed brass primers with red
annuluses, brass cases with smooth bullet seating cannelures, and tinned GM-jacketed bullets. One has a label, and all
have some degree of toning, but are in good to very good condition. estimate- 50-80

601 Not headstamped, this post 1945, Fiocchi .45 A.C.P. has a flat brass primer, a smooth
drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed somewhat blunt round-nosed 200 gr. bullet. The .45 was
used in 1943 with captured weapons, including the Thompson according to wikipedia. In 1946 it was officially adopted by
the Italian Army (Alpini Infantry, etc.) and the Carabinieri, and it was still supplied in 1961. With light toning, it is in excellent
condition. estimate- 30-50

602 Headstamped ‘ F A 19 ‘, this Frankford Arsenal experimental Cal. .45 blank has a flat brass
primer, a drawn brass case with an extended neck, and a shellacked topwad held by a rolled-crimp.
{See Hackley, Vol. I, pg 32, Fig.47 for more.} With even toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 60-90

603 Headstamped ‘ F A 29 ‘, this Cal. .45 green Signal cartridge has a domed copper primer, a
drawn brass case with three mid-case grooves for identification, and a GM-jacketed bullet with a
green tip. The bullet is swollen and split and that has split the case, so in poor condition, but VERY hard to find in any
condition. estimate- 60-90

604 Headstamped ‘ WCC 42 ‘, this Cal. .45 M-1911 ball has a domed brass primer with a black
annulus, a nickel-plated steel case with a knurled groove and a GMCS-jacketed bullet.With light
toning to the bullet, it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

605 Headstamped ‘ E C 4 ‘[the 4 is at about 6:30], this Cal. .45 Shot T31 has a domed copper primer
with a black annulus and a steel case with an 8 petal crimp showing a tar? like sealant. At 1.111” in
oal, it has marker, otherwise it is in excellent condition. estimate- 30-50

606 Headstamped ‘ ELEY  ,45 ‘, this .45 A.C.P. has a flat brass primer, a drawn brass case with a
smooth bullet seating groove and 4 punch-crimps holding the CN-jacketed 200 gr. round nose 
bullet. With some stains, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

607 Headstamped ‘ REM-UMC 45 ACP ‘, this Remington-Thompson Cal. .45 Military Cartridge
has a round nickel primer, a 1.020” long brass case, and a GM-jacketed bullet. Of the two bullet 
profiles known to us this is the ‘more’ pointed. With light toning it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

608 Headstamped ‘ EPREUVE LIEGE [over] 450 ‘, this .450 Long 55/64”, {Brandt #445} proof load
by VFM for the Liege Proof House, was also perhaps used for a few Rook rifles. It has a flat copper
primer, an .877” / 22.29mm long drawn brass case and a lead bullet held with a taper crimp. With light toning and a
small stain, it is in good condition. estimate- 90-120

609 Headstamped ‘ W&S . AUTO [over] .455 - K ‘, this .455 Webley Auto  M1904 has a large, flat
copper primer, and a drawn brass case using a taper crimp to hold the CN-jacketed lead-tipped round nose bullet. With
some stains and a head which has been lightly cleaned, it is still in good condition. estimate- 70-100

610 Headstamped ‘ C 17 [over] I ‘, this blackened-brass case .455 Webley Auto Mk 1 has generated
much speculation as to the maker and the loading. Thought to perhaps be a proof and / or for Colt
pistols, it has a flat copper primer and a CN-jacketed blunt round-nosed bullet held by a taper crimp. With marker and
light rubs, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 60-90

611 Of solid turned steel, this .455 Webley Auto magazine follower dummy is unmarked. It has
light toning and marker, but is in good condition. estimate- 20-40



612 With a large copper primer, and a drawn brass case using a choke crimp to secure the 
“man-stopping” type, deep hollow-pointed lead bullet, this Eley, .455 inch Webley Cordite Mk III is
headstamped ‘ E C III ‘. With light toning, and a flat-dent to the front edge of one side of the bullet, it
is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

613 Unheadstamped, this 1st model, 10,6 German Ordinance blank has a dull red painted-base, a large
flat brass primer, a drawn brass case and a tan paper topwad held by a partial roll crimp. With marker, along
with some dark case stains on the head and sides, it is still in relatively good condition. estimate- 60-90

614 With a domed copper primer, and headstamped ‘ MONTENGRIN I EXTRA I ‘[in one line], this
drawn brass-cased  11.3x36R Montenegrin has a round nose lead bullet held with a severe
taper crimp. With uneven toning, and a few stains, it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

615 Headstamped ‘ ELEY’S . .455 . ‘, this .476 Enfield Mk III has a flat copper primer, a drawn
brass case which uses both a taper crimp and a set of three punch-crimps to secure the round
nose lead bullet, which has a wide grease groove. With light uneven toning, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

616 With a copper primer in a copper cap chamber / rivet, this .500 Tranter Boxer-cased
variation has a brass rim, a brass body, and a blunt lead bullet with three smooth grooves.
Most unusual with the impressed ring on the outer edge of the rim, it has light toning and is
in good condition. estimate- 40-70

617 All 18 of these rounds have a “S.F.M” headstamp, and include: 2@ .380 [one may be a duplicate], 3@ .32 A.C.P.
including a blank, a .38 and a .32 S&W, a .32 Long, a 7,65mm Luger, 2@ 7.63mm Mannlicher, 2@ 7.5mm Swedish
Nagant including a blank, an 8mm Lebel gallery, a 9mm Bergmann, a 9mm Star [Bergmann], a 7.62 Nagant and a 
.30 Mauser. Most if not all have stars at 9:00 and 3:00, and some have the caliber at 6:00 while others have a GG logo.
Some uncommon rounds in here and in general, all are in good condition. [no photo] estimate- 60-90

618 Weighing about 51/2 pounds, this mixed bag of pistol and revolver ammunition has some new and some older
rounds - ball, blanks, shot, mostly brass cased but a very few all-plastic rounds are included. A good bunch of stuff,
which may have a few duplicates. For the most part, these are in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

619] Fill of brass cased, inside primed rounds with raised ‘ .G.F.L. C30-7.65 ‘ headstamps, this
25-size, 7.65 Pickert box is a tan 2-piece half-cover type. It has red with white printed labels top
and sides along with a black printed white “Capsula coperta” overlabel. The bottom is not attached
and it was once held together with gum-bands parts of which now remain. The labels are nice and
bright with only a small scuff to the top, so all-in-all it ranges from poor to good condition and, could

it seems to us, be easily repaired. [photo 70%] estimate- 30-60

\620 With 21 remaining rounds headstamped ‘ S.F.M 2 GG[logo] 45 ‘, this 25-size 2-piece
half-cover 7.65 Browning military box has a faux wood-grained paper outer covering and a
black-printed light tan partial wrap-around label. With a cellotape(?) stain across the top and
some scuffs and rubs, the box is strong, so in good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 40-70

PISTOL & REVOLVER BOXES

621] Both of these 25-size, 2-piece half-cover boxes
have yellow labels with black print. The Gevelot 7.65 Long is empty and shows
the Gevelot-in-a-diamond logo on the sides, while the top label appears to have
been carefully repaired. The carefully opened 9mm box has a faux wood-grained
paper outer covering, was once sealed with a band of plain tan paper, and is full
of S.F.M I GG[logo] I ‘ headstamped 9mm Browning Longs. It has some stains

on the contents but only light
stains to the box, so in very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 35-60

\622 Full of rounds headstamped ‘ DWM K 471 K ‘, with a CNCS-
jacketed round nose bullet and a brass case, this once light green but now
tan 50-size, 2-piece half-cover D.W.M. karlsruhe, 7,65 Parabellum box
has a light reddish brown and black top. The rounds are toned, the box 
top has light soil and edge rubs. A scarce and early box, it is in good 
condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 250-350



623] With 3, we think, original rounds headstamped ‘ D.M. ‘ K. ‘ ‘, this tan
50-size, 2-piece half-cover 8mm Bergmann No 4S box by D.W.M. has a black-
printed. blue partial wrap-around label which is perhaps 98% complete, With a
dark stain on the top label, the box bottom has a corner and part of the 
bottom at the left end open, still the label is bright and it is in good condition.

[photo 65%] estimate- 120-170

\624 With the blue-grey cloth-tear opening
strip carefully glued back in place, this 16-size, 9mm M-08 Ex-patrone box is a dark
blue top flap type with metal fasteners at the corners and a black-printed white label. Our
consigner says it contains “1925 plated cases” and it seems full. It has some typical rust
to the metal, otherwise it is in very good opened condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 250-300

625] A 50-size, 2-piece half cover gold and black checkered tin with a red, gold
and black top, this .320 knall Patronen for Alarm Guns tin by R.W.S. has a stained
black-printed white paper “Made in Germany” over label at the left end. Holding 2@
RWS .38 S&W headstamped blanks which are wrong for this, we also note the “320”
on the top has been partially scraped away. The top has a bit of rust over Bavaria, 
otherwise this is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 20-40

626] Missing one nice condition ‘ REM-UMC 35 S&W ‘ headstamped round
with the metal-capped lead-locked bullet, this 50-size, 1-piece end flap tan .35
S&W Automatic box has green and red print. With light soil and slight edge wear,
it is in good to very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 200-250

\627 Sealed with the black-printed
orange side label which has the codes of “651” and “4-19”, this 50-size, tan 
2-piece half-cover Winchester, .38 Short Colt “Center Fire Rifle Cartridges”
box has a light green top label over a darker green label. The codes on the
exposed label are “834” and “6-19”. It has rubs to the top label, otherwise it is
in very good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 200-250

628] These 12-size, tan 2-piece half cover Canadian, .380 “ Mk II Z Revolver
boxes are both sealed with the green-printed full wrap-around labels. Both have black
rubber stamped dates, but different label styles. The earlier Aug 2, 1943 has a ruck-up
on the top to the labels and is slighty dented left side, while the Dec 23, 1943 box has 

an additional “B” rubber stamp. Wth light 
soil, both are in relatively very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 30-60

\629 The empty 12-size, tan 2-piece half-cover .45 Colt (Rimmed) box
has a black printed tan label and a black rubber stamped date. The 20-size,
grey top-flap 9mm Mark Iz box has a light blue-grey wrap-around label printed
in green on two sides and seals the box. The Colt has some soil to one side,
and the 9mm is in very good to excellent condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 20-40

630] Opened at the top back edge, this 20-size, 1924
National Match box of Cal. 45 M-1911, is full of “ F A 24 ‘

headstamped rounds 
which have box-stains only,
it seems to the heads. The
tan box has a pinkish full wrap-around label and another label-edge is seen underneath
it. With light to medium overall toning to the label it is in good condition.

[photo 60%] estimate- 40-70

\631 This set of six 50-size, red, white and blue top-flap Cal. .45 Match boxes
includes two from 1962 [shown] a Federal [the small 1962] and an Olin. The 1963 is a
Federal, and the 1964 is by Olin, plus the 1965 and 1966 are by Remington, The 1966
has two original rounds while the others are empty. Both of 1962’s, and the 1963 have
marker on one end. All have light soil, but are generally in good to very good condition.
[photo 40%] estimate- 25-40



632 Of flat steel, this gauge is engraved “CARVeR” on the left end, and “C”
on the right end, which also has a “12” and a “13” stamped into it. The back is
not marked. At the line above the “12” it measures .741” across, while the left
end gap is .836”. From the W.W. Greener shop, it has some soil and discolor,
but is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 40-70

633 Headstamped ‘ kYNOCH BIRMINGHAM . No 28 . ‘, this 23/8” light orange
paper shell has a copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 5/16” high brass head
with a steel inner liner, black “lion’s-head logo KYNOCH “GASTIGHT” CARTRIDGE

CASE” case print, and a roll crimp holding the black and white “V L & D . NEW
YORk . 8 topwad. With light soil and a stain at the top of the base, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

634 Headstamped ‘ NITRO 28 EXPRESS GA ‘ this very scarce  23/4”
Remington factory display dummy has no shot. It has a nickel primer
with a hole, a brass battery cup, “REMINGTON uUMCu”  impressed
between two lines around the 5/8” high brass head, a dark green ribbed paper body with black “NITRO LONGRANGE
EXPRESS USE IN 28 GA GUNS ONLY” and 2 times around the mouth “KLEANBORE” case print. The black printed “NITRO

71/2C EXPRESS“ yellow topwad is held with a roll crimp. It has light soil and a slight stain on the base, otherwise it is in
excellent condition. estimate- 50-80

635 Headstamped ‘ W.R.A.Co. No 1901 28 ‘ this 29/16“ red paper Selby
loading has a copper and brass “W.R.A.Co New No 4” primer, a 1/2” high
brass head with 3-grooves, and a roll crimp holding the tan topwad which
has black “SELBY SMOKELESS 6” print. With light toning, it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

636 With the large ‘ WINCHESTER 58 ‘, headstamp variation, this 21/8“ new primed empty brass case has
a ringed head with a domed copper Boxer primer. With light, uneven toning, this is in excellent condition. 
estimate- 40-70

637 Headstamped inside a circle ‘ REMINGTON 16 EXPRESS GA ‘ this 23/8“
dark green ribbed paper 16 ga. window shell has an 11/16” high brass head with
3 knurled grooves, black “Express KLEANBORE USE IN 20 GA GUNS ONLY” print
and a yellow sticker on the mouth with black “23/4-1 6” print. With light stains to the front of the base it is in very good
condition. estimate- 70-100

638 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C.Co. No NITRO  CLUB 18 ‘, and made for a ca. 1905 special
John Browning 18 ga. gun, this 113/16” shell has a 1/2” high brass head, a pink paper
body and a light blue topwad with black “18 Infallible 3/4 C 7 1/2 U.M.C.” print. With a black
rubber stamped number on the brass and light fading to the paper, it is still in very good condition. estimate- 120-170

639 One of the early amber colored clear all-plastic shells this is headstamped
with a raised ‘ 20 20 ‘. It has a grooved head and a copper primer with 5@ raised
“✳” set in a circle, a red over-powder wad, “=LCARPLAST” in gold case print and
a roll crimp to hold the red topwad which has a very large slightly faded “8”. In very good condition. estimate- 15-25

SHOT GUN SHELLS

640 Headstamped ‘ . ELEY . No . LONDON . 16 ‘, this 23/8“ dark
blue paper shell has a copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 5/16”
high brass head with a steel inner liner, white “ELEY LONDON” case
print set at an angle, and a tan topwad with multiple “6.”s held with a
roll crimp. With toning to the brass, and a tiny hole in the body, it is still in relatively good condition. estimate- 20-40

641 Headstamped ‘ ELEY-KYNOCH 16 OICI 16 ‘ this 23/8“ blue paper Lethal Ball shell is an
uncommon loading. It has a copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 5/16” high brass washed
steel head, black “EBL shield logo ELEY GRAND PRIX CASE Made in Great Britain” case print, and held
by a roll crimp, a center-holed {showing the steel cored lead bal}, white topwad with black “LETHAL .
BALL .” print. With marker on the base, and a stain on the head, it is in good  condition. estimate- 40-70



642 Headstamped ‘ FULMA 16 MR 16 ‘, this Argentine 23/8“
aluminum shell has a large flat copper primer and a light tan
paper topwad with a large “4” in black print held by a very
unusual thin-brass cup-shaped washer and a slight taper
crimp. With a little black staining to the inner edge of the brass
“washer”, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

643 Russian or Soviet, this 23/4“ brass shell is headstamped 
‘ 3Tk 16 54 16 ‘. It has a large flat copper Berdan primer and appears to
have been fired and neatly re-primed. With some marker and dark staining
at the mouth, it is in good condition. estimate- 20-40

644 With a faint raised ‘ MARQue A LABeILLe PARIs [over] 16 ‘ headstamp,
this 25/16“ medium-green paper shell has a copper primer with a raised “G” in a
copper battery cup, a 3/16” high brass head, and a roll crimp holding the white 
topwad which has a large black “6” With some small stains to the side of the head,
it is in very good condition. estimate- 40-70

645 Headstamped ‘ GREENER E 1941 k ‘ down in the groove of the
deeply grooved head, this dated, 1-piece 12/14 ga. MK I Greener Police
Gun new primed empty 27/8“ copper shell has a copper primer in a brass
battery cup, and a red paper inner-liner in just the 12 ga. portion. With
nice, reasonably even toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 40-70

646 This brass 23/8“ 12 B ga. Parker shell is headstamped on the outer edge of
the ringed head base ‘ PARkER BRO’S 12  WEST MERIDEN CT.  B ‘. It has a
struck brass Berdan primer, in a 2 vent hole pocket. With some old marks in the
head and darkish toning, it is in good fired condition. estimate- 40-70

647 Headstamped ‘ ELEY-KYNOCH 12 OICI 12 ‘ this 211/16“ red paper 2” shell has a 
copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 1/4” high brass-washed steel head, black “EBL
shield logo ELEY 2” “G.P.’ for 2 INCH CHAMBERED GUNS __ Made in Great Britain” plus “2 INCH” around the
mouth as case print. Held by a roll crimp, the yellow topwad has black “SMOKELESS
. DIAMOND . 6” print. With light toning, it is in very good condition. estimate- 15-25

648 Headstamped ‘ ELEY-KYNOCH 12 OICI 12 ‘ this 29/16“ red paper HALF
BRASS brand shell has a copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 1” high brass-
washed steel head, black “ ELEY HALF EBL shield logo BRASS Water Resisting
Cartridge Case __ MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN” case print. Held by a roll crimp, the tan topwad
has black “ELEY-KYNOCH ✠ I.C.I ✠ 8” print. Factory waterproofed it is a little toned
where the waterproofing stopped. In good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

649 Not headstamped, but with a pattern on the head where the
paper was folded and compressed, this 23/8“ reddish brown 
12 ga. Federal All-Paper has a copper primer in a brass battery
cup. The roll-crimped mouth holds a reddish brown topwad which
has black “3 1-6” print. With a small scuff to one side and slight wear
to the rim, it is in good condition. estimate- 70-100

650 With large thin letters the ‘ H  A  CO  No 12 ‘ headstamp of Hunter Arms
Company is on the edge of the ringed head 21/2“ brass case. Fired, it has a not
fully seated copper Boxer primer. With marker and dark stains at the mouth, it is
in good fired condition. estimate- 150-200

651 Headstamped ‘ PETERS No HIGH GUN 12 ‘ with a large “P” around the
copper primer and brass battery cup, this 27/16“ Peters High Gun window shell
has a factory polished and lacquered 5/8” high brass base with steel inner-
reinforcing, and a row of “////” between two rows of dashes. The dark blue paper
body has a roll crimp holding a light blue topwad which is printed “BALLISTITE 24
11/8-71/2”. The window is a little cloudy and there is a small rub at the mouth, 
otherwise this is in very good condition. estimate- 30-50



\652 Headstamped ‘ ECLIPSE  12 ‘ on the edge of the ringed head, this quite rare ca. 1882, 
E. Remington & Sons 25/8“ brass case has a brass Berdan primer. With a reduced size color copy of the
25-size box label noting these came with a No. 2 copper primer, it has been fired and has some black stains,
but is in good fired condition. estimate- 200-250

653] Made in Canada, this uncommon 27/16“
yellow paper 12 ga. REM-UMC New Club has a copper primer, a
5/16” brass head, black case print, and held with a roll crimp, the
off-white topwad, has black “REMINGTON 4 UMC Co.” print. With
a little discolor to the head and very slight shot-swelling it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-50

654 Headstamped ‘ WINCHESTER
MADE IN USA

No SU
P

P
E

E
E

R
D 12 ‘, this 27/16“ tan paper rifled

slug window shell has a 7/8” brass head with 4 smooth grooves, and black
“lONG RANGR LOAD” AND “SHORT SHOT STRING” and the Super Speed W logo case
print plus a patent number at the mouth, With oxidation to the slug, it is in very
good condition. estimate- 25-40

655 This 12 ga. U.S.C.Co. Second Quality 29/16“ brass shell has a ringed head and a copper primer with
a seating mark. Perhaps charged it holds what looks like an over powder wad. With marker, light pitting
and light stains, it is in good fired condition. estimate- 50-75

656 Not headstamped, this lot of two, dark dull-red Winchester all-plastic shells
includes a 21/2“ new empty without a primer. It has some nicks in the rim and primer
pocket. A little lighter colored, the 21/4“ loaded example has a brass primer in a
brass battery cup, while the mouth is closed by a 6 petal-crimp and an unknown to
us, whitish substance. The loaded is in excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

657 This lot of three, bright-red Winchester all-plastic experimental shells all have struck nickel
primers in a copper battery cup. Two are headstamped with a raised backward 5 [shown] on one and a
backward 6 on the other along with a series of tiny raised dots on both. The third has an impressed 2
using just a series of dots. In excellent fired condition. estimate- 25-40

658 Held by a roll crimp, the white top has a handwritten “C.S.”. This 21/2“, 12 ga.
Ernest Wingert Chain-Shot is found in a REM-UMC SHURSHOT, green ribbed-
paper hull. It has a black-printed white label with a sectioned drawing of what he
calls a “CONTROLED-SPREAD BUCKSHOT” load and a disclaimer with his name
and address. With light soil it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

659 Headstamped ‘ eXCeLsIoR ?2  PAT.NOV 9.75  A ‘
this 25/8“ 12 A ga. ringed-head Geo. E. Hart & Co. 3-piece
brass shell has a large struck brass primer. With marker, 
surface soil, nicks to the rim, and a faint head stamp, it has also
been polished and lacquered, so in marginally good condition.
estimate- 60-90

660 Headstamped ‘ HART’s PAT. noV. 9’ 75 neWARK n.J 
12
A ‘, this 3-piece {if you count the 

non-magnetic percussion cap nipple} Geo. E. Hart & Co. brass shell is not primed, and has been fired. With
marker and a few dark stains and surface soil it is in good fired condition. estimate- 40-70

661 Although the Hotchkiss name is often associated with
W.R.A.Co., U.M.C.Co. also made Hotchkiss patent {Dec. 22, 1874
#157,916} shells with the head being attached to the body by three
rivets, as this 23/8“ nickel plated brass ringed head 12 A ga. 
example is. Rare, and headstamped ‘ U.M.C.Co. BRIDGEPORT
CONN. 12 A ‘, it has a struck(?) brass Berdan primer. It may have
been once fired, but is in excellent condition. estimate- 300-400

662 Headstamped ‘ USE BERDAN PRIMER No 1 12 A ‘ along the outer
edge of this ringed-head 25/8“ brass shell. It has an empty .250” primer pocket
with three vent-holes and a magnetic anvil. It also has the kynoch patented
topwad retention of 4 rows of 4 punch crimps 90º apart at the mouth. With a
couple small stains and toning, it is unfired and in good to very good condition. estimate- 30-60



\663 With a struck copper Boxer primer, this 21/2“ U. S.Cartridge Co. red-brass shell has marker and was
perhaps only fired once. It has light toning and is in very good to excellent fired condition. estimate- 90-120

664] This 29/16”, 12 ga. Draper patent brass shell is 
headstamped ‘ PATENTED NOV 29 1864 [over] F D & CO ‘, has

an iron nipple for a percussion cap and a knurled rim on the flat brass head,
which easily unscrews from the brass body. With marker, a cellotaped label and 
reasonablely even toning, it is in very good unfired condition. estimate- 30-50

665 Headstamped ‘ PATENTED NOV 29 1864 [over] F D & CO ‘, this 29/16”, 
10 A ga. Draper patent brass shell has an iron nipple for a percussion cap and a
knurled rim on the brass ringed-head, which easily unscrews from the brass
body. With marker, a cellotaped label and slightly uneven toning, it is in very good
unfired condition. estimate- 30-50

666 Measuring .908” at the rim, .866” at the head and .850” at the mouth,
this 213/16”, 8 B ga. (or very close to) Draper patent brass shell is headstamped
‘ PATENTED NOV 29 1864 [over] F D & CO ‘, has an iron nipple for a 
percussion cap and a knurled rim on the flat brass head, which easily
unscrews from the brass body. Apperaing unfired and with light even toning, it is in excellent condition. estimate- 450-600

667 The earliest American manufacturer of the “modern” shot
gun shell, C.D. Leet made this 25/8”, 10 ga, new primed
empty shell. It has a {faint double} raised ‘ C.D.LEET, No

SPRINGFIELD,MASS 10 ‘ headstamp, a copper primer, a
brass battery cup, an unevenly trimmed 1/4” high brass head,
and a salmon paper body. With marker, the head is polished and the shell has been lacquered, but it is still in good
condition. estimate- 40-70

668 Distrubuted by Bridgeport Brass Co. and headstamped 
‘ CASSADY  No 10 ‘ along the outer edge ringed-head 27/8“ brass shell,
it shows a struck brass Boxer primer. Known in paper {see sale 5, lot 664}
and brass, it is said to have been made by Winchester ca. 1884 - 1894.
The head is unevenly toned, while the mouth has a few slight creases and is out-of-round, so in fair to good condition.
estimate- 100-150

669 By the ca. 1877-1884, A.L Howard & Co., both of these brass
shells have an empty Boxer primer pocket and are headstamped 
‘ STANDARD No 10 ‘ along the outer edge of the ringed-head. One is a
27/8“ tinned-case variation and the other is a 29/16“ length plain brass. Both
appear not to have been fired. The tinning is mostly gone on the body and the brass example has been polished, but
these are still in good condition. estimate- 70-100

670 Headstamped ‘ EVERLASTING No 10 ‘, this 29/16”, ringed head brass case is strongly thought to
have been made by U.M.C.Co. It has an empty Boxer primer pocket and is lightly toned. The mouth has a
slight dent, otherwise it is in good to very good condition. estimate- 90-120

671 Headstamped ‘ U.M.C.Co. BRIDGEPORT CONN. 10 A ‘, this 29/16”,
kenney’s Patent {Dec. 19, 1876 #185,548} ringed head brass case has 6-rows
of evenly spaced punch crimps around the mouth to secure a topwad. This
has a struck brass Berdan primer and the pocket has three vent-holes. With
marker, and carefully cleaned, it is in good fired condition. estimate- 50-70

672 Headstamped ‘ USE BERDAN PRIMER No 1 10 A ‘ along the outer
edge of this ringed-head 27/8“ nickeled-brass shell. It has an domed 
nickel Berdan primer, a pocket with three vent-holes and a magnetic anvil.
Like lot 662 above, this is very probably a Kynoch product but without the
wad-retention crimps. The plating is a little thin on one side and on the
edge of the ‘ring’ on the head. It appears to have been loade but is now
empty and in good condition. estimate- 30-60



673 This factory loaded, 3”, 8 ga. REM-UMC Arrow has a copper
primer in a brass battery cup, a 2-piece brass head {7/16” and 13/16”} and
“REMINGTON uUMCu” in raised letters. The body is red paper, and
a roll crimp holds the white topwad which has black “5 Du Pont 11/2-2
BUCK” print. It has a dark stain at the brass/ paper joint and the paper
has some light rubs and soil, but it is generally in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 40-70

674 This 4”, new primed empty 8 ga. U.M.C.Co. Trap
has a copper primer in a brass battery cup, a 2-piece brass
head {7/16” and 13/16”} and a medium green paper body.
With marker on the brass and a slight stain on the paper,
the mouth is just a wee bit out-of-round, otherwise it is in good to very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 70-100

675 Headstamped ‘ U,M.C.Co. No . 8 . ‘, this 31/4“ new empty ringed-head
nickeled-brass shell has an empty Boxer primer pocket. Other than a tiny bit of
discolor at the mouth it is in very good to excellent condition.
[photo 75%] estimate- 60-90

676 Headstamped ‘ WINCHESTER No 8 ‘, this new empty ringed-head 31/4“
nickeled-brass shell has an empty Boxer primer pocket. With a small stain, it is
still in very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 40-70

677 Headstamped ‘ WINCHESTER  No METAL LINED  8 ‘, it has an
impressed circle around the somewhat battered “W” stamped flat copper
primer. 37/16“ long it has a 11/4” tall brass head with three smooth groves and a
green paper body. With marker, stains to the brass and the paper, it is in fair
to good unfired condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 90-120

678 Faintly headstamped ‘ KYNOCH[over]PATENT No BIRMINGHAM 4 ‘,
this 4” 2-piece brass case has a flat copper primer in a brass battery
cup, and a partial 6 petal-crimp securing a white topwad with what looks
to be a purple “BB” rubber stamp. With light toning, it is in good condi-
tion. [photo 75%] estimate- 100-150

679 Headstamped ‘ WINCHESTER No 4 ‘, this 4” new
empty black paper shell has an impressed ring around
the domed copper primer, and a 1/2” tall brass head. With
marker on the brass and typical fade to the paper, it is in
very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 120-170

680 Headstamped ‘ WINCHESTER No 3 ‘, this 41/4“ fired
brass shell shows the normal turn marks on the head and a
domed brass primer. For a yacht saluting-cannon it is a
desirable and uncommon shell. With some darkish stains, it
is still in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 1000-1200

681 Loaded, this 45/8“ long, 15/8“ or 2 ga, {1,596”
head dia.} domed or oval-head shell has a 11/8” tall
brass head, with a brass primer, and a straw-colored
paper body with a nice roll crimp holding the plain
tan topwad. The charge should be 1/4 pound of
salute powder.  An uncommon variation it has a
darkish head and some soil to the paper, still it is in good condition. [photo 65%] estimate- 400-500

682 This is a lot of 5 different Eley-kynoch “Rocket” or tracer shells. Four
have knurled rims and ‘ ELEY-KYNOCH 12 OICI 12 ‘, headstamps but only 2 are 12
bores with cream paper hulls and red case-print, plus large “⩚”s. One has a
topwad of multiple 5’s, and the other is a Smokeless Diamond #6 shot style. The
other two are grey paper hulls and have blue case print. One is a 16 bore and the other a 20 bore [shown]. Both have
“ELEY LOADED SMOKELESS DIAMOND 71/2” topwads with the 16 being glazed and the 20 is not glazed paper. The 5th shell is
headstamped ‘ELEY-KYNOCH 12” , has a pie crimp and a glossy black paper body with silver “EBL shield logo ELEY
TRACER __ SMOKELESS __

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN” case print plus a series of dashes and 7’s around the body. Range is from
very good to excellent condition. estimate- 25-40



683 A 14 shell collection of mostly new primed empties. It includes 3@ 
pinfires, two are Eley London brown paper a 12 and a 14, plus a 10 ga. green
paper Sellier & Bellot. A 10 A ga. all brass by U.M.C. Co Bridgeport Conn with
a T.L. Sturtevant patent round- style push-out anvil. A 10 ga. pink paper
U.M.C.Co. MAGIC brand, plus a 12 ga. MAGIC but loaded and showing a
“HARDY HALL ARMS Co. 6” topwad. A 12 ga. FN black paper “Double
Automatic by Browning” dummy shell. 1@ 14 ga. tan paper  “DIANA 14 I B I 14“ by P.H.F.B. / Bischweiler. 2@ 16 ga.;
a yellow Jack Rabbit by A.A.Co, and a purple paper lined 2-piece brass Kynoch’s Patent Expert Shell for Squires N.Y.
3@ 20 ga. by U.M.C.Co.; a Union, a Majestic and a Smokeless brand. A generic “No 28”
{inside an almost complete circle} headstamped red paper shell by REM-UMC. Some neat shells,
they range from good to very good condition. estimate- 40-70

684 A pair Eley Patent Wire cartridge shot concentrators. One is a “No 1”, “6 GAUGE

BOTTOM” with a black & white “FOR BREECH LOADERS”. The other is a “No 2”, “9 GAUGE

BOTTOM” green and white labeled “FOR LONG DISTANCES”. Uncommon gauges, both have
yellow labels on the top and orange labels on the bottom with green top-wraps. Both show a

little wear but are generally in very good condition. estimate- 30-50

685 Still in the original tan paper envelope with an intact black cloth-tear-opener, this 15 ga. Eley
Patent Wire cartridge has an orange paper label on the base with black “15 GAUGE BOTTOM” print. It
has a little staining to the label it, otherwise is in very good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 15-25

\686 Empty, this 1-piece 12 ga. Italcartridges 70mm “SHOT HARD” box is has a
full color, mostly undressed huntress on the front and back, but no shot size stamped
on the top flap, just a handwritten “0”  in light blue marker. With light scuffs and surface
soil it is in good condition. estimate- 30-50

687] This is a mixed lot of two Remington 
rifled slug 5-size red and green boxes holding

9 shells between them. The two .22 L.R. rimfire
boxes, a yellow and blue Super-X box full of nickel-cased rounds, and a full green
Remington HI-SPEED KLEANBORE hollow point box. One slug box is in fair condition
but the others are in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 40-60

688] This tan 250-size, top flap, 10 ga. TOP SHOT WADS box by U.M.C.Co., has red
printing. The UMC logo is on three sides and the top flap has a sample of the wad glued to
it. Seeming to be full, one corner of the top has a short break and a couple of wrinkles at 

that area. The back has a small hole and the box has some 
light foxing and a scuff. All-in-all it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

\689 Empty, this 100-size, 2-piece full-cover 24 ga. Remington, Canada Nitro Club box has
a tan partial wrap-around label with green print and a red logo. It 
has marker and a light stain of the left side, a little edge wear and a
few bites to the label, but it is in good condition. estimate- 150-200

690] Empty, this 100-size, 2-piece full-cover 12 ga. U.M.C.Co,
New Club box has a tan partial wrap-around label with dark blue

print and a “U5Q” rubber stamp on the bottom. The box bottom has open seams on two
sides, the top has marker on the left side and a small tear at the thumb-cut. The label has
light soil, a scuff, some ink in the upper right corner, and a few ripples at the left edge, but 

all-in-all it is in good condition. estimate- 100-150

SHOT SHELL BOXES
Unless stated otherwise the following shot shell boxes are all 25 round, two piece full cover boxes, and will not be to size or have
a size noted in other than the printed description. We figure if you collect them you know how big they are.

\691 This 500, 20 ga.-size Remington Nitro Club wood
crate has so-called dovetail joints, and black print noting; “STEEL LINED” in
red on both sides. It also has a Bridgeport Conn. address. It also comes with
a red and black {printed on both sides} 25-size tan paper box insert advertising
Nitro Club and Arrow Wetproof Steel lined shells. The insert has a tiny bit of
edge wear and the crate has nice bright colors, no top, and marks on the side

from what we think were binding wires or bands. The crate is good, and the insert is in
very good condition. estimate- 90-120



692] This 500, 12 ga. size Remington kleanbore wood crate has so-called dovetail
joints, and black print noting; “LOADED SAFETY CARTRIDGES” and “BRIMSDOWN

MIDDLESEX ENGLAND” on one side. Missing the top, the printing on both ends is a bit weak
and a little stained on the bottom edge, but it is still in good condition. estimate- 90-120

\693 About 15/8“ [1.6” / 42mm] in diameter from a 2-piece
mold, this golf-ball-sized Pitch, target ball is solid black pitch.
Said to be of the type and size the late and great Winchester
factory exhibition shooter Herb Parsons used, it is in excellent
condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 90-120

694] About 2.7” in diameter, this pale blue glass, by E. Jones Gunmaker, Blackbourne,
Lancs, has the raised but hard to read name on the center band of the glass ball, which also
has a raised basket weave pattern and a large raised “X” on the bottom. From a 3-piece

mold, the neck is a bit rough and there is soil inside the
ball, but the color is even and it is in relatively good 
condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 200-300

\695 Black, with a yellow band on the outside, this 41/8“
diameter clay pigeon has the raised “BOSTON TARGET Co 18 PAT JUNE 3D 1899 95 ”
text on the upper edge. There is an about 1.5” long chip flaked off on one side of the outer
edge which is about .18” thick, and leaving the remaining thickness to be about .11” at the
chip. It also has a couple other slight ‘nicks’ to the outer edge, but it is generally in good con-
dition. [photo not to size] estimate- 20-40

696] Headstamped  WINCHESTER No 12 ‘, this 21/8“ ringed-head brass
Tear Gas shell has a domed brass primer, and uses a rolled-crimp to hold a
red topwad which has black “MANVILLE “C N” (ARMY TYPE) TEAR GAS
1935” print. With some case staining and a now, slightly cracked lacquer 
topwad seal, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25

697 Using an ‘ELEY-KYNOCH 12 ‘ headstamped red paper shell for power, this 121/4“ long 12 ga Whale tag has “592
Fisheries RESEARCH BOARD ST. ANNE de
BELLEVUE. P.O. CANADA 592” stamped
on the non-magnetic metal flechette,
and a pinned-on cast metal tip. The case has black “CARTRIDGE CASE MADE BY ELEY-KYNOCH” near the brass base, which has a
magnetic inner reinforcing. With marker and some stains at the shell head /body
seam, it is still in good to very good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 150-200

698 Headstamped ‘ DOMINION INDUSTRIAL ‘, this 3”, 8 ga. factory dummy has a
holed brass primer cup, in a brass washed steel battery cup, a 2-piece brass head
{3/8” and 13/16”}, a dark purplish-blue ribbed plastic body and a roll crimp to secure the
lead slug. With some uneven toning, marker and a slight dent to the brass, it is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 30-50

699 Headstamped ‘ WESTERN SUPER-X No INDUSTRIAL 8 ‘, this 3”, 8 ga. 
factory dummy has a holed brass primer cup, in a brass battery cup, a  factory 
polished and lacquered 2-piece brass head {3/8” and 1”} with two cannelures on the
taller head. The red paper body has black “Western TRADE MARK Super-X logo 
INDUSTRIAL” case print, and a roll crimp to secure the lead slug.  With some stains to the brass and a very slight nick on
the body, it is in good condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 40-70

CLAYS AND TARGET BALLS

ODD’S & BITS

700 Used in the well drilling business, this 21mm Seismic shell is headstamped 
‘ REMINGTON ELEC 21MM SEISMIC TRIC ‘(12, 9, 6  & 300h}. It has a brass electric
primer with a grey insulator, a copper-washed steel battery cup and copper-washed
steel heads with a black ribbed plasic body using a roll crip to secure the flat lead slug. With marker, it is in excellent
condition. [photo 75%] estimate- 20-40



\701 This English, Terry’s Patent speed loader for a 12 bore double barrel shot gun, is not
marked, Two shells would be put nose first into the two sets of four spring-steel tabs, and with the
fixed leather loop attached to the gun-loader the guns the shells could easily be grasped to re-load
the gun. Terry’s was, as we understand it, a large maker of spring-steel items, bicycle clips & etc. This
has some rust spots but is strong and in relatively good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 20-40

702] This pair of Western Air Rifle Shot tubes both have black case print and tinned
steel twist-to-close tops with plain grey cards held by the roll-crimped bottoms. The shorter
tube is a orangish-red “NO. 2 PACKAGE”, while the longer is a light red “No. 1 SIZE”. Both
have: “(PATENT NO. 1,160,974)”, “MADE IN U.S.A.” and a East Alton address on them. The shorter is
empty, the longer has some copper-washed lead BB’s in it, and both are in good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 15-25

703 Empty, this early Western Air Rifle shot tube is dark red with a copper-washed steel twist-to-close top, and a roll
crimped plain grey card bottom. “Western in a diamond logo”, “AIR RIFLe
sHoT”. “WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY EAST ALTON ILL.” and “PATENTED NOV,16, 1915” are
in black case print. It has a couple slight dings to the paper, a little wear and rust to
the opener, still it is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-40

704] This collection of 7 cannon friction primers also includes a paper-wrapped stack
of percussion caps and a Sharps stick of pellet or disc primers for the Lawrence feed with a
wood-pusher. The Friction primers vary in length or tube diameter and all 9 items are in 
relatively good condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 50-80

\705 Headstamped ‘ 1 D 51 A ‘, this Swiss cannon primer has
a flat nickel primer, with a black annulus, a drawn brass case with a
light brown-painted knurled ring lower mid-case and a glossy black topwad
fitted at an angle. In excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

706] Containing an original Remington primer with a holed nickel cup, in a copper-washed
steel battery cup, this 2-piece half-cover orange 735-size DUMMY box has a black printed partial
wrap-around white label. With a slight scratch to the label and a slight dent to a corner of the box
bottom, it is in good to very good condition. [photo 40%] estimate- 25-40

\707 With raised lettering on all 5 lids, this collection includes a
100-size tin of U.M.C. No 61/2 SMOkELESS primers without a side seal. The 4@ U.M.C.
NITRO PRIMERS includes two, 100-size No. 3’s one of which is still sealed, and two No. 5’s
both with 100-size lids; one is without a side seal, mostly full and correct while the other
100-size brass lid is on a 250-count Japanned steel tin which has a good portion of it’s 
original label. With some typical soil and discolor, these are generally
in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 70-100

AIR RIFLE 

CAPS & PRIMERS

708] With raised lettering on all 4 lids, this collection of 250-size U.M.C. tins includes two
sealed tins, a No. 5 Nitro Primer with a yellow side seal, and a No. 0 primers with a red side seal.
The opened two include a No. 1 Primers with a red side seal, and a No. 11/2 without a side seal. 

With a few typical stains, these range from good to very good 
condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 70-100

\709 This collection of three U.M.C. cap tins all have green top labels and are 100-size.
Included is; one with partial contents, a paper label with the ‘black’ oval UMC logo and only part of
the side seal. These next two have a lithographed label, one which is empty, it has the dog /mono-
gram in a circle logo and the other with some caps has the dog /monogram in an oval logo. These
are generally in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 20-40

710] These 5@ U.M.C.Co. tins include 4 with a lithographed yellow top label, a 
250-size No. 3 for Trap & Smokeless paper shells with the ‘black’ oval UMC logo and a good 
portion of the side seal. A sealed 250-size, No. 5 for Nitro shot shells. A  250-size, improved
brass No. 11/2 and a 250-size, No. 6 Copper Nitro Powders tin. With an orange paper label
and a large dog /monogram logo, this one has only a very small portion of the orange side
seal remaining, but is almost full of large-size brass Berdan primers. All have some contents,
and range from good to very good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 60-90



\711 These 3@ U.M.C. 250-size primer tins all have a red lithographed
top label. The No. 0 notes for Smith & Wesson and Colt pistols, the No. 1 is
for Pistol and Rifle cartridges, and the No. 2 is for Paper and Brass shot
shells. All have contents and are generally in good to very
good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 40-70

712] With a green and black paper top label, this E. Remington & Sons 250-size Waterproof H
Primers, is Japanned steel and never had a side label. With some contents, a little soil, a few edge
bites and wear, it is in good to very good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 30-50

\713 About 13/4” in diameter, this DU PONT employee Hobby Show badge is missing the pin
backing. The steel-backed badge is purple flocked blue fabric with gold printing. With
some edge wear, it is in good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 70-100

714] About 11/4” in diameter, this Massachusetts Tercentenary 1630 - 1930 
Old Powder House Sommerville gold colored coin has a pilgrim and the

Mayflower on one side and the powder house on the other. It has a bit of discolor to the Mayflower side,
otherwise it is in very good condition. [photo 70%] estimate- 15-25

715 About 13/4” in diameter, this 2-sided light yellow cellioid “INFALLIBLE” and
E.C.E.C. brands of Hercules Powder tag is dated Sept. 8-11 1914. It has a copper
ring for hanging it at the top and red printing on both sides. The front side
“SQUAD 20 No. 3” is badly cracked, while the back is a little high at the outer
edges and locates this to Dayton Ohio. The back is in good condition. [photo 70%]
estimate- 40-60

716 Dated 1863, this .766” diameter copper coin has smooth edges. From “B. KITTRedGe
& Co...134 MAIn sT, CIn, o.”. The back notes they deal in military goods and apparatus,
guns, pistols and sporting. Nicely toned it has nice sharp lettering and is in excellent condition.
estimate- 50-80

PIN BACKS, TIE CLASPS & Etc.

717 With a “PETERS HV” headstamp, this .22 Short R.F. Tie Tack has a hollow point lead bullet and a
nickel-cased body with a pin soldered to it and a gold-colored spring loaded backing devise stamped 
”KINNEY CO -PROV.3.R.I.-”. In very good condition. estimate- 30-50

718 With a “H” headstamp, this .22 Short R.F. Tie Tack has a lead bullet with two knurled and one smooth
groove. The copper-cased body has a pin soldered to it and a gold-colored spring loaded backing devise. In
very good condition. estimate- 20-40

719 With a “U” headstamp, this .22 Long Rifle R.F. Tie Tack has a lead bullet with three knurled rings.
The brass-cased body has a pin soldered to it and a gold-colored spring loaded backing devise. In very
good condition. estimate- 20-40

720 With a “Super-X logo” headstamp, this .22 Long Rifle R.F. Tie Tack has a copper washed-lead
bullet with three knurled rings and one thin groove. The nickel-cased body has a pin soldered to it and a
gold-colored spring loaded backing devise. In good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

721 With brass guides {see lot 723 below for a photo of the same style guides} soldered to the back of
the brass oval this Bolo tie clasp has a 1/2 sectioned brass-cased .22 Long Rifle R.F. glued(?) to
the front. We can make out only an “S  H” as the headstamp, and the lead bullet has three knurled
rings. In very good condition. estimate- 15-25

722 This spring-tensioned white metal tie clasp has a 1/2 sectioned brass-cased .22 Long
Rifle R.F. glued to it. The glue covers the complete front of the clip and cartridge, otherwise it is in
good condition. estimate- 15-25

723 With the brass guides attached, by both a slotted-screw and glue, to the .22 W.R.F, Bolo tie
clasp. It has a “H” headstamped copper case with a knurled cannelure and a hollow point lead bullet.
With a slight dent in the case and one to the lead, it is in good condition. estimate- 15-25



724 This Remington Peters factory 5mm Remington R.F. Magnum tie clasp is inside a
stapled-shut plastic bag. The original paper ‘label’ is printed on all sides in red, black and
white. The brass-cased round has a ”U.” headstamp and a GM-jacketed hollow point bullet.
The spring-tensioned clasp is gold colored. It has a red-ink price on the front, otherwise it is
in good to very good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 20-50

725 With a slightly loose fitting “REM-UMC .38 SHORT” blank in the base, this unmarked
brass adapter or sub-caliber seems to be for the 11.5mm Montenegriner-Gasser. However
some of the measurements don’t mach Brandt #170, but the shoulder seems to be in the right
place. The adapter has a .601”/ 15.27mm rim, a .502”/ 12.76mm head, a .462”/ 11.14mm
mouth, a 1.362”/ 34.60mm case length and a .435”/ 11.06mm round nose lead bullet. In good condition. estimate- 20-40

726 A steel bomblet, or Lazy Dog Missile, these were dropped from the air in
bomb-like {250 lb} canisters. This one is from the mid-to-late 1950s, and so very
early for this style. Of turned steel, it has three fins, and with very light rust, is in
good to very good condition. estimate- 20-40

727 Headstamped ‘ U.S.C.Co. 7-17 ‘, this nickeled, Cal. .45 M-1911 case has an empty, blind
primer pocket, a smooth bullet seating groove and a coreless GM-jacketed bullet,showing 5 holes
(One centered at the tip and 4 at 90º apart a little lower down) in the nose. The jacket’s base is folded over what
should have been a core. Perhaps a salt or pepper shaker it is in very good to excellent condition. estimate- 20-40

728 Headstamped ‘ F 6 97 ‘, this nickel-plated Cal. .30 krag has a
nickel-plated domed primer and steel-jacketed bullet. The bullet has a
knurled crimping groove and a unmarked steel knife blade attached to
the base. It has a few nicks and a wee bit of rust to the blade, otherwise
it is in excellent condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 30-50

729 Headstamped ‘ F A 3 10 ‘, this Cal. .30 M-1906 has a struck primer, a
drawn brass case and a CN-jacketed flat-based bullet. The bullet base has
an unmarked somewhat rusty knife blade attached to it. With uneven toning,
it is in good condition. [photo 60%] estimate- 15-25

ODD CARTRIDGE ITEMS

730 Winchester was not the only ammunition maker to offer fine cuttlery, This
lot is two cartridge-shaped flat plated-steel Cuttlery advertising items. Marked
on both sides, one is stamped “Remington “DUPONT in an oval logo” ”, and
“Fine Cuttlery”, while the other is stamped “REMINGTON

UMC“ in a circle logo,
Remington Cuttery” on both sides. This last one has some rust on one side,
and the 1st mentioned (top in photo) one is in excellent condition. [photo 80%] estimate- 40-70

731 Headstamped on the base ‘ B G I Co  601 ‘, this Bridgeport Gun Implement
Co. whistle model 601 has the small size brass swivel-knob in the base, a brass
case stamped ‘ PAT NOV. 29. 81.”, and an straight-sided oval hole in which the
wood or pith ball can be seen, while the nickel plated ‘bullet’ has a large center hole.
Quite rare, it was patented by C.D. Leet, #250,083 as a Call Whistle. it has some
surface scratches in the sides of the ‘bullet’, but it works and is generally in very good condition. estimate- 90-120

732 A nicely finished on the outside, this Dominion, 83/4“ x
71/8“ x 7/8“ hinged wood box contains a live ‘ D C Co 30-30 ‘,
and 30 other pieces of sectioned cups, draws bullets, 
bullet jackets and cases. Some have a partial headstamp.
The case trays and inner lid is lined with a plush blue 
velvet. We have photographed it here with the pieces on
the lid so they can be seen separately so the box is
upside down in these photos. The lead pieces show 
oxidation, otherwise this is in excellent condition.
[photo not to size] estimate- 150-200

BOARDS, BANNERS, FLAG & ADVERTISING



733] This 11”x 9” wood framed Tround board has a Pistol, Rifle, Triplex {H&K},
Saboted, sectioned sabot with a bullet, and a 4-round machine gun mylar-belt of
Trounds. The background is black, the Triplex load is off-white in color and the rest are
green. With an original Dardick “Switch Hitter” brochure, and a letter of provenance
dated July 1985, that these rounds were given to the boards builder by Mr. Dardick
when they both worked for TRW Inc. on an open chamber gun. The glass needs a bit of 
cleaning, otherwise this is in excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 500-700

\734 13.5” on each side, this Tri-Test board is of
thick cardboard with a fold-out easel-back built into it. 
It is yellow with black print and a separate typewritten address is attached with cellotape.
The red plastic shot shell in the center has shot and a primer but no powder and all but
the Cal. .30 M1 Carbine have swaged lead bullets. Most of the rounds are R-P 
headstamped brass but the .357 Mag. is on Herters brass. The 16 cartridges are held by a
molded plastic overlay which is stapled to the board. It has soil to the plastic and has been
hung by a small hole at the apex. The corner points have wear and are a little frayed, 
otherwise it is in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 250-300

735] This 36” x 70” off-white Bismuth banner has red, dark and
light green print. By AAA Flag & Banner Mfg. Co, it has 6 heavy duty
grommets fitted to secure it. It has been folded but our guess is the
folds would dissappear over time if hung. In excellent condition. [photo

not to size] estimate- 90-120

\736 A “The winning formula”  Eley flag, it is 36” x 70”, white with dark
green and golden yellow print. It has two black plastic loops to hang it on the
left end. Made by Zephyr, a company founded in 1955, It has been folded but
we doubt the folds are permanent. It is in excellent condition. [photo not to size]
estimate- 90-150

737] 93” x 29.5”, this heavy duty vinyl, Eley “The winning formula”
banner is gold, green, red, yellow, grey and white plus it ranges from brown
to maroon in color, It has a series of 10 heavy duty grommets fitted to secure
it, and has a few tiny areas where the paint or the vinyl surface is cracked.
With a little light edge wear, it is in good to very good condition. [photo not to size]

estimate- 150-200

\738 93” x 29.5”, this heavy
duty vinyl, Eley “The winning formula” banner is gold, green, red, yellow,
grey and white plus it ranges from light to dark green in color, It has a series
of 10 heavy duty grommets fitted to secure it, and has a few tiny areas where
the paint or the vinyl surface is cracked. With a little light edge wear, it is in
good to very good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 150-200

739] In the original 22” x 13.5” x 3.5”
factory shipping box, this Federal Steel Shot Guide display consists of
some paperwork in a sealed envelope, two plastic sealed bundles of the
Guide booklets for sale for only 99¢ with the purchase of two boxes of
shells. All in a colorful easel-backed display with interchangeable backs.
With a little foxing to the larger back, it is in very good unused condition.
[photo not to size] estimate- 30-50

\740 83/4“ x 121/2“, this green and white Remington clip-board has shot recommendations, size and
choke information on the back. The front features a bulls-eye with a shot pattern and notes the many 
various periodicals Remington apparently advertised in. It has a steel clip at the top which has a
Remington sticker on it. Slighty bowed, at the clip it has a stain along the right edge mostly on the front
and at the same spot on the back a tiny bit of the plastic lamination is lifting. With small stain in the middle
of the front, and some light rust to the steel, it is in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 25-40

BOOKS, CATALOGS AND PAPER ÷÷÷÷



743] This is a lot of 8 mostly Winchester advertising / pamphlets brochures. Included are two
items about .22’s; a ca.1965, Model 52 with the “Micro-Motion” trigger, and a ca. 1935 about
Sporting and Target rifles, both of which also picture ammunition. A ca. 1932 about Center Fire
Rifles and ammunition with the Olin logo on the front. A 112 page, ca. 1937 Winchester
Ammunition Handbook. A 1968 Winchester sporting arms and ammunition catalog, and a most
unusual French / Belgium Winchester brochure featuring an Italian champion with a rectangular
Winchester shot shell on the cover. The two non-winchester items are a folded instruction sheet of
how to build a Concrete Shooting Platform, and an advertisement for The Silicote Corp. gun care
products. These range from good to very good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 60-90

\742 This is a lot of 8 mostly Remington advertising / pamphlets
brochures. Included are two ca. 1949 Remington Peters booklets; a
Handbook on Gun Club Cashiering, and a Handbook on Gun Club Operation. A ca. 1973 Remington
Handbook on Skeet Fundamentals. A undated tri-fold with two removable rotating paper-computers
acting as a Remington “Skeetmeter” and a Trap Windage Meter. A partial yellow paper Remington
Peters Skeet Score Pad. A Remington Ammunition, Dec 1950  price list. Perhaps 8@ ca. Dec 1950,
Remington Retail price lists for zones 1,2,3 & 4, printed on both sides of the heavy green paper.
Last is a Stoeger Arms Corp. Standard Luck Target with a square divided into other squares which
have a number in them and rules of how to play the game. It has a mark made by a rusty paper-clip.
The other items have some soil, or edge wear, but this lot is generally 
in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 60-90

745] 4.25” x 6.5”, this original 96 page, stapled 1885 edition of
Trajectories of American Hunting Rifles is missing the cover and
back page. Covering “A series of tests, made by the “FOREST AND
STREAM” at the Creedmoor Range Sept. 26 - Oct 19, 1885” it was
published by Forest & Steam Publishing Co in New York. With a some
stains from the staples and some tiny edge nicks it is in good condition.
[photo not to size] estimate- 40-70

\746 This Erlmeier, H. A, and Brandt, J. H., Manual of Pistol and
Revolver Cartridges. Vol. I, Wiesbaden, Erlmeier Verlag, &
Schwabisch Hall, 1967, is an 8” x 10.5”, 268 page, hardback with a
wrinkled and spotted dust-jacket, otherwise it is in good condition.
[photo not to size] estimate- 50-80

741] This is a lot of 5 signed pages from Remington Arms (4@) and Peters Cartridge
Division of Remington (1@) concerning The New York State Trap shoot in 1952 to the
Doubles winner Mr. Ken Hard. The letters date from July of 1952 to July of 1953 and also
includes an unsigned reply from Mr. Hard on his letterhead. With light soil, a pencil mark and
a some edge wear, these are in good condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 30-50

\744 This lot of five phamplets includes a ca. 1943 “Form a Cellar Club,
buy a Colt and Learn to Shoot.” by Colt, and four about Western product lines: a Super-X, Xpert .22
Rinfires (ca 1980’s?). Plus from the early 1930’s, three very colorful examples; “Super-X Long Range
.22’s”, “Clean Lubaloy Cartridges” and “Western Shells won’t rust your gun” The Xpert 22’s has a little
fading to one edge of the back, but the others are in excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 30-60

747] Printed in German, this copy of Brant & Hamann,
Identifizierung von Handfeuer Waffen Munition. Journal-Verlag
Schwend GmbH, 1971, is a 5.75” x 8.25”, 228 page, hardback
without a dust-jacket. It covers various military and sporting
case types plus some headstamps and color codes. In excellent
condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 30-50

\748 8” x 11.5”, by de Hek, W.D., Military Cartridges Part 2 Identification Headstamps Projectile
Tipcolours. W.D. deHek, Netherlands, 1998, is paper back, with dark blue covers, and not paginated,
but a little over 1/2” thick. It covers headstamp codes, bullet tip colors and translations of a number
of ammunition terms from a number of different languages with the caracters of the original 
language into English. A worthwhile book, it is in excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 30-50



749] 8” x 11.5”, by de Hek, W.D., Military Cartridges Part 3 Supplement Cartridge drawings,
Cartridges caliber list. W.D. deHek, Netherlands, 2000, is paper back, with orange covers, and not
paginated, but about 3/4” thick. The caliber list includes historical information and a section in the
back deals with a number of caseless rounds, plus some 20mm rounds along with A.P.F.D.S.
50mm and 35mm projectiles. With only a very slight fold on the front cover at the bottom right 
corner, it is still in excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 30-50

\750 9” x 11.25” this blue paper-binder compiled by William A. Dibbern,
45-70 Cartridge Variations. WAD Publishing, Stoughton, Mass., February
1997 is number 138 and a first edition. 172 pages of drawings, Xeroxes of
specific .45-70 cartridges, including some X-rays, it draws from a number of
very serious .45-70 collectors who documented their collections. It includes
forms Bill sent out with the book for possible cartridge additions. With a slight dent and a wrinkle to
the upper right corner of the binder, it is still in excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 40-70

751] 8.5” x 14”, this is a {printed on only one side} Xerox of the Kynoch
Standard Ammunition Book, Rifle, Revolver, Pistol & Shot gun etc. by Ronald E. Fenby (of
the Kynoch) Inspection Department, 1905. About 13/16” thick of the blue prints, drawings,
a small bit of correspondence and handwritten notes about manufacture of both military
and sporting ammunition at the time. With a little edge wear to some of the pages it is a
good quality Xerox or the most part, but not all are perfect. [photo not to size] estimate- 30-60

\752 A very well done and interesting history of Eley, this is on internet
book-sales listings from $345 to over $2000! It is an 8.5” x 10.75”, 192 page
hardback 1st edition of Eley Cartridges a History of the Silversmiths and Ammunition Makers.
Quiller Press, Shrewsbury. United Kingdom, 2006. by C. W. Harding. It has the original dust
jacket which does have some slight rubs, otherwise it is in excellent condition. [photo not to
size] estimate- 300-400

753] 6.25” x 9.25” this volume of Hogg, I.V., The Cartridge Guide.
Stackpole Books, Harrisburg, 1982 is 192 pages, hardback, and has a 
plastic covering over the original dust-jacket. It covers headstamps, with
both drawings and an listing of the makers mark along with the companies
full name plus perhaps some other information. it also has the DWM and
Roth numbers listings. In excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 15-25

\754 7.5” x 10”, this 128 page hardback book, Military Small Arms
Ammunition of the World 1945-1980. by Peter Labbett, Arms and Armour Press London &
Melbourne, 1980, has the original dust cover with the bottom corner of the inside front flap
clipped. Illustrated and photographed by P. J.  F. Mead it has lots of photographs of live and
sectioned rounds, and is in excellent condition. [photo not to size] estimate- 30-60

LATE ADDITION

755] Full of brass cased rounds headstamped ‘ PPU .45 HP ‘ with a flat
nickel primer, a red annulus, and a 230 gr. GM-jacketed round nose bullet, this 
50-size blue and black .45 HP box by Prvi Partizan has red, white, blue and
black printing. With (we think) great graphics, it is made in Serbia, has a 
bilingual warnings on the back, and the factory inspection slip is also included.
With a few very slight shallow dents to the top and a slight rub, it is still in
excellent condition. [photo 50%] estimate- 40-70

END OF AUCTION



About lot 294
There are 10+ known "L O"  hs on various well known sporting cartridges.

All of these have just a caliber in the hs  (not a case #) and are in the modern post-1922 format eg 9.3x72R  

This format became compulsory on sporting cartridges in 1935 (Erfurt Conference) and by then most of the DWM bun-
ters had changed to include that caliber in the required format.

This likely implies these were produced c1935 or later.

It is tempting to relate the "L" in the "L O" to meaning production by the DWM factory at Lübeck (as others have done) .
Lübeck is definetly known to have used a "L L" factory code at 3 & 9 o'clock in the hs (much like "K K" = Karlsruhe and
"B B" = Borsigwalde) . Lübeck is believed to have started ammunition production in 1935 which is confusingly also the
date corresponding to the "L L" date code. However, if the "O"  letter then typically represents a year code then this is
1932 which is before the Lübeck factory was supposedly established in 1935 ?? But of course there is that "DWM  O O
L L  Kal.7.9" hs which is considered Lübeck, but does have "O O" date codes - all very confusing !!

So there is no clear and consistent interpretation of what the code "L O" represents but it is a scarce hs to have.

Should you have input to share please contact either Brad or myself.
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For you overseas or canadian bidders who pay with PayPal please remember your
just buying non specific merchandise or lot number(s) as PayPal is anti-gun and anti-
ammunition. 

Also for other than catalog purchase you will pay all fees. You do this by using the
gift / family option.

We are not taking Paypal for other than overseas or canadian buyers. We are
again taking U. s. bank credit cards. We prefer your checks, money orders, bank trans-
fers & the like. thank you for your understanding.

Please also remember we will be glad to deliver your wins to the Prescott show or
sLics at no charge. if you wish this, remember to deduct the shipping and handling
charge from your payment and let us know.

IMPoRTAnT noTICe
+

+



BIDDING INCREMENT SCHEDULE
Minimum Bid On Any Lot  Is  $15.00

Bids of $15 to $50 must be in whole..........................................$2.50 increments
Bids of $50 to $100 must be in whole.............................................$5 increments
Bids of $100 to $400 must be in whole.........................................$10 increments
Bids of $400 to $700 must be in whole.........................................$25 increments
Bids of $700 to $1000 must be in whole.......................................$50 increments
Bids over $1000 must be in whole.............................................$100 increments

Bids not conforming to this schedule will be reduced to the next nearest increment

VOICE: 928-776-8285  E-Mail: pdbullets@commspeed.net FAX: 928-776-8276

Our normal hours of operation (up to the Friday before the close) are: 10:00 AM to
7:00 PM Monday - Friday, and 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM on (some) Saturdays.

AUCTION CLOSE PROCEDURE
We will give you the second high bid starting the Thursday before the close.

Before Thursday we just accept your bids by voice, fax, or E-mail and should you call,
we will tell you if your bid is currently the high bid.

FRIDAY before the sale close we open at 10:00 AM and stay open
accepting bids until 10:00 PM, and we still accept E-mail bids. This allows
bidders to call in after work, check on bid status, and get the information
required to win the lot(s) of choice.

SATURDAY of the sale close: WE OPEN AT NOON. No calls will be
accepted before noon (12:00 AM) this last day of the sale. Voice or fax bids
only, no E-mail today, and FAX bids only till 4:00 PM, MST.

So on Saturday, from 12:00 NOON until 7:00 PM, OPEN BIDDING.
Bids accepted as they come in from whomever, whenever, on whatever, so
check, raise and add as you wish,on what you wish. However FAX bids will
not be accepted after 4:00 PM, MST, as we are to busy on the phone.

Saturday: from 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM, MST, you may only bid on
lots in which you have a previous bid.

At 10:00 PM, MST, the Sale Is Closed.
AriZoNA does not go to dayl ight savings t ime.

QUestioNs: if any of this is unclear or you wish further information, please contact
us as soon as possible. Not on the last day of the sale, as then we are only taking bids.



-∞∞∞-     JOIN   A  ClUB -∞∞∞-
Addresses of a few of the many clubs are below. Please ask, and we will be glad to give you information about a club

near (or dear) to you, and your interests.

EUROpEAN CARTRIdgE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Martin golland, Chapel House, deepdale, South Humberside, dN18 6Ed

UNITEd KINgdOM
e-mail: langold@globalnet.co.uk

INTERNATIONAl AMMUNITION ASSOCIATION INC.
IAA, 6531 Carlsbad dr., lincoln NE 68510  U.S.A.

voice: 402-483-2484

WESTERN STATES CARTRIdgE COllECTORS ASSOCIATION
Rick Montgomery, 924 little Joe lane, Hamilton MT 59840, U.S.A.

THE 22 BOX
Richard Rains, S. 4321 Bluff Rd., Spokane WA 99224, U.S.A.

voice: 509-624-8772

AUSTRAlIAN CARTRIdgE COllECTORS ASSOC. INC.
Warren Brown, 13 McCudden St.,griffith, NSW, 2680, AUSTRAlIA

e-mail: shotgunwazza@gmail.com

NEBRASKA CARTRIdgE COllECTORS
6531 Carlsbad dr., lincoln NE 68510  U.S.A.

voice: 402-483-2484 e-mail: gmuckel@neb.rr.com

SOUTH AFRICAN CARTRIdgE COllECTORS ASSOCIATION
p.O. Box 3356, Cramerview, 2060,  SOUTH AFRICA

Will Reuter e-mail: wlreuter@global.co.za

NEW ZEAlANd CARTRIdgE ClUB
Kevan Walsh, 4 Milton Rd., Northcote point, North Shore City, 0627

NEW ZEAlANd  e-mail: KEvAN.WAlSH@ESR.CRI.NZ

KANSAS CARTRIdgE COllECTOR’S ASSOC.
vic Suelter, 2185 E. Iron dr., lincoln KS, 67455 voice: 785-524-4895

UNITEd KINgdOM CARTRIdgE ClUB
Jeff Blunt, 19 Sunray Ave., Hutton, Nr Brentwood, Essex, CM13 1pR

UNITEd KINgdOM

The IAA website: www.cartridgecollectors.org has a listing of cartridge shows
here in the U.S. Hope to see you at one / some.


